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Abstract

Negativeionphotoelectronspectroscopyhas been used to studytwo

-- typesoftransientneutralspecies:bound freeradicals(NO2 and NOa) and

unstableneutralspecies(III-II]and [FH2]).The negativeiontime-of-flight ,

= photoelectronspectrometerused fortheseexperimentsisdescribedindetail.

PhotoelectronspectraofNO 2-at266and213nm show theX(2AI),A(2B2)

_: and (_(2A_)bands ofNO 2.We obtaintheenergyoftheA(_B2)stateas To =

- 1.204eV fromFranck-Condonsimulationsofthevibrationalstructure,and the
._

_ energy of the t_(2A2)state as To = 2.02 eV. The (_(2A_)band includes two peaks

2 which cannot be explained by Franck-Condon-allowed transitions, and may_

resultfromvibroniccouplingbetweentheI_(2BI)and (_(2A2)states.-

__=

Photoelectron spectra of NO3- at 266 nm show the 2A2' band of NO3.

Franck-Condon forbidden transition to odd quanta of a non-totally symmetric

__ mode (v4) appear in the spectra and are attributed to second-order linear

-_ (pseudo-Jahn-Teller)couplingbetween the 2A2' and _E' statesvia the
--_

degeneratev4mode. A vibroniccouplingcalculationwhichexplicitlyincludes

_ this effect reproduces the peak positions and intensities in our spectra.

-O
-.....2.



Spectra at 213 nm also show the 'dark' _" state 0.868 eV above the ground

state.

The transition state region of the potential energy surface for a neutral

bimolecular reaction, A + BC, can be, studied by photodetachment of the

corresponding stable anion, ABC-, provided that the geometry of ABC-is

similar to d_at at the neutral transition state. Spectra of IHI- and ]:DI- at 266

rim show evidence of long-lived quasi-bound states of the neutral [IHI] and

[IDI] complexes.

Photoelectron spectra of FH2. FD2- and FDH- also show evidence of

quasi-bound states. These spectra are dominated by transitions to shorter-

lived 'direct' scattering states, although the FH 2- spectrum shows a sharp peak

attributed to a transition to a longer-lived resonance scattering state.
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1. Introduction

Free radical species are difficult to study experimentally because they

arereactiveand oftenunstable.Many form stablenegativeions,and this

work describes the study of several transient neutral species by negative ion

photoelectronspectroscopy.The experimentsdescribedhereincludestudies

: of the transition state regions of neutral bimolecular potential energy surfaces

(I + HI, F + H_), which we surveyed for evidence of long-lived quasi-beund
=

statesofthe[IHI]and [FH2]complexes.We alsostudiedstablefreeradicals

• (NO2 and NOs), which show interesting spectroscopic phenomena as a r mlt
-

of vibronic coupling.

Chapter 2 gives a general introduction to negative ion photoelectron

_ spectroscopy, including selection rules.

O Chapter 3 describesthe negativeion time-of-flightphotoelectron

spectrometer, including the pulsed free-jet expansion ion source, time-of-flight

__ mass spectrometer, and time-of-flight electron energy analyzer.

Chapter 4 describes our experiments on NO2-. We analyze the

__- vibrational structure in the X(2A1) , A(_2) and _(2A2) bands of NO2, using

Franck-Condonfactorcalculationsand simulatedspectrato estimatethe

_-- electronic state energies, vibrational frequencies and equilibrium geometries

of NO 2 in the X, A and C states. We discuss the anomalous vibrational

___ structure in the region of the (_(2A_)band, and the implications for vibronic

coupling in the NOs t_(_Bl) and _(2A2) states.
__

_
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Chapter 5 describes our experiments on NOs- We analyze the structure dlh

of the 2A2' ground-state band, which includes Franck-Condon forbidden'

transitions to odd quanta of the antisymmetric bonding vibration, v,. These _

are explained by vibronic coupling between the 2A2' and rE' states. We describe

the method and results for a simulation of the 2A 2' band including vibronic

coupling effects, and show that it reproduces the experimental results.

Chapter 6 introduces a different type of neutral system: an unstable

transition state complex on the potential energy surface for a bimolecular
_

reaction. We discuss studies of I + HI/DI via photoelectron spectroscopy of

IHI-(1DI-), as examples of the heavy + light-heavy class of triatomic

reactions. Theoretical calculations predict the existence of long-lived quasi-

bound states of the neutral [IHI] complex (reactive scattering resonances), and

we discuss the ways in which our spectra support, these predictions, qP =

In Chapter 7 we discuss our results on F + H_/D2/DH, highly exoergic

reactions in which evidence of resonances had already been obtained. Our
b

spectra are compared to the predictions of quantum mechanical reactive

scattering calculations and classical trajectory calculations.

_
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O 2. Photoelectron Spectroscopy: General Principles
The photoelectric effect is familiar to many undergraduate students of

quantum mechanics as early evidence of the limitations of classical mechanics,

It is also the fundamental principle behind photoelectron spectroscopy: that

an atom or molecule can absorb a photon and emit an electron

M + hv -. M* + e" (2.1)

whose kinetic energy will be the difference between the photon energy and its

binding energy

KE ffihv - Ej (2.2)

By measuring the electron kinetic energy, one obtains information about the

energies of the ion and neutral states involved in the transition.

O Photoelectron spectroscopy was developed in the 1960's to study the

electronic structure of neutral species and positive ions, using X-ray or vacuum

ultraviolet photons. Applications to negative ions,

M- + hv -. M + e" (2.3)

require much lower photon energies, and have only become really practical

with the recent development oflasers as high-power, narrow-band light sources

over the entire spectrum from infrared to ultraviolet wavelengths.

In ali the experiments discussed here, we use a fixed-frequency laser to

detach an electron from a negative ion, and determine the electron's binding

energy by measuring the electron kinetic energy. Our photoelectron spectra

0
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plot number of electrons (inter_sity) against electron kinetic energy. The

electron kinetic energy is related to the neutral and anion internal energies

(EC°)and E-) as

The peaks at highest electron kinetic energy correspond to transitions to

neutral states with lowest internal energy.

Most of the information obtained from our spectra pertains to the

neutral species, not the negative ion. Although other techniques for studying

neutral species are available, some with resolution as high as thousandths of

wavenumbers, many of them are limited to stable neutral species and have

difficulty with short-lived or reactive species. Negative ion photoelectron

spectroscopy has several advantages with these transient species, since many O

free radicals bind an electron to form the stable negative ion that we require.

We mass-select the ion of interest, minimizing signal due to other ions. And,

because the selection rules differ slightly from those of optical spectroscopy, we

can _bserve transitions to electronic and vibrational states that cannot be

observed using other techniques.

Several negative ion photoelectron spectrometers have been built. We

will not discuss the threshold photodetachment machines, which use tunable

light sources; the principles and details of our group's threshold

photodetachment spectrometer are described by Theo Kitsopoulos in his Ph.D.

thesis. 1 The instruments that use fixed-frequency lasers are of two types:

0

rI ,,, 'lq ,n,l_ Ill'ii ' '_i_IM' 'l_l''s III1" '''' ' q_]ilFll' ' ,_l;_,,rl,, ,, q_,ll_l ,, ql,ii
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those that use hemispherical electron energy analyzers and continuous lasers

and ion sources, and those like ours, that use time-of-flight electron energy

analysis, pulsed lasers and pulsed ion sources. The pulsed lasers can produce

higher-energy photons, so we can study a wider range of systems. We also use

a pulsed free jet expansion ion source, which gives a much narrower ion

vibrational state distribution than the flowing afterglow or other sources

typically used in the continuous machines. This narrow distribution is

particularly important in the transition state experiments discussed in

• Chapters 6 and 7.

_

2.1. Background

Several good reviews of negative ion photoelectron spectroscopy have

been written, 2 but the field is advancing and branching out so rapidly that

none arecomprehensive.The textson neutralphotoelectronspectroscopy3'4_

are somewhat more complete: that by Rabalais 6 is particularly helpful. We=

: include some relevant definitions here before discussing the analysis of ourJ

- spectra.

Photodetachmen_ is the process of removing the electron from the ion,

A" + hv _ A + e" (2.5)
=

We often speak of 'photodetaching an ion', although it is actually the electron-

: that is detached from the ion._

The adiabatic electron affinity of the neutral A is the energy required

@_

i

ffi

_=

.................. ,,................ ,, ',i,' _..... _1........... ,,.......... ,_,' ,11 i1_111,I
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for the transition

A'O,- o)+h_- A(_.o). _" (2.6) / '_
betweenthevibrational,rotationaland electronic

ground state,s of both species.The vertical_ v,,_
tetmchnmnt

®netlly

detachment energy isthe differencebetween _.A.C,d.)
\ I /

the ion ground stateenergyand the neutral _ I /A"

potentialenergy at the same internuclear

separation.7 This is an importantdistinction

becausemany theoreticalpredictionsaregivenintermsofverticalenergies,

which can be verydifferentto the adiabaticelectronaffinitiesthat we

measure. Alielectronaffinitiesdiscussedirllaterchaptersareadiabatic,

m_lessotherwisenoted." mh,

Our spectraareanalyzedusingthestandardmodelsforelectronicand

vibrationalspectra,whicharedescribedinmostelementaryspectroscopytexts.

Sincesome aspectsofouranalysisarea littledifferentdue totheejectionof

the electron,we brieflydevelopand explainthe rulesforphotoelectron

spectroscopyhere.

" The most convenient energy units are electron.volts (eV) for laser photon

energy, electron affinity _.nd electronic energy, and wavenumbers (cre1) for

vibrational energies. The conversion is 8065.5 cm"_= 1 eV (= 96,49 kJ/mol =

23.06 kcal/mol = 27.2116 hartree),
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O 2.2. The basic.__
I'

Quantum mechanically, molecular motion is described by a wavefunetion

_Pthat describes the electronic and nuclear motion. The total energy E of the

state described by _ is determined by the Schrodinger equation

- H Y = E Y (2.7)

: where the Hamiltonian includes electronic and nuclear kinetic and potential

energy.

: We assume that the light electrons move much faster than the heavy

:- nuclei, and that the nuclear and electronic motions are separable: this is the
=

_- Born-Oppenheimer approximation, and the separability of the Hamiltonian

- O H = H_,c . Hind (2.8)
_

--

:- means that the wavefunction is separable into a product of nuclear and=

electronic wavehmctions,

_

T(r,_ -- _(r,_ _m(_ (2.9)

where the electronic coordinates r depend parametrically on the nuclear

coordinates R.

The probability of a photodetachment transition between an ion state _F-

and a neutral + ele_ron state • is determined by the action of the dipole

moment operator, which represents the interaction with the photon: 8

.......... _!rrl..... ,,..............'I'I.... '' ',H'"'I".........._Sl,_l',II'ElJl's'_nlIIjlnn'jlIl' .nllli,n"_ I_I,II_ :i_'_IIxII_II'"I":Ii l'I'I_II_I IIEIIlllI_ll,IIl'JllllJlyllmll_l
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P = I lYcm )l:' (2.10) O f
and, substituting (2.9) into (2.10) we obtain

The dipole moment operator is also separable:

I_ = I_,j + I_, (2.12)

so the integral can be further separated

lE

The second term in Eq. (2.13) can be factored into electronic and nuclear parts,

and the electronic wavefunctions W,i and %1- are orthogonal because the

neutral+electron state is a continuum eigenstate of the negative ion, so the _-

term (%1t%j-) goes to zero.

Next, we make the rigid rotor approximation that the molecular

rotations and vibrations are separable, since rotation is much faster than --
vibration:

L

,,(R) = ,_(_ _,.,,,.(.R) (2.15)

and therefore Eq. (2.13) reduces to

_

-

=

_

' _,_ _ll,_r'_ _..... , ,',,i,, ...... I_II"I,,_ II.... I_I ' , , *'l,',l_llI_,Ir 'II ',_ I_ II'I'I' r,_Iill,,' ,_,,r, ,_.... I,_ ,, ,,' ,_,'llIl ,,_III, ''



where the W° are neutral wavefunctions. We can integrate over rotational

coordinates and treat that term as a constant, since we do not resolve

rotationalstructure,so

The first term of Eq. (2.17) is treated as a constant _, the electronic transition

dipole moment, which we assume independent of the nuclear coordinates.

Included in this approximation is an expansion of the integral in a Taylor

series about the equilibrium geometry Ro:

and truncation after the first term of the expansion. The integral will be non-

zero for all neutral+electronwavefunctions that differfrom the anion

wavefunction by the molecular orbital occupancy of only one electron. 9 It is

possible to include higher order terms which would allow two-electron

transitions, through quadrupole and other interactions, but these terms are

generally neglected because their probability is relatively small. The second

term inEq. (2.17)istheFranck-Condon factor;Wv°and _v,-belongtodifferent

electronicstatessotheyarenot orthogonal.

Each of these approximations has important implications for our spectra
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because it limits the neutral states that are accessible via photodetachment

transitions: it imposes selection rules. In the next section we develop the

selection rules for photoelectron spectroscopy.

2.3. Selection rules and transition probability

Electronic: The one-electron rule from Eq. (2.17) determines which electronic

transitions will be observed in the photoelectron spectra.

To determine whether a transition is a one-electron transition, we look

at the molecular orbital occupancies of the anion and neutral states. This

requires either a theoretical calculation, experimental measurement or some

= approximation, usually fl_at of Walsh, '° to determine the relative energies of

the molecular orbitals. For example, in NO2 the ion and neutral electronic

@
state configurations are

NOs- ('A,) (la,)2(lb2)2(2a,)2(2b_)2(lb,)2(3a,)2(la2)2(3b2)2(4a,) 2

NOs X(2A,) ...(la2)2(3b2)2(4a,) '

NOs ._(2B2) ...(la2)2(3b2)'(4a,) 2

NOs t3(_B1) ...(la2)2(3b2)2(4a,)°(2bl)'

NOs (_(2A2)...(la2)'(3b2)_(4a,)2

wherethea,,b,etc.denotemolecularorbitalsymmetriesundertheoperations

of the C_ molecular point group." A transition from the ion to the B state

requires that we simultaneously promote an electron from the a, orbital to the

b, and remove another a, electron, so transitions to the B state are forbidden

=

__
_:-j

I

, ,
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by the one-electron approximation.
Note that our electronic selection rule is not the same as that imposed

in optical spectroscopy. In both cases, 12 allowed electronic transitions are

determined by the direct product 13

PI ® rj ® V_ c P_ (2.19)

where F, and Fj are the representations of the two electronic states involved in

the transition, F_ corresponds to any component of the dipole moment operator

(_,, _ or _z), and F^ is the totally symmetric representation in the molecular

point group. The difference between the selection rules for photoelectron and

optical spectra is due to the electronic wavefunctions, because in

photodetachment transitions the final wavefunction includes the electron. For

= i example,inabsorptionspectraofNO2, transitionsbetween the _:(2A_)ground

stateand (_(2A2)excitedstaterequirea dipolemoment component _ that

transformsunder thepointgroup operationsaccordingtothea2representation,

sincealx a2- as.There isno such component oftl,so the C stateisa 'dark'

stateand thetransitionfrom theground stateiselectricdipole-forbidden.In

photoelectronspectraof NO2-, this is simply an allowed one-electron

transition.The reverseistrueforthe13(2BI)state:theelectricdipole-allowed

X(2A_)--,I3(2B_)transitionisa forbiddentwo-electrontransitioninour spectra.

Rotational" Our instrumental resolution is about 65 cm "_at best, so we do not

• resolve rotational structure and do not need to take rotational selection rules

=

|
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into account in analyzing our spectra. The rotational selection rules for

photodetachment are discussed at length elsewhere. 6'1'

Vibrational: The vibrational selection rules are perhaps the most interesting,

because they determine the majority of the stI_cture in our spectra. Our

discussion assumes that the initial ion state is the vibrational ground state,

and that the neutral state is bound. (In chapters 4 and 5 we discuss %ot band'

transitions from excited vibrational levels of the anion.) The situation is

slightly different for the I + HI and F + H2 transition state systems discussed

in chapters 6 and 7, but the fundamental principles are the same.

The foundations of our vibrational selection rules are the Franck-Condon

approximation and the normal mode approximation, that all vibrational motion

Q
can be described as combinations of separable harmonic oscillator modes. An

N-atom non-linear polyatomic molecule has 3N-6 normal modes: a linear

molecule, 3N-5. For example, NOs has three normal modes: the symmetric

stretch (v_,al symmetry), bend(v_, al symmetry), and antisymmetric stretch (rs,

b2 symmetry). The normal modes are numbered in order of decreasing

symmetry, increasing degeneracy and decreasing frequency. _5 The exact

description of these modes and their symmetry under the C_ point group

operations can be determined using standard techniques. _'16

A harmonic vibrational progression in a single mode will be a series of

regularly spaced peaks at energies

±
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where v,isthevibrationalfrequency

1 __ (2.21)

k istheharmonicfbrceconstantandt_thereducedmass forthevibration.The
t

dependenceofv,on thereducedmass isparticularlyusefulwhen we compare

spectraofisotopicallysubstitutedmolecules,aswe shalldiscussinChapter6

forIHI-and IDI-,sinceitmay helptoidentifytheactivevibrationalmodes

inthephotoelectronspectrum,

_ In most experimental spectra the peak spacing is not exactly harmonic,

/ due to the effects of anharmonicity or other perturbations to the potential. If

we include an anharmonic term in tile oscillator potential, _7

V = a_ + bx 3 (2.22)

-- the vibrational energies are

=1/

2 where hv,x, is usually negative (we refer to this as x_iin later chapters).

For the systems discussed in later chapters, identifying the active

vibrational modes in the photoelectron spectrum was relatively easy. Although

:_ a molecule might have three or four normal modes, the number of vibrational

__

........................ _..... ',ulnll""' " l'p ','irl,'n'n_,,'...... 1'[,Ini,'"_ln,Ifip_,,[lll'l'n'lr"_llI'_¢lr
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levels accessible in the photodetachment transition is severely limited. This

is a result of the Franck-Condon factors that determine relative peak

intensities, and the Franck-Condon approximation that the transition occurs

on a time scale short with respect to that for vibrational motion (approximately,,

1015 vs. 10"iss).18 Because the transition is so rapid, the neutral is formed

with the nuclei in the same configuration as in the original ion vibrational

state. As the neutral relaxes to its lowest-energy equilibrium geometry, the

atoms oscillate about their equilibrium positions.

If"the anion and neutral had exactly the same geometry and vibrational

frequencies, no vibrational modes would be excited. The only allowed

transition would be that between the ion ground state and the neutral ground

state, and a single peak would appear in the photoelectron spectrum at an

energy corresponding to the electron affinity. This hypothetical situation

corresponds to removing an electron from a non-bonding molecular orbital, r

although in practice there is always some change in geometry and frequencies

between ion and neutral.

If there is an appreciable geometry change between anion and neutral

(due to removal of a bending or anti-bonding electron), the active vibrational

modes will be those which most closely resemble the movement of the nuclei.

If the bond angles remain constant but bond lengths change, the bond

stretching modes will be excited; if the angles change, the bending modes will

be excited.

_

@-
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Vibrationalmodescanalsobeexci_difthereisa substantialdifference

O betweentheionand neutralfrequencies(afactoroftwo ormore),evenifthe

changeingeometryiszero.

Alltheserulesresultfrom theFranck-Condonfactors.In additionto

determiningwhichmodes willbe excited,theyalsodeterminewhichquanta

in eachmode willbe observedin thephotoelectronspectrum.The relative

intensitiesofvibrationalpeaksaredeterminedby

I
For the totally symmetric vibrational ground stateof the ion, the wave function

is

= O _o(R) ,, e-'s' (2.25)
This function has no nodes and is even with respect to displacements in R.

Thus, the only neutral vibrational levels which will give a non-zero overlap

integral are those with even wavefunctions: all quanta of totally symmetric

vibrations, b but only the even quanta of non-totally symmetric vibrations, c

_=

b Symmetry is defined in the point group of the anion or neutral,

whichever has lower symmetry.

: c This is not entirely true for degenerate non-totally symmetric vibrations,

since all levels with v > 1 _mve at least one totally symmetric component.
_

(Herzberg, Ref. 16, pp. 123-131.)
-

_
lilt
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This is a very important rule, and is widely used in analyzing the spectra dmt

discussed in later chapters.

It is also possible for us to observe transitions from excited vibrational

levels of the anion to levels of the neutral. The signature of these 'hot band'

transitions is usually small peaks to the right (higher electron kinetic energy)

of the band origin. Although hot bands can provide information about the

anion vibrational frequencies, we prefer to minimize them to simplify our

spectra, particularly since in the transition state spectra they tend to broaden

peaks and obscure band origins rather than prodding sharp peaks and

information about the anion. Hot band contributions to our spectra are

minimized by using a pulsed free jet expansion in our ion source, as we shall

discussinChapter3.,

@
2.4. Electron angular distribution

The angular distribution of photoelectrons is determined by the following

equation for the differential cross-section, do/d_:

d-_ _ 4_ 1 + p(E) co_O -- (2.26)2

where o_ is the total photodetachment cross-section, £_the solid angle, _(E)

is an asymmetry parameter d and e measures the electron collection direction

with respect to the polarization of the incident laser beam. _

d _ is alSOsometimes defined to include the factor of 1/_.

®
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_(E) varies between 2 (cos2{}distribution) and-1 (sin_{}distribution). It

islargelydeterminedby the symmetry oftheanionmolecularorbitalfrom

whichtheelectronisremoved. Cooperand Zare19showedthatdetachment

from an atomics orbital(l=0)givesa p.waveelectron(I=1)and hencea cos20

distribution.Detachmentfroma p orbitalgivess and d (]=2)wave electrons,

which interfereto givea sin20distribution.The behaviourforpolyatomic

moleculesisconsiderablymore complicated,1'2°and isnotwellunderstood.

We assume thatallvibrationallevelswithinone electronicband will

have thesame _ value,sincewe shouldbefarenoughabovethresholdthat

willvaryonlyslowlywithelectronkineticenergyE.

2-_5, Information obtained from the photoelectron spectrum
The peak positions in our photoelectron spectra provide information

about the neutral electron affinity, its vibrational frequencies in the active

modes, and the electronic state origins. We can also extract information about

the geometry change between the anion and neutral from the relative peak

intensities by calculating Franck-Condon factors, to determine the geometry

change which gives peak intensities in best agreement with the experimental

results. We can then refer to a known anion or neutral geometry (measured

by some other technique) to obtain the geometry of the other. The simulation

process is discussed at length in the chapter on NO_.
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Yibroniccouvline

Our selectionrulesrelyheavilyon separationoffastand slowmotions:

electronicand nuclear,vibrationaland rotational,and soon.Ifthetimescales

forthesemotionsbecomesimilar,theselectionrulesbreakdown. Vibronlc

coupling referstothecouplingofvibrationaland electronicmotion,which

renderstheBorn-Oppenheimerapproximationinvalid,21 Thisisone ofthe

fundamentalassumptionson whichourvibrationalselectionrulesarebased,

and vibroniccouplingcanbethemostsigrtificantperturbationobservedinour

spectra.Althoughperturbationslikevibration-rotationcoupling,Coriolis

coupling,and Fermiresonancemay occurinthemoleculeswe study,theyare

notsufficientlystrongtohave significanteffectson thevibrationalstructure,

atourresolution.

When vibrationaland electronicmotionarestronglycoupled,harmonic

oscillatorand molecularorbitaldescriptionsbecome inadequate.Vibronic

stateswithdifferentquantum numbers v and A (electronicorbitalangular

momentum) aremixed,soclassifyingvibronicstatesby v and A isno longer

accurate,and we saythatthesearenot'goodquantum numbers'.

The effectsofvibroniccouplingcanbespectacular,sincetheyrepresent

thebreakdownofalltherulespresentedinsection2.3.We haveobserved

'progressionsinmodes thatwouldnotnormallybeexcited,

'oddhv peaksinnon-totallysymmetricvibrations,and

•extraordinarilylowvibrationalfrequencies

@
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O in the photoelectron spectra of NOs-, that we have attributed to vibronic
coupling in NO3. We confine ourselves to a brief introduction to vibronic

coupling here, and reserve detailed descriptions for the chapte_ i)n NOs.

Vibronic coupling effects can be included as perturbations to the

Hamiltonian Ho, if we assume that the corrections are small enough to be

approximated using perturbation theory. The Hamiltonian can be expanded

in a Taylor series in the nuclear displacement Q, about the equilibrium

configuration O.o:4.8

H = Ho + 0 * _// Q_ +.,, (2.27)

-

-

with corresponding corrections to the energy

E - Eo + E {I) + E ¢_ .... (2.28)
_

and wavefunctions.

: Vibroniccouplingcanbe classifiedin severalways. Linear coupling

y=_ results from the terms in the Hamiltonian proportional to the nuclear

displacement, h _ Q; for quadratic coupling, h 0¢ Q_. Linear coupling is
_

_: further classified as first-order, or Jahn-Teller coupling, if the coupled

= electronic states are degenerate by symmetry, and second-order (pseudo-
_

Jahn-Teller coupling or Herzberg-Teller intensity borrowing) otherwise.

Quadraticcouplingin linearmoleculesiscalledRennet,Tellercoupling.

Jahn-Teller coupling is often further classified as dynamic, if the degenerate

°0

....... ,_ .... ,¢_ , ,,,, ..... ,i, ,,,jr ,,, " " lr'"' , ,nq,r, C_'ltir qq" IIIl'lll'tl'..... Iii "'rq''t_t' _t [ltirI1'
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electronicstateretainsitssymmetry attheperturbedequilibriumgeometry,

orstatic,ifthecouplingisstrongenoughtocausea permanentdistortionof

themoleculetoa lowersymmetry,Inthatcase,theinitialdegeneracyofthe

electronicstateisremoved.

Linearcouplingbetweenelectronicstates¢iandCjrequiresavibrational

mode ofsymmetryv,22where

r, ® ®r. (2.29)

and the symmetry is required so that the term (OiI_H/_Q IOj)will be different

from zero. The electronic states can either be non-degenerate states, or

components of a degenerate electronic state with r_-rj the representation of the

degenerate state. For example, irl NO 2 the 2A, and _B_states are coupled by

theb2vibration(v3),sincea,® b2= b2.Linearcouplingbetweenthe2AIand O

_A2stateswouldrequirea mode ofa2symmetry,butnone exists,Quadratic

couplingcanoccurinalllinearmolec_fles,althoughitmay beinsignificantly

small.

The effectsoflinearcouplingincludethosementionedabovefbrNO 2and

NO3. We observeodd Ao peaksinthecouplingmode becausethenon-totally

symmetriclevelscoupletosymmetriclevels,andborrowintensityfromallowed

transitions.Thisintensityborrowingalsolendstheelectroniccharacterofthe

coupledstatetotheforbiddentransitions,so[3canvarysubstantiallywithin

a singleelectronicband.
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3. Experimentalsection:negativeionphotoelectronspectrometei= O

Our negativeionphotoelectronspectrometerincludesan ionsourceto

generatevibrationallycoldnegativeions,a time-of-flightmass spectrometer

tomordtortheiondistribution,a fixed-frequencylasertodetachelectronsfrom

mass-selectednegativeions,and a time-of-flightsystem todetermineelectron

kineticenergy.

A schematicdiagram ofthe instrumentisshown in Figure3.1. Our

instrumentissimilarin designtothatofJohnson and coworkers,Ibut differs

in severalminor respects.In thischapter,each sectionofthe instrumentis

discussedindetail.One particularlyimportantelementofthedesignisthat

theinteriorofthe sourceregioniselectricallyfloatedat.1000V. Tldsisdue

tothedesignof'the mass spectrometer,which requirestwo fieldsforfocusing:

a pulsed field (applied in the 'extraction region') and a continuous acceleration O

field, achieved by creating the ions at-1000 V and bringing them up to ground

potential. As discussed below, floating the source affects the design of most of

the interior components and their power supplies.

3.1. Negative ion source

3.1.1. Principles

We wish tc generate negative ions with low internal energies. Ideally,

most of the ions will be in the ground vibrational state and the lowest

rotational states. We require a relatively intense ion beam and a source that
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can produce a variety of ions with 0nly minor modifications. /

The crossed electron beam-free jet expansion developed by Johnson and

Lineberger 2 is the ion source best suited to our experiment. A free jet

expansion crossed at 90 ° with a 1 keV electron beam produces 'cold' negative

ions in their lowest vibrational and rotational states. How can we obtain cold

ions when we use an energetic electron beam? The key is the free jet

expansion, 3 which is created by expanding high-pressure gas (at a few

atmospheres) through a small orifice into a region under vacuum. This is an

adiabatic, isentropic expansion into vacuum, and so cooling must occur.

In the high pressure stagnation region, the gas molecules' motion is

random and their velocity depends on the temperature via the Maxwell

distribution, _

@
s _,z

/_-m / _ e "_ dr=dr, dr. (3.1) = (%vrv,)-

During the expansion, this thermal energy is converted into kinetic energy of

mass flow along the beam axis. Translational temperature determines the
-

width of the molecular velocity distribution, and as the enthalpy of random

motion is converted to enthalpy of directed flow the translational temperature

drops and the velocity distribution narrows, s

We can use the equations developed for an expansion of an ideal

monatomic gas to calculate approximate temperatures, pressures and other

quantities in our free jet expansion, although this is not expected to be better

0:
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O than a rough estimate because our expansion is highly perturbed by the
electron beam and by clustering, In these examples, we assume an ideal

monatomic gas (Ar) at stagnation pressure Po = 2 atm and number density 4

x 1019,nozzle diameter D 0.02" and initial temperature To = 300 tC

In the expansion of an ideal monatomic gas, the degree of ordered vs.

random molectflar motion is characterized by the Mach number M,e "

M _ A (DIV-' (3.2)

where A is a constant (3.26 for an ideal monatomic gas), x is the distance from

the nozzle, D the nozzle diameter and 7_CJCv--5/3 the heat capacity ratio. The

Mach number is related to translational temperature as M _ T( _. As the gas

expands from the nozzle the Mach number increases and Tt drops. For this

O example, at 0.1" from the nozzle the local pressure would be about 4 x 104 stm,

: the number density about 3 x 10'7/cres, and the translational temperature

_- about 100 K.7
_

: Eventually the frequency of collisions decreases to the point that no

= further coohng occurs: in an ideal expansion, this is the 'freeze-in surface'. In

our example, this point occurs about 0.15" downstream from the nozzle. The

collision frequency in the stagnation region is about 10S/s; at the freeze-in

:= " The Mach number is conventionally defined in terms of the local speed

of sound: these are 'supersonic' expansions because the Mach number is

-_ greater than unity.

=
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surface this has decreased to about 5000/s.

Negative ions are produced in the electron beam-free jet interaction

region close to the expansion orifice, Several competing mechanisms can

occur: 2

RA + e" -. (RA')" -, R + A" _kztlve aaachment (3.3)

-"RA + e- autadetachment (3.4)

M RA. coUixional deac_. (3.5)

In our source, the most important process is probably dissociative attachment,

since predissociation of (.RA-)* is often fast with respect to a long-lived

autodetachment resonance in a cluster or a second collision in this low-collision

environment. 2 Efficient dissociative attachment requires electrons with low

energies (a few eV), 8 which are produced by high-energy electrons in the 1 kV

electron beam scattering off molecldes in the free jet:

M + e'(~l keV) _ M* + e-(<l keV) + e'(>0 eV) (3.6)

The subsequent thermalization of the low-energy electrons must be rapid for

efficient ion formation, and is facilitated in polyatomic expansion gases by the

higher frequency of inelastic collisions, s We can produce a variety of negative

ions in our source, including simple ions like O. NOs- and cluster ions like

NO_- (HNO3).. Many more cations than anions will be produced because of

fragmentation on electron bombardment, but this is not a problem because we

0
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O extract only the negative ions from the expansion.
Although the neutral-neutral collision rate is negligible altar a certain

point in the expansion, the ion-neutral collision rate is enhanced by favourable

ion-induced dipole interactions and the ions in the expansion are further

cooled.2 The ion vibrational temperature can be calculated from peak

intensities in the photoelectron spectrum, if'hot band' transitions (transitions

f_om excited vibrational levels of the anion) are resolved and are sufficiently

intense. For CH2CN-, we calculated a vibrational temperature of 150 K from

hot band intensities. Since we have an energetic electron beam perturbing the

expansion, the ion vibrational temperature is not as low as the tens of Kelvin

- measured in the best neutral free jet expansions. Ion rotational temperatures
=

in our source are difficult to measure, because our instrumental resolution is

O insufficient to resolve individual rotational transitions in photoelectron spectra;

since rotations are cooled more efficiently than the higher-energy vibrations,
-

one would expect the rotational temperature to be substantially lower.

=

3.1.2. Pulsed valves

Our initial experiments used a double solenoid-type pulsed valve (BV-

100V, Newport Corp. Fountain Valley, CA). A Viton tip seals the orifice

when the valve is closed: the tip is held in a metal bellows connected to a

metal disk, which moves back and forth between the solenoids to open and
_

close the valve. In our experience, these valves work well if exposed only to

0
_

_
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inert gases; corrosive gas exposure and prolonged use render them 0
unreliableand proneto failure.Vitontipswere inadequateforcorrosive

gases,so we manufacturedTeflontipswhich lastedlongerbut required

much more time to make and adjust.Repeatedproblemswith cracked

ferritecoressurroundingthe solenoidcoils,brokensolenoidwires,leaking

bellows,and thedifficultand lengthyadjustmentprocessinreplacingthese

parts forcedus to seek a durable,inexpensive,and easilyadjusted

replacement.

The GeneralValve Corporation(Fairfield,NJ) producessolenoid

valvesthatfittheserequirements.Althoughnot originallydesignedfor

molecularbeam use,thesevalvesare widelyused by researchgroupsin

northAmerica,withvariousmodificationsand power supplycircuits.We

use themodel 9-347-900,whichisrelativelysimple.A springholdsthe O

valveclosed,pushinga plastictipin to sealthe orifice.A voltagepulse

appliedacrossa solenoidcoilopensthevalveagainstthisspring.9

This valveis easy and inexpensiveto repairand adjust, lt is

particularlysuitableforcorrosivegasesbecauseofitssimplicityand the

materials'resistanceto corrosion.Allpartsareeasilyreplaced,including

thepoppettips.We generallyuse a Kel-Fpoppetand a 0.020"faceplate
z

orifice: other materials and orifice sizes are easily interchangeable. The

poppets usually last a few days to a week or more. Disadvantages of the

General valve include its relatively s',ow opening time, and the bounce after

Q
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closingdue tothefrontand backsprings,
A schematicdiagram of the power supplycircuitforthisvalveis

shown in .Fig.3.2; an improvedversionisused in our group'sthreshold

photodetachmentspectrometer.9 We incorporatedseveralfeaturestoprotect

the circuitagainstvoltagespikes,and to isolatethe pulsedvalvepower=

supply(whichisfloatedat-I kV) from thepulsegeneratorwhich supplies
=

theexternaltriggerpulse(atground).

Our primary criterionfor the effectivenessof the supersonic

expansionistheionvibrationaltemperature,butthisisdifficulttomeasure

quickly.An in situmeasurementwhich ishighlycorrelatedwiththe ion

vibrationaltemperatureisthequalityofthegaspulse,as characterizedby

itsriseand falltimes.The localpressurecan be measureddirectlyusinga

_ _ fast ion gauge _°in the source chamber. With the General valve, the gas
_

pulse quality depends on the extent of actuator motion, which is controlled

by the tightness of the faceplate screwed down against the valve body.

_ Generally, one can determine the optimal setting for a particular valve by
_

: feeling the gas pulse against a fingertip and listening to it; a loud pulse

that feels sharp and powerful is best. Measurements with the fast ion

_ gauge showed thatthe settingsthatgave a sharp,loud pulsealsogave the

shortest rise time and cleanest pulse.

Under typicalconditions(0_at40 psi,20 Hz repetitionrate),the gas

pulse has a 160 tls rise time and 180 _s full-width, half-maximum (fwhm),
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O giving a source chamber pressure of 8 x 10'_ torr, Experiments in our group
suggest that a more stable piezoelectric pulsed valve 1_ gives a better

expansion and lower ion vibrational temperature in this type of source.

Although the Newport valve was the best choice when we started and the

General valve has been extremely inexpensive and reliable, the advantages

of using the piezoelectric valve appear to justify its increased expense and

complexity.

3.,1.3. Electron beam_

The continuous electron beam is produced using a Tektronix electron

gun of the type used in oscilloscopes. A diagram of the electron gun with

- _ typical operating voltages is shown in Fig. 3.3, Electrons with energies of a

few tenths of an electron volt are producer] by heating a thorium oxide-

: coated iridium filament (0.027" wide, 0.02" thick: Electron Technology,

Kearny, NJ). These electrons are accelerated to 800-1000 V, and the beam

_ is focused and directed towards the free jet expansion. (These energies are

: limited to 1000 V or lower to prevent electrical arcing in the source

chamber.) Electron beam current is measured directly with a copper__

Faraday cup on the opposite side of the source chamber, and averages 400-

-_ 600 _A with a new filament. The power supplies for the electron gun are

&PH1000M (Kepco, Flushing, NY) for the electron energy and focus

-_ element, ATE15-15M (Kepco) for the filament, and home-built supplies

2_
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Figure 3,3. Electron gun and typical operating voltages 84
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O based on A0150NT05 (Acopian, Easton, PA) 150 VDC supplies for the anode
and deflectors.

3.1.4. Hoating source

Floating the source region requires that we float not only the internal

components (mole_ar beam valve, electron gun, Faraday cup, etc.) but also

their power supplies. The valve driver and electron gun power supplies are

isolated 'inside a plexiglass rack and connected to their components by

insulated high-voltage wire and Ceramaseal _gh-voltage connectors. The

power to the components inside the floating rack is supplied by a high-

voltage supply (Fluke)via a transformer inside the rack.

The beam valve mounting fl ge floats, and is isolated from the

O exterior of the s_urce chamber by a Delrin insulating flange. Inside the

source chamber, a homogeneous field is maintained by an interior box of

thin aluminum plates. Holes cut into the box for the electron gun, diffusion

pump butterfly valve and a side dewing port are covered with wire mesh as

much as is practical. The box itself is isolated from the exterior source

chamber by ceramic standoffs.

3.1.5. Vacuum 'pumps and protection circuits

= 10"The source region is pumped by a oil diffusion pump (Edwards

Diffstak 250/2000, air p,unping speed 2000 l/s) backed by a rotary pump

i
- V

=
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(Edwards E2M40, 14 Fs). The first differential region is pumped by a 6" oil O

diffusion pump (Diffstak 160/700, 700 Fs) and rotary pump (E2M18, 7 I/s).

The second differential and detector regions are isola_d from the first two

chambers by a pneumatic gate valve. The second differential and detector

regions are pumped by turbomolecular pumps (Leybold-Heraeus TMP-150,i

140 l/s) backed by rotary pumps (E2M8, 3 1/s and E2M12, 5 1/s respectively).

Pressures in all four chambers are measured by ionization gauges.

Foreline pressures on the rotary backing pumps are measured by

thermocouple gauges. Normal operating pressures are 105-10 .4 torr in the

source, 10..7 torr in the first differential region, 10 a torr in the second

differential region, and 1 x 10a torr in the detector. When corrosive gases

are used in the free jet, a liquid nitrogen-cooled trap in the source foreline

protects the backing pump from damage.

An interlock system (Figures 3.4(a) and (b)) protects the vacuum

pumps and electronics in case of equipment failure or high pressure in

critical regions. In normal operation, all switches shown in Fig. 3.4(a) are

closed except the BYPASS switch. The BYPASS setting is used if we need

to use the detectors while the source is vented (most often to collect

background noise scans, which will be described later). In normal

operation, all switches shown in Fig. 3.4(b) are closed except the ROUGH

switch. Loss of power via an open switch within either interlock box

activates a relay and the gate valve closes, the alarm bell rings and high-

0
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Figure 3.4(b). Turbomolecular pump interlock system
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O voltage power supplies shut off to protect the detectors. Problems within
the second differential or detector regions cause solenoid valves to shut off

those chambers from their roughing pumps, and both chambers are flooded

with nitrogen to minimize possible adsorption of water or other

contaminants in case of leaks. The maximum pressures are set individually

for each gauge, on the ionization and thermocouple gauge controllers

(Granville-Phillips model #270 and 260).

3.2. Time-of-flight mass spectrometer

3.2.1. Operatin_ principles

We use a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer to characterize the

negative ion dist:_ibution and determine the laser pulse timing for our

O selective photodetachment experiments. In a TOF mass spectrometer, all

ions are accelerated to the same initial kinetic energy. Their subsequent

velocities depend on mass, since

(3.7)

The lightest ions travel fastest and arrive first at the ion detector, and

heavier ions arrive later in order of their mass. This technique allows us to

view the entire mass spectrum simultaneously and to assess immediately

the effects of changing source or other conditions.

The time-of-flight mass spectrometer is based on the Wiley-McLaren

0
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design,n Negative ionsare extractedfrom the sourceregionby a negative i

voltagepulse,uniformlyacceleratedtoa given energyin a continuousfield

region,and then entera field-freedrifttube. Ionsseparateout by mass in

the field-freeregionand are detectedat the end of the 1.5 m drifttube.

This double-fielddesign allowsthe ion beam to be focusedat a particular

pointin the drifttube,

:{ }D 2 s.k_ 1 1 ._d (3.8)

where so is the initial ion position with respect to the extraction plate

closest to the ion drift tube, d is the length of the acceleration region (1 cre),

and

0
k,, = $,E, + dE a (3.9)

where E, is the pulsed extraction field and Ed the continuous acceleration

field. Assuming E,=50 V/cre, Ed=1000 V/cre, So=2.5 cm and d=l cre, D=130

cre. The ion beam focus point is (theoretically) independent of ion mass,c

and is determined mainly by the ratio of the extraction and acceleration

fields, EjE,. In our instrument, D is closer to 150 cre, the extraction pulse

is usually 400-800 V, and must be adjusted for optimal focusing of each ion.

3.2.2. Ion extraction

The free jet expansion passes through the middle of an extraction

- •
=
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Q region defined by two rectangular stainless steel plates (12 cna wide, 7 cm
long). A pulsed field perpendicular to the free jet expansion (E,) is applied

to these plates to extract the negative ions through a 3 mm diameter

: aperture into the acceleration field in the first differential region.

Most of the experiments discussed here were carried out using the

original extraction configuration (Figure 3.5(a)), with a plate separation of

2.5 cm and a 200-400 V extraction pulse. We later became concerned that

the free jet expansion might be perturbed by the nearby extraction plates,

resulting in vibrational heating of the ions, and increased the plate

separation to 5 cm. To maintain the same field E, the extraction voltage

had to be approxhnately doubled, which was beyond the 400 V capacity of

the IRF710 MOSFET in the original pulsing circuit.

_ We constructed a new pulsing circuit (Fig. 3.5(b11 incorporating a high

: voltage pulser (HV1000, Directed Energy, Inc., Fort Collins, CO), which can

rapidly switch up to 950 V. The HV1000 is easily damaged by input voltage

5= spikes, so we chose a _Sgh voltage power supply with a continuously

variable output via dial controls (205B-05R, Bertan, Hicksville, NY), rather

: than switches which might generate voltage spikes on switching. The rapid

_ switching generates a substantial spike at the end of the HV1000 pulse,

which is apparent only if one measures L dI/dt inside the HV1000 itself.

The extraction pulse voltage is limited to 800 V, since the associated 150 V

spike at the end of the pulse would otherwise exceed the HV1000 capacity of

°0

-2
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Figure 3.5: Ion extraction O
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950 V. b

O A typical pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 3,5(c), The triggering pulse

for the HV1000 is generated by the digital delay/pulse generator (DG-535,

Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) which controls the timing of

the rest of the experiment. The delay between the molecular beam valve

gas pulse and the ion extraction pulse is adjusted to give optimal ion levels

at the ion detector.

Ringing on the falling edge of the negative extraction pulse is due to

impedance mismatching between the I-_1000 output and the pulsing circuit

and extraction plates. This high-frequency ringing can be decreased by

modifying the circuit, but the fall time then increases substantially. For

example, replacing the 200 pF capacitor by 470 pF decreased the amplitude

O of the high-frequency ringing from 10% to substantially less, but increased

the fall time from 20 to 200 ns. Adding a 250 _ potentiometer in series

with the 50 [2 resistor gave similar results, increasing the fall time to 50 ns.

The connections to the extraction plates are via copper Ceramaseal

feedthroughs and copper straps rather than BNC connectors and coaxial

cable, which introduced low-frequency ringing and increased the fall time.

This circuit represents a compromise between minimal fall time (20 ns) and

b The L dI/dt measurement is actually recommended and described by

DEI. It is possible to destroy the HV1000 by neglecting this step and

exceeding 950 V.

®
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Ominimal ringing (200 ns at 10% of a 600 V pulse), The ions spend about 2

ps in the extraction region, _ so this short period of ringing' should not

significantly affect ion energy, and the extraction pulse is long enough (10

Bs) that all ions will have left the extraction region well before its end.

3.2.3, Ion acceleration, foc.usin_ and deflection

The continuous acceleration field (Ed) is created by a set of three

stainless steel plates (5 cm diameter with 9 mm apertures, each spaced 5

mm apart). The entire source region is held at _1000 V and the third

acceleration plate is at ground, so the ions are accelerated by 1 kV as they

pass through the three plates. The plate voltages aredetermined by 2 M_

resistors between sequential plates, and between the first plate and the

floating sour'ce, so the ions are accelerated as soon as they leave the

extraction region.

The extraction and acceleration plates are centred on the same axis

as tile ion detector, but the ions extracted from the free jet still have

substantial non-zero vertical velocity and may have a small transverse

velocity component, parallel to the extraction plates. Two sets of ion

deflectors, each a vertical/horizontal pair, adjust for these effects: their

c The time spent in the extraction region is 12

E.

0
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O voltages are varied to give optimal ion levels at the ion detector. The

deflector power supply is a home-built supply based on 'an Acopian

AO150NT05 (150VDC),

We also installed two ion lenses to focus the ion beam. These are

Einzel lenses, 's sets of three planar 9.4 cm diameter stainless steel

electrodes. They are operated in accelerating mode, with IV_I> IV,I= IVsI;'s

because this is a negative ion beam, V, is set at ground, and V2 is negative,

: Only the first of these Einzel lenses is used, at about -600 V. Early

experiments showed that the second Einzel lens produced excessive

background signal at the electron detector even in the absence of the
_

photodetachment laser beam, perhaps due to the effect of having that high a

= O field so close to the mass spectrometer focus.

3.2.4. Ion detection

Ions are detected at a microchannel plate detector about 1.4 m from

the extraction region. The ion detector c_rcuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3.6.

Microchannel plates are essentially large-area electron multipliers with high

gain and high time resolution. They are circular ceramic plates coated with

metal on both sides, with thousands of pores (channels) at a uniform angle

between the surfaces. The impact of a charged particle on the

semiconducting channel wall releases several electrons and starts a
_2

cascading effect that results in a net gain of about 103-10_ per plate.
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O Electronsare acceleratedthroughthecircuitand cllargeisreplenishedby

maintainingthefrontand backplatesurfacesatbiasvoltages,

We use two 25 mm microchannelplates(GalileoElectro..OpticsCorp,,

Sturbridge,MA), foran ion detectorgain of about 106. The platesare

'chevron-mounted'with theirchannels oppositelyoriented,to reduce

feedbackdue toionizationofresidualgas and ionstravellingback through

thechannels.The outputsignaliscollectedatan anodebehindthesecond

channelplate.

The ion detectoroutputcan eitherbe sent to sn oscilloscopefor

monitoringtheiondistribution,orcollectedand storedby computersothat

themass spectrumcanbe determine,qfromthetime-of-flightdata.

0
3.2.5. Time-of-flight -+ mass conversion

: The ions ali have tile same initial kinetic energy E, so the flight time

At for an ion of mass m is
-

At = .Ax (3.10)

_

where Ax is the drii_tube length. The mass scaleis calibratedby

identifyingtwo peaksinthemass spectrum;theeffectivelengthAx isthen
-

calculatedfora givenenergy,and theconversionfactorbetweenAtand _/m

__- is obtained. This is an accurate calibration: an error of even one mass trait
_

_ in identifying one peak can give a calculated _x substantially different to

0

_
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the approximate value of 1,44 m, indicating an incorrect assignment, Q

A typical mass spectrum from the NO2- experiments discussed in

later c[apters is shown in Figure 3,7. Typical ion levels for a particular

mass are 500-2500 ions arriving in a pulse of fwhm 100 ns; the ion density

is about 10_-105/cms.

The mass spectrometer resolution is limited by the initial spatial

spread of ions in the extraction region (space focusing), The magnitude of

this effect can be estimated from the equation given by Wiley and

McLart, n '2 fox'the limit on maximum resolvable mass'.

M.. 16ko" (3.11)

0where As is the initial spatial spread, Using typical parameters from our

experiment (section 3,2,1), we obtain M, = 225 if we assume As = 2 eta; any

change in As will have a significant effect on this theoretical estimate. In

practice our mass resolution, m/Am, is about 200.

3.3. Photodetachment: eu_,gt, electron detection and analysis

Once the ions are generated and characterized with the mass

spectrometer, the next step is to irradiate the ions with a fixed-frequency

laser beam, Electrons _ith binding energies less than the laser photon

energy are detached, detected at the end oi' the electron flight tube, and

their energies are determined from time of flight. The neutral molecules

CD
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stillhave theiroriginalkineticenergy ofabout 1 keV, sothey continueon to

the ion detector.This sectiondescribesthe lasers,optics,electrondetector

and instrumentationfordata collection.

b

3.3.1. Photodetachment lasers and optics

The laser and ion beams cross at 90 ° about 10 cm before the ion

detector. Ions of only one mass are irradiated by the pulsed laser beam.

The ion packet for a particular mass is about 0.5 cm long, 3 mm wide and 3

mm high in this region (estimated from the 3 mm diameter defining

aperture aI%er the extraction region, and the length of the ion packet for

mass 50 at 1300 eV), and the laser beam is focused to about 2 mm diameter

in the interaction region. /
_

The timingforthe entiresystem iscontrolledby theStanfordDG-535
_

digital delay/pulse generator. The first pulse triggers the molecular beam

valve, the second the ion extraction pulse and the third the

photodetachment laser. Extraction pulse length and laser power are also

controlled this way. The optimal laser pulse delay is determined by __

maximizing the neutralsig_mlat the ion detector. We can selectively
-

monitor the neutral signal by applying a negative voltage (about-1900 V) to L

a grid in front of the ion detector, so that ions are repelled. The measured

neutrallevelrangesfrom 50% tolessthan 10% ofthe ionlevel,althoughwe

note that the detection efficiency for neutrals is slightly lower than that for

--
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O ions.

Early experiments on our machine used an excimer laser_

(Lumonics HyperEx 400),operatingon the XeF, KrF or ArF linesat 348

nra,248 run and 193 nm respectively(3.57eV, 5.00 eV, and 6.43 eV). The

ArF bandwidth bruitedour instrumentalresolution,as we shalldiscuss

later.Mechanical and electricalproblems,the shortlifeofArF gas fills,and

: the expense of using neon in those short-lived mixtures also contributed to
_

the overall unsuitability of this laser to our experiment.

: The experiments discussed here all used a Nd:YAG photodetachment

laser 14 (Quanta-Ray DCR-3G-20), which has a shorter pulse length

(measured at about 7 ns), is much less expensive to operate, much more

_ m_t reliable, and requires little maintenance. The laser beam is plane-polarized,

and laser power can be varied easily and smoothly, unlike the excimer.
-

The Nd:YAG fundamental lasing wavelength of 1064 mn can be-

_

converted to second and higher harmonics at 532, 355, 266 and 213 nm

(2.33, 3.48, 4.66 and 5.83 eV) using KDP crystals for lower harmonics and [3-
-

_- barium borate (BBO) (CSK, Los Angeles, CA) for fifth harmonic generation.

Most of our experiments require ultravioletlaser wavelengths and

moderately high power (10-15 mJ/pulse at 213 nra). Optical components

suitable for visible wavelengths are inadequate here because they quickly

develop colour centres, tracks or other flaws which degrade beam quahty,

-_ decrease laser power and result in more background signal in photoelectron
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spectra. O

Crystalline quartz is an ideal material for use at 213 and 266 nra, but

it is extremely expensive. Our only crystalline quartz optic is the Pellin-

Broca prism (IOS, Santa Clara, CA) which separates out the various laser

harmonics (see optics diagram, Figure 3.8). It is exposed to high laser

power at several wavelengths simultaneously, and we found that Suprasil d

prisms developed tracks too quickly. We do use Suprasil for turning prisms

(Melles-Griot, Irvine, CA), the 2 m lens (Acton, Acton, MA) and the detector

chamber back window (Janos, Townshend, VT). At 213 nm we use

wavelength-specific coated mirrors (CVI, Albuquerque, NM) instead of

turning prisms, to avoid power loss and tracking. For the detector chamber

front window we use either MgF 2 (Janos) or Suprasil, making a compromise O=
between the slight birefringence of MgF2 (undesirable with our linearly

polarized laser beam) and the tendency of Suprasil to develop colour centres

at 213 nm very quickly.

L

2_

3.3.2. Electron flight tube

The one-meter electron flight tube is orthogonal to the laser and ion

beams. Photoelectrons are ejected in all directions, but we observe only

d A grade of fused silica; at ultraviolet wavelengths, the order of

preference is crystalline quartz>Suprasil I>Suprasil II> BK-7 (a type of

glass frequently used for lenses and other optics).

0
_ _
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those contained in the solid angle subtended by the 40 mm-diameter /

electron detector, about 0,01%? This low collection efficiency makes the

electron detector very sensitive to the effects of scattered light.

The 266 and 213 run ultraviolet light that we use is sufficiently

energetic to exceed the work function of the metals used in the detector

chamber, and so light scattering off those metal surfaces results in electron

emission. Our earliest experiments showed that these could blind the ion

detector to ion signal and overwhelm the photodetachment electron signal.

Scattered light was reduced by installing black anodized light baffles (Fig.

3.8) in the laser beam path and trapping the laser beam reflection from the

back window. Background electron signal was further reduced by four

electron baffles in the flight tube (Fig. 3.8). These do not interfere with
lP'

electrons travelling towards the detector in straight lines, but they do block

much of the stray electron signal.

The photoelectrons _f interest have low kinetic energies (less than 3

eV) and are strongly affected by stray electric and magnetic fields, which

must be minimized within the flight tube. All materials used in this region

must therefore have very low residual magnetization, and we used brass for

the electron baffles. Concentric cylinders of Hypernom (p-metal) inside the

e The electron detector was modified during the writing of this thesis to

incorporate 75 mm channel plates, resulting in a substantial increase in the

signal-to noise ratio with a small decrease in resolution.
.

Q
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flight tube shield the region from magnetic fields, and the inner cylinder
and electronbafflesare coatedwith colloidalgraphite(Aerodag,Acheson

ColloidCo.)to minimizepatchpotentials.Residualmagnetizationinside

theflighttube can be decreasedsignificantlyby degaussing.We use a 30

cre,7.5cm diametercylinderwrappedwith 16 AWG copperwire,moved up i

and down theflighttubewhilecoilcurrentisdecreasedfrom 10 A to 1 A.

This decreasedthe residualmagneticfieldfrom 30 mG tolessthan 3 mG

thefirsttime we used it,and substantiallyimprovedtransmissionoflow-

energyelectrons.However,theelectronsignalintensitybelowabout0.3eV

decreasessharplyin allphotoelectronspectrasincethe transmissionof

theselowest-energyelectronsispoor.

= 3.3.3. Electron detection

The electron detector (Figure 3.9) is very similar in design and

operation to the ion detector, but is based on a pair of 40 mm microchannel

plates. The other principal difference is that we deal with much lower

energy particles - electrons at a few eV, rather than ions at 1 keV. To

- improve electron detection efficiency, the grid in front of the electron

detector is biased so that electrons are accelerated into the first channel

- plate. We found the optimal bias voltage to be about 100 V; although the

detection efficiency increased above that, resolution decreased. The electron

detector has a surrounding shield of metal mesh coated in Aerodag, which
=

,,,,,, ,, ............... rl,ll,,ll_ll_rl_, '[,hl_,,',ll '_ _p_plll[_lII '" ill'llllr "
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minimizes field leakage and improves instrumental resolution.

Q
3.9.4. Data collection and proc_

The electron detector output is preamplified (9301, EG&G Ortec, Oak

Ridge, TN) sent through a discriminator (LeCroy 821, Pleasanton, CA) to

remove low-level electrical noise, and converted into digital data by a 200

MHz transient recorder (LeCroy TR8828C with MM8104 memory module).

Data. acquisition is initiated by each laser light pulse, via a fast photodiode

(Hamamatsu S1722-02) which triggers the transient recorder via a pulse

generator (Systron-Donner 100C, Concord, CA). Data from each laser pulse

are stored (LeCroy 6010 magic controller) and read into an IBM PC-AT

computer every 200 pulses. Accumulated data are displayed on the

O computer monitor, and ion signal and electron signal are monitored

simultaneously on an oscilloscope so that conditions can be continually

optimized. The entire experiment is computer -contr°lled'_5 The data

collection rate is largely determined by the laser repetition rate of 20 Hz:

40,000 scans require about 40 minutes. The NO3- data shown later

J required 750,000 scans for good signal to noise levels at 266 nm, since

signal levels were very low; the IHI- data required only about 100,000
%

scans at 266 nra.

-- Recording the ion detector output for mass spectra does not require

_ preamplification or discrimination, but otherwise uses the same

___

®
=

____
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instrumentationand softwarefordataacquisition.For mass spectra,the

initiatingpulseisthesame asthatusedtotriggertheionextractionpulse,

Conversionofelectrontime-of-flightdatatoelectronkineticenergyis

slightlymore complexthan the time-of-flighttomass conversiondiscussed

earlier,An electronthatarrivesatthedetectorattimethas energy

Im/ (3.12)

where

I
v = ----- (3.13)

t-to

with 1the effective flight tube length, t the flight time and to the tinting

offset (ta be determined). Thus

' 1 12
= ........... (3.14)

E 2"' (t-,o)'

In addition,we correctfortheeffectofthenon-zerocentre-of-massvelocity

oftheionbeam:

v2 2 v2 (3 15)
e ,_ = %;#am + a',ktb ' ,

com

lm, v2, ' + 1 .../2 V_-,I.b

Vcom

®
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and we can determine the correction term

2
m,vm (3.18)

A£- 2

by using
(3,19)0"

Y_ = Vcom
_

The ion beam energy is

1 _ 1 (3.20)
=_m_.vm = V_., + -_V,_

=

_

SO

_ vl+Ev,= (3.2_)
m_)a

- giving

A£ = -=- V/+
md

_=_

and we can plot t vs. (E - AE)'_:
__

- t= _ AE=

=

to obtain a straight line whose slope and intercept will give us the_

calibration parameters toand 1,

O
__

..... ,_,,' ,,," ,l_rll.......... lr'....... pi)'.... r-"_Til" ,ll,i_iiip,_,__
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Small daily variations in timing and local fields necessitate frequent

calibration of to and 1. These are determined by least-squares linear O

regression using the spectra of ions like F-, CI-, Br-, and I-, (at 266 nra)

fox' which the neutral electron affinities and spin-orbit splittings are well

known. At 213 nra, the fluorine peaks are too fast for the spin-orblt

splitting to be resolved. At 355 mn we use the vibrational structure in the

spectrum of 02-, which has a lower electron affinity. A sample set of

spectra and calibration parameters at 266 nm are shown in Fig. 3.10.

The instrumental electron energy resolution is affected by several

factors, some of which we have already mentioned. From Eq. (3.14), we see

that any uncertainty in timing, At, or length, Al, are propagated as energy

uncertainty 16

Q
-E--= --_ (3.24)

Since we measur'e t and not 1, any thctor Al will effectively be manifested as

a further timing error At', and since t _ E"N,AE _ Ea"_.17 From these

equations, if we assume Al=0, then for a 1 eV electron with flight path 100

cm and timing uncertainty 7 ns, the resolution AE = 0.008 eV. For a 2 eV

electron, AE = 0.024 eV.

In practice, our instrumental electron energy resolution function is
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Figure 3.10: Time of flight/electron kinetic energy conversion

Photoelectronspectra(266 nm)
IklilllllL.__ I I ............ ii :-. -: ...... ,i ,,,l,ll I ,.. ,i

F CI"
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where E is electron kinetic energy, ]_nis 'was determined from atomic

negative ion photoelectron spectra at several wavelengths, The best

resolution obtained is about 7 meV at 0,65 eV electron kinetic energy, and

the resolution degrades as E_ at higher energy. The deviation from theory

is caused by several factors: the angular acceptance of the electron detector

(0.0004 sr), differences in path length for curved trajectories (the electron

baffles will improve our resolution by stopping many of these electrons),

stray fields, time jitter in signal averaging (about 5 ns), the finite size of the

laser-i0n beam interaction region, and other factors. Laser pulse length is

most significant: because the Nd:YAG laser pulse is about 7 ns long and

the ion pulse is about 50-200 ns wide, electrons with the same energies may O
E

be generated 7 ns apart, The 100 cm"_ bandwidth of the AtF laser line

limited our instrumental resolution with the excimer laser, but this is not a

significant factor with the Nd:YAG laser.

The effects of magnetic and electric fields on resolution have already

been discussed. One other very important effect is space charge, which

results from Coulomb repulsion between the detached photoelectrons and

the ion cloud at high ion densities. _a Electron energy increases by the

energy of repulsion and the photoelectron spectrum is shifted to higher

energy and broadened, particularly for low energy electrons. This effect,

which is more significant for heavy ions, can be rrfinimized by decreasing ion

@
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O density by defocusing the ion beam (using the Einzel lens). .The space
charge limit is about 5-10 mV for I-, 20 mV for lighter ions, and can be

determined by measuring photoelectron spectra at gradually decreasing ion

levels until the slowest peaks no longer shift to longer time.

The uncertainty in electron peak heights is the square root of the

number of electron counts, since the electrons obey Poisson statistics. We

usually accumulate data until this uncertainty is less than 10% for the

= major peaks.

3.3.5. Datasmoo:t.____ng and background subtraction

= Our data are usually smoothed by convoluting each data point with a

Gaussian peak of fwhm 6 meV, so that the structure in each spectrwn will

*" O be easier to discern. In addition, the time-+energy conversion tends to

. amplify background signal at low energies, since the peak intensities in the

time-.oLflight and energy spectra are related by xs

3 (3.26)
l(LDai(t) E 2

Smoothing removes these very large noise spikes.

The background electron signal (section 3.3.2) is significant only at

- 213 nra, or when the photodetachment cross section is very low at 266 nm

(e.g. NO3-). In those cases we subtract a background spectrum from the

__ electron time-of-flight spectrum. A background spectrum is collected under

_

O
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the same conditionsas the photoelectronspectrum (exceptthatno ionsare

present),and filteredto remove high-frequencyaoise.19 This procedure

requiresthat the electrontime-of-flightspectrum (usuallyaveraged for

120,000 laser shots)be Fourier transformed,convoluted with a narrow

Lorentzianfunction,and back-transformedtogivethe smoothed background

spectrum. Sincethe shape ofthe background variesvery littlefrom day to

day, we do not need to collectbackground scans between individual

photoelectronspectra.

A typicalbackground scan is shown in Fig. 3.11(a),the smoothed

background spectrum in Fig.3.11(b),and the photoelectronspectrum with

and without background subtractionin Fig. 3.11(c)and (d). We collect

about one background electronper lasershotat 213 nra.

O
3.3.6. Electron ,an_mxlar distribution

The photoelectron angular distribution can provide important

information about the nature of the elecLronic states involved in

photodetachment, as mentioned in Chapter 2. The Nd:YAG laser beam is

plane-polarized, and laser polarization can be rotated using a wavelength-

specific halgwave plate (Melles-Griot for 213 nra, CVI for all o_hers). Since

cross section depends on laser polarization angle through
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1)) •" 4-; -

this rotation may change the photoelectron angular distribution, depending

on the form of _. Any such changes will be manifested as variations in peak

intensities, since we collect electrons emitted in only one direction.

For example, the I- photoelectron spectrum at 266 nm shows peaks

due to detachment to the two spin-orbit states of iodine atom (_Pm and

_P_). The relative intensity of these peaks changes as the polarization

varies; the _P_ peak height is approximately constant, but the 2Pm peak is

much more intense at _)=90 °. Thus, intensity changes with polarization

may indicate that different peaks correspond to different electronic states of

the neutral. As we shall see later, t_._ may be extremely helpful in

assigning peaks in spectra of polyatomic molecules.

_

_
_

=

=
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O 4.1. Observation of the A(2B_)and (_(2Ao)states, of NO_ by negative ion
photoelectron spectroscopy of NO.z.:"

A. Weaver, b R.B. Metz, c S.E. Bradforth a and D.M. Neumark"

Department of Chemistry, University of California, _Berkeley, CA 94720

This communication describes a study of the electronically excited ._(2B2)

and (_(2A_.)states of NO 2by photoelectron spectroscopy of NO2-. NO2 has been

C 1_extensively studied via optical spectros opy, but negative ion photoelectron

spectroscopy offers several advantages as a probe of the excited states. For

example, the calculated A(2B_) state geometry (rNo = 1.26 /_, 8ONO= 102°)3
P

differs greatly from the experimentally determined equilibrium geometry ofthe

"
,!

_:(_A1)ground state (1.19 ./k,133.9°/. ' Because oi' this large geometry change,

the A,--_: band, which comprises much of the near infrared and visible

absorption spectrtn_l of NOs, is dominated by transitions to highly excited (and

perturbed) vibrational levels of the A state. Transitions to the lowest

vibrational levels are not observed because of poor Franck-Condon overlap.

" Published in J. Chem. Phys. 90, 2070 (19891.

b NSERC (Canada) Postgraduate Scholar

c NSF Predoct_iral Fellow
: i

d University Fellow, University of California

' NSF Presidential Yolmg Investigator
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The experimentally determined geometry of NO2-(1.25 ._, 117.5°)_ is much /_w
closer to the ._ state geometry, and we observe transitions to lower, previously

unobserved vibrational levels of the _ state. This allows us to estimate the ._

state origin directly from our experimental data. in addition, although the

(_(_A_)e-_:(2A1)one-photon transition is electric dipole-forbidden, the (_ state is

accessible via a one-electron ph0todetachment transition from NOs'-. Our

results represent the first direct observation of the 'dark' (_(2A2) state.

The photoelectron spectrometer used for these experiments will be

described elsewhere, e Important features include a pulsed, jet-cooled beam of

NOs-, time-of-flight mass selection of the ion, and photodetachment of' the

selected ion using the third, fourth or fifth harmonic (355, 266 and 213 nm

respectively) of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The electron kinetic energy

distmbu .1onis determined by time of flight. The instrumental resolution is 8

meV at 0.65 eV electron kinetic energy, and degrades as E_ at higher energy.

Ervin et al.5recently obtained the photoelectron spectrum of'NOs-using

the 351 mn (3.532 eV) line of an argon ion laser. Our spectrum at 355 nm (not

shown) reproduces their results. At this energy, only the X(_A_)state of NO_

is accessible. Comparison of our results to those ofErvin et al. shows that hot

band contributions to our spectrum (transitions from excited vibrational levels

of NOs-) are negligible. At the origin of the X state progression Ervin's

resolution is better than ours (9 meV vs. 21 meV), so we have used their

electron affinV_y of 2.273 ± 0.005 eV in our calculations of excited state term
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" 0 values.
The 266 nm (4.660 eV) spectrum in Fig. 4.lA shows two full bands and

the beginning of a third; the 213 mn (5.825 eV) spectrum in Fig. 4.1B shows

three distinct bands. The improved resolution at lower electron energy is

evident in these spectra. The three bands are assigned to the _:, A and (_

: states of NO 2, based on the calculated term values. 3 (The t](_B_) state is not

- accessible by a one-electron transition from NO_-.)

As a first approximation, we have simulated the vibrational structure

in the A and _, bands :using expe_4mental values of the NO_-geometry and
=

vibrational frequencies, 5 and ab initio values for tile NO2 excited state

- properties, 3 The peaks in the/_,(_B2) ,band are approximately 750 cm"_apart

- and are predominantly due to a progre_tsion in the bending mode, fbr which the

_2, O I

calculated frequenc._ is 739 em"_. Ho'_ever, the symmetric stretch frequency

is predicted to be almost exactly twice that of the bend, s and combination

:_ bands are superimposed on the more in_nse bending progression.

Z Antisymmetric stretching progressio_s are not expected to appear in any of

2 these bands. 5

The first peak that clearly belongs to the _, state is at 1.183 eV electron

-_ energy in the 266 nm spectrum. The electron kinetic energy is E = hv -EA -

E_- To, where hv is the laser photon energy, EA is the electron aWmity of NO_,

E_ is the vibrational energy above zet'o point, and To is the term value for the

_ electronic state, including zero-point energy. (We assume that the ions are
____

-- -,---m

2e
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Figure 4.1. Photoelectron spectra of NO2-. A: 266 nm (41660 eV). B: 213 /

nm (5.825 eV). The ]_(2A1),A(_B2),and (_(2A_)bands are marked. _i'ne data

were convoluted with 6 meV Gaussian peak envelopes, and smoothed

background signal was subtracted from the 213 nm spectrum. The laser was

polarized perpendicular to the electron detection direction.
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rotationallycoldand thattherotationalenergycontributionisnegligible.) i

Usinghv = 4.66eV,EA = 2.273,Ev = 0 andE = 1.183,we obtain1.204±0.010

eV as an upperlimittoTofortheA state,Untilwe analyzethespectrum

completely,we cannotbe surethattheoriginofthe,_(_B2)stateband isnot

obscuredby theend ofthe_(2A_)stateband,and can onlyassignan upper

limittoTo.Our valueagreeswellwiththepredictionofGiUispieetal.sand

theextrapolatedexperimentalvalueofMererand Hallin.7

At the lowestelectronenergiesin Fig,4.1A,theA(2B2)progression

overlapsthestartofthe(_(_As)band.The full(_(2A2)band appearsinthe213

nm spectrum(Fig.4.1B).Our analysisindicatesthatboth thebend and

symmetricstretchare active.The bestmatch betweensimulatedand

experimental spectra is obtained by assigning the peak at 0.359 eV in Figure

lA to the (_ state band origin. (This occurs at 1,516 eV in Figure lB.) This

yields To = 2.028 ±0,009 eV for the (_(2A2) state, which is within the estimated

error of the theoretical prediction of 1.84 ± 0.3 eV,3 The experimental (_ state

progression is more extended than the simulated progression, which suggests

that the bond angle in this state is smaller than the ab initio value of 110°.3

In conclusion, we have observed the dark (_(2A2)state ofNO 2for the first

timeand havedirectlymeasuredan upperboundtoToforthe._state.Our

preliminaryanalysisindicatesthattheabinitiocalculationsofGiUispieetal.3

providereasonableestimatesofthegeometries,vibrationalfrequencies,and

termvaluesoftheA and (_sta_s.A morecomprehensiveanalysisofourdata
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O (in progress _) will provide more accurate values of these properties,

We are grateful to C.E, Miller for helpful discussions and for providing

NO 2, Support from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract

No, AFOSR-87-0341 is gratefully acknowledged. D.M,N. thanks the Research

Corporation and the donors of the Petroleum Research Fund, administered by

the American Chemical Society, for support,
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O 4.2. Analysis of the NO_ _(2A_). A(2Bo)and bands in the .photoelectron

spectra of NO_-

When the NO 2 paper of section 4.1 was written, we had carried out

many Franck-Condon simulations of the NO 2- spectra but had not found

definitive answers to many questions, including the A andC state origins and

an explanation of the C state vibrational structure. These are still difficult

questions to answer, but several factors are now in our favour. Our analytical

techniques and our simulations are much improved, as is our understanding

of vibronic coupling. High-level ab initio calculations 1_'' have provided new

estimates of A state parameters, and new experimental information has been

obtained on the A 5'_'7's'9 and C1°'_ states.

O In this section we analyze the five photoelectron spectra of NO2_ Our
= analysis is based on comparisons between these spectra and Franck-Condon

simulations using various experimental and ab initio estimates of the

electronic state energies, vibrational frequencies and equilibrium geometries.

We also discuss the occurrence of vibronic coupling in NO2 and its effects on

our spectra.

4.2.1. Introduction

The photoelectron spectra of NO2- at 355, 266 and 213 nm are shown

in Figures 4.2-4.6. The spectra at 266 and 213 nm were each taken at two

laser polarization angles, 0° and 90°.
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O An elementary explanation of the structure observed in these spectra is

given in section 4.1. Each spectrum shows vibrational structure in one to three

distinct bands, each of which corresponds to one electronic state of the neutral

NO2. These are assigned to the _(2A1), A(2B2) and (_(2A2) electronic states of

NO2 by their energies, and also in part because of the one-electron propensity

rule for photodetachment transitions. _2 The molecular orbital occupancies for

NO2- and the lowest electronic states of NO2 are (assuming C2vsymmetry) _s"

NO2-(IAI)(la,)2(Ib_)2(2al)_(2b2)_(Ibl)_(3al)_(la2)2(3b_)_(4al)2

NO2 )_(2AI)...(la2)2(3b2)2(4al)I

NO_A(_B_)...(1a2)2(3b2)1(4al)2

NO2 13(2BI)...(la2)_(3b2)_(4al)°(2bl)I

O NO2 _(2A2) ...(la2)l(3b2)2(4al) _
One-electron transitions between the anion and the X, A and C configurations

are possible; the NO2-_NO2 I3(_B_)transition requires simultaneous changes

in the molecular orbital occupancy of two electrons, so we do not expect this

band to contribute significantly to the photoelectron spectrum.

" The orientation of the x and y axes defines the b_ and b2 representations

in the C2vpoint group. The convention has changed since the earliest work on

NOs, so that some earlier papers reverse the labelling of the _B2 and 2B states.1

(See J. Chem. Phys. 23, 1997 (1955).)

-@

_
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4.2.2. Analyzing the NO(" photoelectron spectra i

We derive two types of information from our spectra: the neutral

electron affinity, electronic state energies and vibrational frequencies, which

are obtained directly from the peak positions, and the geometry difference

between the anion and neutral, which is obtained indirectly from the peak

intensities and can be used to determine the ion or neutral geometry given a

reference value for the other. We obtain the geometry difference from the peak

intensities by calculating the overlap of the ion and neutral wavefunctions

(Franck-Condon factors), and varying their relative displacement until the

calculated intensities reproduce the experimental peak intensities.

Although we are well aware of the spectral chaos induced in higher-

resolution spectra by vibronic coupling, 14'isthe vibrational structure of our
lP'

spectra appears to be relatively simple and regular (at first glance), so our

analysis relies on Franck-Condon calculations. In addition, any deficiencies in

these simulations may provide more information about the exact nature of any

anomalies observed in our spectra,

Our simulation procedure is based on the method of Hutchisson, is

which uses analytical expressions for the energy levels and Franck-Condon

factors. We assume separable one-dinl ensional harmonic oscillator potentials

for the vibrational modes of NO2- and NO2,
/

O

, ii .... p,l ivlr _ .... iri .... ' II "" 11 .... I_ rli''l' ,ii i,,,, ,,,_il_ili_i_ fl_*-',_,-_l_Ylr, iT_
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O 1
V ---_ _ kj x_ (4.2.1)J

with k_the harmonic force constant for mode i. The resulting energy levels are

given by

_ l

Our simulation code includes provisions for adding anharmonic terms to, the

potential, with corresponding corrections t_the\ harmonic energies:

where_ isnegative(energylevelsgetclosertogetherwithincreasingr_).The

e Franck-Condon factors are also corrected. Because we assume separable
oscillators, there is no provision for including cross-anharmonicities (x_i,i#j).

The form of the analytical equations also excludes calculations with x,>0,

: where theenergylevelspacingsincreasewithI_.

The Franck-Condonfactorsmust be convolutedwith a resolution

= function to simulate our experimental peak widths and shapes. In our spectra

of bound neutral species, peak widths are determined by instrumental

resolution rather than species lifetime. The instrumental resolution function

: is discussed in Chapter 3; we convolute the Franck-Condon factors with

Gaussian peaks of _mdths determined by the instrumental resolution at that

energy. We do not model rotational contours, since we assume that the

=e
=

" _' ' ',* ' ,_ _ _, , , ,, _l ,, _l',,u ,, ,h,,_ _'rt_,' III "P' _" _I"' iIII)' '
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rotati( nal temperature is relatively low.
I

!We uil_e normal coordinate displacements 17 in our calculations of

Francis-Condon factors. The normal coordinate displacements can be related

to chainges in bond length and bond angle if we know the force constants for

vibrational motion, which determine the transformation matrix. These force

const_rmts can be determined from high resolution experimental data, but the

only full set of force constants measured for N02 are those for the X state,. 18

Its geometry is so different from that of the A and C states (the bond angle is

133.5", 19compared to 117.5 o 20 for the anion and 102-110 ° 21 predicted for

the other states)that we believed the normal coordinates might be very

different, and that this would not be a good approximation.
i

The fbrce constants can be calculated _7from measured frequencies, but

since the m_nber of force constants to be determined is usually greater than

the number of measured parameters, some of those force constants must be

neglected. The valence force approximation 17(d)applied to NOs assumes the

symmetricstretch-bendinteract;ionstobenegligible.The calculationsofBlank

and Overend17(')show thatthisisnota particularlygoodapproximation,but
!

we wanteda consistentsetofnormalcoordinatesfortheX,A and C statesso

we usedthismethod tocalculateforceconstants.Unfortunately,usingthe
b

valenceforceapproximationfortheC stategivesimagina:yfbrceconstantsf1_

and f_2,whetherwe assumeGillispie'sab initiovaluesforthegeometryand

frequencies21oruseparametersestimatedfromourexperimentalspectrum(see
_

1 "
,,................. , ....... ",I .... II!'"' ,, ,,....... ,1,11,I,, r,,"'_"11!..... rql,r,ll'Ill',...._r,,_,p,,,_,..... _'r,_1,,..... ,,, ,,,,r,,,,,.... '1'_1_'"'_' _rll",',_"'_'f ""_1""""ll'q_'ir..... ,I' ,,_'",lli I1'1'lP' ' " '"'" _/_,NIlI_'""ll_rfil_l°_'_rl_t_".....
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O below).
The other possibility is to use force constants calculated from ab initio

potential energy surfaces, as the derivatives of the potential at the equilibrium

geometry. For NOs, calculation of accurate potential energy surfaces requires

a very high level of theory_ 22_3 and we were not prepared to perform such

a calculation. The only published set of normal coordinates for all four

electronic states of NO2 is that of Gillispie et al./' Although the force

constants were determined at a particular equilibrium geometry for each state,

those geometries are close to the values we use in our simulations. There are

also deficiencies in the ab initio C state calculation, but we used Gillispie's

normal coordinates because of the lack of an alternative.

For each neutral electronic state, the normal coordinates are expressed

O in terms of the internal coordinates R, and 1_, where

0oNo 0o#o (4.2.4)

The normal coordinates for the v, and vz modes are defined by the coefficients

b_ determined by GiUispie,

where for the X state, b,, = 4.184, b,_ = 2.100, b_ = 3.807 and b22= -2.308, in

-= units of amu_: the Qi have dimensions amu_'length.

We neglect Duschinsky rotation, the rotation of the ion and neutral
-

-0
_

=__
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normalcoordinateswithrespecttoeachother.2_ Ervinetal.2°have shown @

thatthisparallelmode approximationisreasonablefortheNO_ X state.Since

thevibrationalfrequenciesintheA and C statesaresimilar,thisisprobably

a goodapproximationforthosestatesalso.Ifwe assumethatwe canalsouse

theneutralnormalcoordinatesfortheionin transitionstoeachelectronic

state,then

Q_"= 4.184(R_ - R_") + 2.100(R 2"- R2"") (4.2.6)

Q;-3._7(s_-R?')-2._s(_- _,')

Since Rr-= R1x and 1_-= 1_x, the normal coordinate displaceraents

AQIx = Q+x- Qi-are

AQx = 4.184(R_"* - R_t't"). 2.100(R2"' - _J:") (4.2.7) @_o_:3_,(_?'-_,')-2_(_.'-_,')

forthe ground state,where I_-" and I_,x'"are the anionand neutral

equilibriumvalues,respectively.

We do notrequireAQ3becausewe do notexpecttheantisymmetric

" stretching mode, vs, to be active in our spectra. The ion and neutral states are

all believed to be of C_ or higher symmetry, with two equal N-O bonds, so

AQ3=O. The va mode might be excited in the A state since the ion and neutral

= vibrational f_equencies are very different, but then transitions from the totally

symmetric ion ground state are Franck-Condon allowed only to the even Ava

levels of the neutral.
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The normal coordinate displacements for the other neutral states are

AQ_ = 2.608(R1s- R_I') + 2"769(R2""-/_') (4.2.8)

AQ_t = 5.020(R_"°'- R_tt'') - 1.439(R2""- J_")

AQC 2.741(R1"" Rc") + 2.730(R_" - R'_'')= - (4.2.9)

- '°)- 1.512( -"- Rf")

Many of the data used in our simulations were obtained from other

experimental results or from ab initio calculations. The most relevant data are

: given in Table 4.1.

4.2.3. The 355 nm spectrum: the _:(2A_

The 355 nm (3.495 eV) photoelectron spectrum of NO2-(Fig. 4.2, 0=0°)

showsonlyone electronicband,withvibrationalstructurewhichisassigned

to progressions in the symmetric stretching (v_,a_ symmetry) and bending (v2,

- a_) modes. Although the overall appearance of the band is very similar to that
-

= in the spectrum at 351 run obtained by Ervin et al., 2°there are two minor
_2

differences between our spectra. First, our origin is at 1.205 eV, giving an

electron affinity of 2.290±0.021 eV, compared to their estimate of 2.273±0.005

: eV. The two values overlap; the greater estimated error in our measurement
-
-

isdue 'toourresolutionatthisenergybeingworsethanErvin's.

Second,therelativemaximum inourX stateprogressionoccursat0.671

eV (4307 cm1 from th_ origin) and is assigned to the lo12o_ transition, but
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Table4.1:Previouswork on NO,",NO, X(2AI)and _,QB2). @

.--. , ,','

,

ExptJTheory, r o 0ONO VI [ Vs V, EnergyRef. (_) (o) (cm") (cre'z) (cre "_) (eV)!

NO2-

E,Ervin2° 1.25 117.5 1284 776 - EA
2.273

T, Kaldor 1990_ 1.265 116.5 1364 796 1296 EA 2.15

NOs_:QAI)

E,Lafferty 2_ 1325 750 1634
..,. , ..

E, Morino 1983_' 1.194 133.5,,,, ,,.

E, Hardwick _ 1.195 133.8

E, Morino 1985z 1349 760 1671
,,,,,

NOs A(2B2)
, , ,,,., |

E, Delon8 1320 750 1617 1.207
, ,,,,,,,

E, Meter _ 720 1.21 _,

E, Brand _ 1.244 102.6 1350 730 1.21

T,Gillispie22 1.26 102 1461 739 I.18",,,,,, ,, , , .... . ,.,,.

T,Hirsch1985_ 1.27 102.4 0.917"

T,BlahousI I..281 101.3 1391 730 359 1.058"

T, Hirsch1991s 1.277 101.9 1.08",,.,..q,,,,

T,Kaldor1991( 1.27 100.6 1480 758 792 1.049

" Theseareverticalratherthan adiabaticenergydifferences.
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Table 4.2: Previous work on NO2 B(2B1) and (_(2A2).

ExptfI"neory, I rN°_A' I v°N°'' I _ I {e'mI'l_ I ,cre") I gY

J_(_B1) ......

E, Bold,_mns6 1230 450 2040 1.763

T,Hirsch1985_ 1.21 180 1.905

T,Gillispie2_ 1.20 180 1192 960 1.66"
1.67"

T,Xie2s

C_A2)

E, Shibuya11 1.4 102

T, Gillispie21 1.27 110 1360 798 1.84"

T,Kaldor19914 1.286 109.4 1._34

_

: ° These areverticalratherthanadiabaticenergydifferences.

@ Q ThisistheenergyattheconstrainedC_ geometry;theC,minimumisat 1.933eV.

_

i

a

1

............. rl,rI' ,'r.... ,I ........ ",, ' "'_'''1"'1*'"_'" ,r,...., i,,'iii,',1,,III',, 'II 'li II"I'll I_SlI]
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Ervin'slo12ospeak (3545cm"Ifromtheorigin)isthemaximum. @

We fitthepeak positionsintheX band usinglinesrregression,and

obtainedbest-fitvibrationalfrequenciesand anharmonicitiesin agreement

withtheresultsofhighresolutionexperiments._ We simulatedtheX band,

usingvl= 1266.3± 17.0cmI,v2= 714.2± 2.0cm"Iand x_1= -5.58± 4.3cm I,

from a linearregressionfit; we excludedx12and x22from the fitting

parametersbecauseoursimulationprogramdoesnotincludeprovisionsfor

cross-anharmonicity(x_),and excludingx12gavex22>0,whichwe alsocannot

incorporate.The simulationalsoassumedErvinetal.'sionfrequenciesand

geometry(v_= 1284cm 'I,v2= 776 cm"I,rNo= 1.25_,e = 117.5°),theX state

geometryobtainedfrom high resolutionabsorptionspectra(rNo= 1.194_,

0 = 133.5 ° 19)and our estimated electron affinity. The resulting simulated
IP'

spectrum fitted our peak positions well, but the lo_2o3 peak was the maximum.

We then varied the ion geometry from Ervin's values to obtain the best

fit to our peak intensities. The best fit normal coordinate displacements, AQ_

= 0.265 and AQ = -0.611 amu_, correspond to an anion geometry of rNo =
o

1.255 A, 0 = 115.5°. This is in agreement with Ervin et al.'s results (1.27±0.02

/_, 117.5±2°).

The difference m peak intensities between our spectrum and Ervin's

may be explained by the difference in the assumed instrumental peak shapes:

our peaks are approximated by Gaussian functions ofvariable width, but theirs

are envelopes of rotational distributions. The difference affects peak shapes

@
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and relative peak intensities, and the broad area beneath the X band structure
is more intense in Ervin's spectrum. Trial simulations using a different

convolution function (exp[-a(x-xo)] instead of exp[-a(x-xo)2]) produced spectra

that resembled the Ervin spectrum more closely; the maximum shifted to the

lo12os peak, and the broad region under the sharp structure increased Ln

intensity.

In all s.. lations at 266 and 213 nra, we used the following parameters

for the arden and X state: NO2-: vi = 1284 cm"l, v2 = 776 crel, 2°rNo= 1.255

._, e - 115.5°; NO 2 X(2AI): v 1 -- 1325 cre", v2 = 750 cm"l, xi, = -5.47 cm"1,x22= -

0.47 cre'i, 25rso = 1.194 _, e = 133.5°; 26 E.A. (NO2) = 2.290 eV.

4.2.4. The 266 nm spectrum: the A(2B_)sta.te_

The 266 nm (4.66 eV).phot_electron spectra of NO,-(Pig. 4.3, e = 90°

and Fig. 4.4, e = 0°) show the X and A bands and the beginning of the C band.

Our interest is primarily in the excited state bands; because the inBtrumental

resolution degrades at higher electron kinetic energy, the X progression is not

particularly interesting.

We examine the A state, progression first, to determine the origin. The

= A state has been extensively studied by absorption spectroscopy and

, fluorescence techniques. 8_7'2e However, the origin has not been determined

conclusively because the geometry difference between the X and A states
=

results in very poor Franck-Condo,l overlap with the lowest vibrational levels
=

, J ,, ,, _, r,, , , ,, ' ,,t lp ,, _r ' III ' '111"Illl ' "
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of the A state (X: rso = 1.194 ,_, 0 = 133.5°; 19 A: rNo= 1.244 _l,,0 = 102.6 ° 28). Ow

This is also a problem in the photoelectron spectra, although the anion

geometry (rNo = 1.275, 0 = 117.5 °) is closer to that of the A state and Franck-

Condon overlap with tne lowest vibrational levels is somewhat better.

It is impossible to determine the A state origin unambiguously by

inspecting the photoelectron spectra, Although the relative intensities of the

X and A bands vary with laser polarization and the A band is much more

intense at 90°, there is still no clearly defined origin. Subtraction of the scaled

0° and 90° spectra from each other (which has been used to determine band

origins) yielded no further information. In section 4.1, we identified the peak

at 1.183 eV in the 0=90° spectrum as the peak at highest electron kinetic

energy that was clearly associated with the A state. That assignment gives an

upper limit to the term value, To = 1.204 eV (assuming EA = 2.273 eV), which

agrees with the recent experimental estimate of Delon and Jost (1.207 eV).8

We simulated the 266 nm spectrum (Figure 4.7) using Delon and Jost's

vibrational f_equencies (v1 = 1320 cm"1,v2 = 750 crel), 8 Gillispie's geometry

= (1.26 ,/k, 102°)2_ and To = 1.204 eV. The simulated A band is in excellent

agreement with our experimental result, although the peaks on the high

: electron kinetic energy side of the band are a little too intense. However, even

this good agreement does not give a conclusive value for To.

The uncertainty in the A state origin, and the disagreement between the

experimental TOvalues and recent ab initio estimates (To " 1.0 eV, see Table

0
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Figure 4.7: Simulated and experimental photoelectron spectrum of NO_

O at 266 nra,e= 0 ,oincluding the _:(2A1) and _(2B 2) bands.
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motivated us to carry out many simulations of the 266 nm spectrum. We 04.1),

found that we could fit the A band using values of TObetween 1.018 and 1.204

eV (origin at 1.369 to 1.183 eV eKE), using various ab initio geometries 15'_1_9

(Table 4.1), with displacements calculated from Gfllispie's force constants.

Although these simulations gave adequate agreement with the experimental

peak positions and intensities, none of them was as good as the simulation

shown in Fig. 4.7; instead, the progression was broader and the peaks on both

sides of the maximum were all about 30-50% larger than in the experimental

spectrum. It is possible that, with enough adjustment of fitting parameters,

one could improve the fit for these simuulated spectra. However, the very good

agreement between Delon and Jost's and our results provides support for the

higher value of To(A). /

We now look at the beginning of the third electronic band in the 266 nm

spectra. Both the 0° and 90° spectra show sharp, intense peaks at about 0.391

and 0.359 eV, only 0.032 eV (258 cm"1)apart. This is too small for any

predicted 3 or C state vibrational frequency. Because these peaks occur at

energies where the electron transmission decreases sharply, we will look to the

213 nm spectrum for a more complete picture.

=

4.2.5. The 213 nm spectra' the _(2_) state

The 213 nm (5.825 eV) photoelectron spectra of NO2- at 0=0°and 90°

(Figures 4.5 and 4.6) show three full electronic bands. These include the X and

CD

, H I ...... ' i , , ,111 , -, r_ in ,, rl ,,11 ' ii, ,n1111,
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A bands that we have already discussed, and no further information on those
states can be obtained from these spectra. The third band is assigned to the

'dark' _(2A2) state; although the ]_(2B 1) state lies about 1.7 eV above the

ground state, its linear geometry will result in very poor Franck-Condon

overlap with the ion vibrational levels, and those would be two.electron

transitions.

+ As discussedabove,assigningthevibrationalstructureinthisband is

immediatelyproblematic.Letusinitiallyassignthepeak at1.516eV inthe

8=0°spectrumtotheC band origin.We expecta progressioninthebending

mode,at about800 Cre't;21 thisshouldbe shorterthan theX and A band
_
I

bendingprogressionsbecausetheC statebond angleispredictedtobecloser

tothatofthe anion.We alsoexpecta shortprogressionin thesymmetric

stretch, at about 1300 cm'l. 21 The peaks closest to these energies are those at

eKE 1.431 eV (686 cm"_from the origin) and 1.372 eV (1161 cm_). Other peaks

below 1.372 eV can be assigned as overtones and combinations of these two

frequencies; linear regression gives the best fit as v_=1125 cm"_,v2=673 cm"t

(excluding anharmonicity). However, we still have not assigned the sharp peak

at 1.472 eV, only 355 cm_ from the assigned origin, or the shoulder at 1.550
-

eV (-274 cret). These are intense peaks in the 266 nm spectra and cammt be

: neglected. They are too intense to be hot band transitions, since the X band

= shows no evidence of hot bands in any of the five spectra.

_: If' the origin were earlier, could we then fit these peaks? Both ab initio

-

-

0

,, ....... n+l, _p,, , , l_i + lr+ lr.... '_I I irptII ' , , rlP,'Ii' 111 , ,_r ill ,Ira,; ' rill Ill lp, 'pl +
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estimates of the (_(2A2) state energy (To = 1.934 eV,_ T. = 1.84 eV_1) are /

consistent with the 2.04 eV obtained if the origin is at 1.516 eV eKE. We

carried out simulation._ at both ab initio geometries (see Table 4.2), varying the

electronic energy and vibrational frequencies to obtain optimal agreement with

the experimental spectrum, in all simulations, the 1oO2oopeak was largest and

the peak intensities were very different to the experimental band, suggesting

that the ab initio neutral geometries are too similar to that of the ion. The

agreement would not improve substantially if the electronic energies were

adjusted.

We varied the neutral geometry to try to improve the simulation, and

approximately reproduced most of the peak positions and intensities in the C

band(using v1 = 1355 cm"1,v2 = 807 cm"1,xll = -8.1 cm"1,rNo = 1.28 ,/k, 0 =

0
106°). However, the peak at 1.550 eV could not be reproduced with any

reasonable combination of parameters, and the peak at 1.472 eV was also very

difficult to simulate.

The intensities of these two anomalous peaks relative to the rest of the

C band vary with laser polarization angle, suggesting that they might be

associated with a different electronic state. Compared to the peak at 1.516 eV,

they are relatively much more intense at 0=0° in the 266 and 213 nm spectra,

but the A and C bands are more intense at 0=90°. Could they be associated

with the t_B1 state, either as allowed transitions or through vibronic coupling?

Vibrational levels of the t](_B1) state certainly exist at these energies,
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O sincetheoriginisabout1,7eV abovethegroundstate(1,9eV eKE at213 mn).
However,thegeometrychangebetweentheanionand thelinearB stateisso

largethattheFranck-Condonintensityoftransitionstothelowestvibrational

statesshouldbeverysmall.The substantialintensityoftheseobservedpeaks

suggeststhattheyarenotduetoFranck-CondonallowedtransitionstotheB

state.We areleftwiththepossibilityofvibroniccoupling,whichwe consider

inthenextsection.

i

r.

4.2.6.Vibronic.couplinginNO0_

NO2 isan interestingcasestudyin vibroniccouplingbecausefour

electronicstateswithin2 eV ofeachotherarecoupled,some verystrongly.

The X(2AI)and ._(2B2)statesinteractthroughlinearcouplingvia the vs

O vibration (b 2 symmetry), as do the t_(2B_)and _(2A2)states. In addition, the

_[(2A_)and ]3(2B1)states are the components of a Renner-Teller coupled pair

(21-1w)that are degenerate in the linear configuration, as are the A(_2) and

_(2A2) states (_¢_).3o

- The effects of the linear _:('_A_)-A(_B_)coupling on the visible absorption

and other optical spectra are well documented, s'sl's2'_ The A state

spectrum is extremely complicated, especially near and above the conical

intersection of the _:(2A_)and A(_B2)surfaces at about 1..2 eV l_ above the
_

ground state. This has been interpreted as evidence for strong linear coupling,

and the _:(2A_)-I3(2B1)quadratic (Renner-Teller) coupling is generally neglected
_

Q
-
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because it is believed to be relatively weak with respect to the linear /

coupling, s°

By contrast, we observe an apparently regular A state vibrational

progression. Our peak positions an_ in excellent agreement with the vibronic

origins estimated by Delon and Jost8 and Brand et al.._ The apparent

contradiction between our regular progressions and the highly irregular

absorption spectra may be resolved by considering our experimental resolution.

Since we cannot resolve rotational lines, we do not observe the highly

perturbed rotational structure present in high.resolution optical spectra, and

we see a relatively regular vibrational progression. In addition, we do not

observe any progression in the coupling mode, rs, which should show the most

significant effects. O
Absorption spectra of the t](_BI) state _'36 show structure much more

regular than that for the A(_B_)state, which was taken as evidence that the

t3('B1)-_(_A2) linear coupling is much weaker than the X(2AI)-/i,(_B2) coupling.

Haller's calculation of the B state absorption spectrum 3_ produced a near-

regular progression in v_ with greater perturbations at high energies near the

2B__-As conical intersection, where non-adiabatic effects become more

import, ant. However, the I_(_B1)state spectra also exhibit irregular vibrational

spacings and anomalous rotational effects. _ Attempts t_ explain these effects

using Renner-Teller coupling alone have been unsuccessful, although this is

usually the only mechanism considered. Bolduan and Jodl _ observed odd Av3
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transitionsintheabsorptionspectram,butdismissedvibroniccouplingasa

viableexplanation,TransitionstotheI](2BI)statearenominallyforbiddenin

ourspectrabecauseoftheone-electronpropensityrule.

The (_(_A2)statehas been observedexperimentallyby onlyone other

groupsinceourfirstexperiments,and themajorityoftheoreticalattentionhas

been devotedtotheotherthreestates.As we notedabove,theI](2BI)-(_(2A2)

linearcouplingisgenerallyassumed tobe relativelyweak,and the,4,(2B2)-

(_(2A_)quadraticcouplingevenweaker.However,theanomalousspacingsof

thefirstfewpeaksinour(_(2A2)progressionand theirintensityvariationwith

polarizationarereminiscentofspectraofothervibronicallycoupledmolecules

(similareffectsinNOs arediscussedinthenextchapter).The experimental

spectrum is also very different to that simulated at the ab initio geometries;
the progression is longer and more intense at low electron kinetic energy.

It is possible that linear coupling of the t](2B1) and (_(2A2) states via the

antisymmetric stretch, vs, could explain both the anomalous effects in the B

= state absorption spectra and the anomalous peaks in the C band in our

photoelectron spectra. The interaction would couple odd v3 vibrational states

in each electronic state to even v_ states in the other, and Franck-Condon-

forbidden transitions could borrow intensity from the allowed transitions,

which would explain the odd Av3 peaks observed in the B state absorption

spectrum. Photodetachment transitions to v3 vibrational levels of the B state

might borrow intensity from the strong C band observed in our spectra and
Z

@
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of the C state, so that the borrowed peaks would @gain some electronic character

behave differently on variation of laser polarization, as we observe in the

photoelectron spectrum,

The best quantitative approach to this problem is an exact vibronic

coupling calculation which explicitly includes the couplhlg terms in the

Hamiltonian, Such calculations have already been performed to simulate the

visible absorption spectrum of NO2,31'32and show that this is a very challenging

. computation. If quadratic coupling is ignored, the matrix Hamiltonian for

linear coupling can be separated into the _(2A1)-A(2B2)and t](2B1)-(_(2A_)

manifolds, but the vibrational modes are not separable and all three must be

included in the calculation. In solving the I_(2B1)-(_(_A_)linear coupling

problem, Haller et al. sl diagonalized matrices of dimensions about 20000 x /

20000. Although we have done vibronic coupling calculations for NOs (which

are discussed in the next chapter, where we describe the procedure), the NOs

problem is beyond our present capabilities. We hope that as theoretical

interest in the (_(2A_) state increases, others will find this calculation

worthwhile.
_=

4.2.7. Summary

We have obtained photoelectron spectra of NO_.-at 355, 266 and 213

nra, the latter two at laser polarization angles of both 0° and 90°. We

calculated simulated spectra to compare our experimental results to those of'

_'2"
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other experiments and ab inifio calculations.
The 355 nm spectrumshowstheX(2A I)stateband. Our bestfitgives

NO2- parametersinagreementwiththosedeterminedby Ervinetal..2°

The 266 nm spectrashow theA(2B2)and :K(2AI)bands. The A(2B2)

vibrationalprogressionisregularand doesnotshow evidenceofsignificant

9erturbations.SimulationsusingthevibrationalfrequenciesofDelonandJost

and Gillispie'sab initiogeometryare in excellentagreement with our

experimentalspectraand supportthevalueof1.204eV forTo(A)estimated

previously.Simulationsassumingotherab initiogeometriesand To are

adequate,butnotasgood.

The 213nm spectrashow thefull(_(2A2)band aswellasthe)_(2AI)and

A(_B2)bands. The effectsofvibroniccouplingappeartobe strongerinthe

O (_(2A2) state, probably due to linear coupling with the t](2B_) state via the vs

antisyrnmetricstretchingmode. Severalpeaks appearwhich cannotbe

explainedbyFranck-Condonallowedtransitionstovibrationallevelsofeither

theB orC state.
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5-!.Examinationofthe2A_.'and2E"_tatesofNO. by ultraviolet,photoelectron

suectroscopyofNOa.7.*

A. Weaver _, D. W. Arnold b, S. E, BradfoI_h _,and D. M. Neumark d

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

Abstract

The photoelectron spectrum of the NOs- anion has been obtained at 266 nm

and at 213 nra. The 266 nm spectrum probes the 2A_'grotmd state of NO3.

The 213 mn spectrum represents the first observation of the 2E" lowest-lying

excited state of NO3. The 2A2' band shows vibrational progressions in the vi

_ symmetricstretchand thev4degeneratein-planebendofNOs. Our analysis

of thisband indicatesthatthe NOs ground statehas a Dsh equilibrium

: geometry and is vibronically coupled to the 2E' second excited state via the v_

mode. We also obtain the electron affinity of NOs, 3.937 ± 0.018 eV, and the

heat of formation of NO 3 at 298 K, 0.777 ± 0.034 eV (17.9 ± 0.8 kcal/mol). The

: _E" state of NOs lies 0.868 ± 0.046 eV above the ground state. The 2E" band

" Published in J. Chem. Phys. 94, 1740 (1991).

"NSERC (Canada) Postgraduate Scholar.

= bNSF Predoctoral Fellow.

cUniversity Fellow, University of California.
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shows complex and extensive vibrational structure. Several possible @

assignments of this structure are discussed.

i__n_troducti0n

Nitrogen trioxide, NO3, is one of the most important free radicals in

atmospheric chemical reactions. As one of the NO, species, it is implicated in

reaction cycles involving ozone and in hydrocarbon and halocarbon oxidation, 1

Although NO3 is rapidly photolyzed during the day, it is essential to the cycle

of reactions which form HNO3 at night and is thus an important contributor

to acid precipitation. 2 The significance of NOs in atmospheric chem'stry has

prompted numerous spectroscopic and kinetic experiments and theoretical

studies, but questions remain concerning its ground state structure, excited

electronic states, and photochemistry. In this paper, we use photoelectron

spectroscopy of NOs" to address two of these issues: the geometry of the

ground electronic state and characterization of the first excited electronic state

of NO_.

Walsh 3 predicted that NO3 would be planar with a threefold symmetry

axis (D3hpoint group) in the ground electronic state and first two excited states

(_A_', ZE" and 2E', respectively). The proposed threefold symmetry of the

ground state has been disputed. Rotationally resolved infrared spectra *,_'8

of the ground state support Walsh's prediction of a 2A2' ground state with D3h

symmetry, but vibrationally resolved dispersed fluorescence spectra have been

@
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O interpretedasevidenceofeitherDnb7orY.shapedplanar8(C2v)structureby
differentresearchers.Ab initiopredictionsofthegroundstateequilibrium

geometry are divided between Dsh 9,1o,lu2,1sand C_ _u_,15,1_,17,1s

symmetry. Discrepanciesbetweenthesepredictionsarepartlydue tothe

inherentdifficultyoftreatingNOs properly,sinceitisan open-shellmolecale

withpartialdoublebondsand low-lyingexcitedelectronicstates.

Considerablylessisknown abouttheexcitedelectronicstatesofNO3.

The onlyelectronictransitionthathas been observedisthe_E't-2A_'band,

with its originat 662 nra. _I1_isband has been studiedusing

absorption19_°_Iand fluorescenceexcitation7's_2spectroscopy,but the

diffusevibrationalstructureevidentin thesespectrahas not been fully

analyzed.Johnstonand coworkers23seeno rotationalstructureinthisband

O even at 0.007 cm"_resolution. The 2E" state is predicted to lie between the

ground state and the _E' state z'_ue'2_'2e but has not been observed because

the 2E" _ 2A2'transition is electric-dipole forbidden. The exact energy of the

_E" state is important because some features of the ground-state spectrum

have been attributed to perturbations by a low-lying electronic state, but ab
-

initio predictions ofits energy vary from 0.04 eV (300 cm'_)le to 1.61 eV (13,000

cm_) _ above the ground state.
-

We present here ultraviolet photoelectron spectra of the nitrate anion,

: NO3", which provide new information about the ground state of NO3 and

represent the first direct observation of the 2E" state. We observe the 'dark'

z

@
_
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_E°' state because negative ion photodetachment experiments can generally @

study ali neutral electronic states formed by removing a single valence electron

from the ion. The anion is expected to have a D3h equilibrium

geometry, 1°°12'27_8with the molecular orbital configuration ...(e")4(e')_(a2')2in _

the lA1' ground state, s The 2A2', 2E°', and 2E' electronic states of the NO3

radical, which have the configurations ,..(e')4(e")4(as'), ..,(e')4(e")S(a2')2, and

...(e')S(e")4(a_')2,respectively, are all accessible via one-electron photodetachment

transitions from the ground state of NOs'. Our spectra show distinct bands

corresponding to the 2A2' and _E" states of NOs, which yield the electron

affinity of NOs and the energy of the previously unobserved 2E" excited state.

With the laser currently in use, the _E' state is beyond the range of our

photoelectron spectrometer. @
The photoelectron spectra show vibrational progressions within each

electronic band which provide new information about the frequencies and

molecular geometry in the 2A2'and _" states. In particular, these progressions

indicate that vibrordc coupling is important in both electronic states.

Normally, the relative intensities of vibrational transitions within a single

electronic band in a photoelectron spectrum depend only on the Franck-Condon

overlap of neutral and anion wavefunctions fbr the relevant vibrational

states. _ The longest progressions generally occur in totally symmetric

vibrational modes of the neutral. For NO_ in D3h symmetry, the symmetric

stretch (v1) is the only such mode. Progressions in non.totally symmetric
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modesmay occur,butnormallytheonlyallowedtransitionsarethoseinvolving

evenchangesinvibrationalquantumnumber (evenAvtransitions)betweenthe

anionand neutral.Ifthe anionorneutralelectronicstateisdegenerate,

however,vibroniccouplingdue totheJahn-Tellereffects°_1can complicate

the photoelectronspectrum.For example,odd Av transitionscan occurirl

non-totallysymmetricvibrationalmodes. Such effectshavebeenobservedin

photoelectronspectraof CHsO" s2_sand C5H5",s4 and in photoelectron

spectraofneutralmoleculessuchasBFs _e.s7and CH,.s_

The _E" and _E'statesof NO3 are both degenerate,and tllevs

antisymmetricstretchand v4in-planedeformationcan beJahn-Telleractive

in each state,Our photoelectronspectrado provideevidenceofvibronic

couplinginthe2E"state.However,we alsoobservewhat appeartobe Av,=
1transitionsinthegroundstatev_progression.Thisissomewhatsurprising,

sincethe2A2'stateisnon-degenerateand shouldnotbeaffectedby first-order

Jahn-Tellercoupling,Thisobservationisdiscussedatlengthbelow,and is

ultimatelyattributedtopseudo-Jalm-Tellercouplingbetweenthe2A_'and _E'

states.Thismechanism has previouslybeeninvokedby Haileretal.se$7to

explainsimilarphenomena inthephotoelectronspectrumoftheisoelectronic

moleculeBFs.
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Exverlmental O

The time-of-flight photoelectron spectrometer used in these experiments

is shown in Figure 5.1 and briefly described here, (See Ref, 39 for a more

detailed description,) Negative ions are generated by crossing the free jet

expansion from a pulsed molecular beam valve (1) with a 1 keV electron beam

(2), For the NOs" spectra presented here, we used a gas mixture made by

bubbling 5% NF3 in argon through HNO_ (red fuming, 90%), We also made

NO3" from a 1% N2OJHe mixture, and obtained very similar spectra. The

principles of operation of the ion source have been discussed at length by

Johnson m_d Lineberger, _° Electron impact ionization of the argon carrier gas

generates low energy secondary electrons, which efficiently produce F" from

NF 3 by dissociative attachment. The subsequent exothermic proton transfer /

reaction of F" with HNO3 forms NO3". The ions are formed in the continuum

flow region of a free jet expansion, so they are expected to cool internally as

the expansion progresses. We have measured vibrational temperatures of

100-150 K for CH2CN" produced in this source, and a rotational temperature

of about 75 K for SH" in a similar source. _

A 200 - 400 V negative pulse applied at (3) extracts the negative ions

into a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. 42 The ions are accelerated to 1 keV,

and ion deflectors and lenses (4) are adjusted to ensure optimal ion levels at

the detector (5). Ions separate into bunches according to mass as they travel

along the 150 cm flight tube, and the ion of interest is selectively

0
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Figure5.1,Schematicdiagramoftime-of-flightphotoelectronspectrometer,
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O photodetached (6) by varying the delay between ion extraction and the firing
of the photodetachment laser. The signal level of negative ions, plus fast

neutrals resulting from photodetachment, is monitored with a 25 mm dual

microchannel plate detector. The neutral signal alone can be measured at this

detector by applying -1400 V to a grid in front of the detector.

Photoelectrons are detected at the end of a one meter flight tube by a 40

mm dual microcham_el plate detector (7) and are energy-analyzed by time of

flight. We detect 0.01% of the ejected photoelectrons; this fraction is

determined by the solid angle subtended by the electron detector. The

instrumental resolution is 0.008 eV (64 cm1) at 0.65 eV electron kinetic energy,
_

and degrades as Es_ at higher energy. The resolution in the spectra presented
_

Jill here is somewhat worse due to space charge effects (see below), and is 0.018-
V

0.025 eV for electron kinetic energies near 1 eV. Rotational peaks are not
=

resolved in the NOs" photoelectron spectra.
-

= Spectra of NOs" were taken using the fourth (266 nm, 4.66 eV) and fifth

(213 nm, 5.83 eV) harmonics of a Nd:YAG laser. The laser light is plane-

polarized, and the polarization at each wavelength can be rotated with a

- half-wave plate. Each spectrum shown here was averaged for about 500,000

laser shots, at 20 Hz repetition rate. The spectra were smoothed by__

convolution with Gaussian peaks of 6 meV fwhm. A background noise

spectrum was subtracted from the 213 nm spectrum, to remove the

photoelectron signal generated by stray laser photons which strike the metal

i
-

__
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surfaces of the chamber, 0

5.1.3. Results

m

Photoelectron spectra of NOs at 266 nm and 213 nm are shown in

Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The spectra are plotted as intensity (number of

photoelectrons) vs. electron kinetic energy (eKE). The electron energy is given

by

- h,,- - ro - . (5.1.1)

where hv is the photodetachment laser energy, EA the electron affinity of NO3,

T o the term value for the particular NO3 electronic state, and Ev¢°)and Ev() the

vibrational energy of the neutral and anion, respectively. (We neglect the

rotational contribution to the internal energy.) Peaks at highest electron Q

kinetic energy correspond to transitions to the lowest electronic and vibrational

energy levels of NO s.

The 266 nra spectrum shows a single band with well-resolved vibrational

structure. The peak positions are listed in Table 5.1. The 213 nm spectrum

shows this band at higher energy (hence poorly resolved), plus a band at lower

electron energy with extensive vibrational structure. Peak positions of this

second band are listed in Table 5.2. Each band represents a series of

transitions to vibrational levels within one electronic state of NOs. The band

in the 266 nm spectrum is assigned to the 2A2' ground state of NO_, and the

band at lower electron energy in the 213 nm spectrum is assigned to the 2E"

0
=

__
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Figure 5.2. Photoelectron spectnnn of NO3- at 266 nm, showing the

progression in the _A.2'state of NOs. Laser polarization angle e = 90 °.
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Figure 5.3. Photoelectron spectrum of NO s- at 213 mn, showing

progressions in the 2A2' and 2E" states of NO3. Laser polarization angle 0 =

0 ° .
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O Table 5.1:, Peak uosit_ons 266 runs ectrum
Position

eV cm'_

0.820 -661

0.780 -339

0.738 0

0,693 363

0,644 758

0.607 1057

0,562 1420

0.511 1831

0.498 1936

= 0.470 2162

0.442 2387

0.421 2557
-

_

_--

__
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Table 5.2; .Peak positions and intensities of 2E" bandL213 nm spectrum O
Position Position a intensityb

(experimental) v 1 • v4 (calc,)

eV cm "1

1,035 0 0 0 1.035 0.57

0.970 524 0 1 0,968 0.70

0.942 750 1 0 0.935 1.00

0.900 1089 0 2 0.901 0,53

0.871 1323 1 1 0.868 0.83

I 2 0 0.836 1
o,s3s  589 t 0.87

[ 0 3 0.834 J

0.798 1912 1 2 0.801 0.77

0,774 2 05 2 0.769 0.70
I 3 0 0.736 )

0.731 2452 I 1 0.82
[ 1 3 0.734 J

0.703 2678 2 2 0.701 0.73

0.672 2928 3 1 0.669 0.55

I 4 0 0.636 1
0.635 3226 _ _ 0.62

2 3 0.634 j

0.606 3460 3 2 0.602 0.80

0.569 3759 4 ! 0.569 0.50

° These tentative assignmel._s of v, and v_ are made using the best fit

frequencies of 804 and 541 cm", respectively. The calculated positions are

based on these assignments and harmonic frequencies.

b Since we assume uniform peak widths (0.022 eV), the intensity of each

peak is proportional to the Franck-Condon factor (area under th_ peak).

@
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f 5 o o._37 il 0,550,540 3992 3 3 0.535

0.505 4275 4 2 0.502 0.65

0.458 4654 5 1 0,470 0.48

i 6 0 0,437 1
t 0,49

0.437 4823
4 3 0.435 j

0.414 5009 5 2 0.402 0.50
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first excited electronic state, if we assign the peaks at 0,738 eV in the 266 mn w

spectrum and 1,035 eV in the 213 run spectrum to the origins of the 2_, and
,.

_E" progressions, respectively, we calculate To for the _E" state to be 0_868 ±

0.046 eV (7000 ± 370 cm'l).

Our results indicate a strikingly low partial photodetachment cross

section into the 2A2' state of NO3 at both 266 and 213 nra. The integrated

intensity of the 2A_'state progression in the 213 nm spectrum is ten times less

than that of the _E" state progression. This effect is independent of laser

polarization angle (see below). In addition, our photoelectron signal levels

were exceptionally low at 266 nra, where only the _A2' state is accessible, and

we photodetached only 2% of the ions (estimated by comparing the fast neutral

signal to the ion signal) with a laser fluence of 120 mJ/cm _. At 213 run, where

0
detachment to the 2E" state dominates, we photodetached nearly 50% of the

ions at a lower laser fluence of 60 mJ/cm 2 and the same ion level. This higher

detachment rate is more typical of our experience with other ions.

The low cross-section for the _A_' state required high ion densities to

ensure adequate electron signal at 266 nm, and we obtained the 213 nm

spectra at the same ion density. The peaks in our spectra were slightly

broadened and shifted to higher energy by the resulting space charge effects,

which arise from Coulomb repulsion between photoelectrons and the negative

ion cloud. To estimate the magnitude of this shift, we took spectra of Br" at

266 nm at comparable ion levels, since its mass and electron affinity (3.365
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O eV4s)arerelativelyclosetothoseofNOs-. We estimatethatthe peak at,

0,738eV intheNOs-266 nrnspectrumshiftedby +0,015eV from itstrue
.I

position.This shiftis approximatelyconstantacrossthe photoelectron

spectrum,sotheelectronaffinityistheonlyparameteraffected.We obtaina

valueof3,937± 0.018eV fortheelectronaffinityofNOs,ingoodagreement

withthemost recentpreviousestimateof3,91± 0.24eV,_

The heat offormationofNOs at 298 K can be estimatedfrom our

electronaffinityand themeasuredheatofformationofNOs".

afl °(N03)2 - +  (N03) + 5_Rr2 (5.1.2)

" +fo '{c,cNo )-

O where the 5/2 RT (=1.481 kcal/mol) term corrects for the heat capacity of the
electron, _5'_ and the heat capacities of NO3 and NO3" are estimated from the

vibrational frequencies listed below (Section 5,1.4). 47 We have also used those

NOs" vibrational frequencies to calculate AfH°(N03")_ z from the previously

reported value of AfH°(NO3")391K= -3.269 ± 0.023 eV (-75.39 ± 0.54 kcal/mol)."

We obtain AfH°(NO3)_ z = 0.777 ± 0.034 eV (17,91 ± 0.79 kcal/mol). This does

not agree with the most recent measurement of AfH°(NOs)2_K= 0.667 ± 0.033

eV (15.39 ± 0,75 kcal/mol), _ but does agree with the previous value of 0.737

-+0.217 eV (17.0 ± 5.00 kcal/mol). _9

: Photoelectron spectra at 266 mm and 213 nm were taken at two laser

• polarization directions, e = 0° and 90°, where e is the angle between the
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of the laser light and the ckirection of'electron collection. O
electric field 'vector

The angl_ar distribution of the ejected photoelectrons is described by_°

where _(E) is the asymmetry parameter for the electronic transition in

question, E is the enerc.:y above the photodetachment threshold, and 0 is the

polarization angle. If relative peak intensities across a progression change

significantly with 0, this may indicate the presence of' overlapping electronic

states or vibronic coupling effects, since _ may be different for each electronic

transition. The 213 nm spectra of NOa" are essentially the same at 0 = 0° and

90°, indicating that 13is approximately zero for the 2A2' and _E'° transitions at

this wavelength. At 266 nm, the peaks at 0.693 and 0.607 eV (363 and 1057 /

cm'_ relative to the origin at 0.738 eV) change intensity relative to the peak at

0.738 eV; at 0 = 90 °, they are 50% and 29% more intense, respectively. The

50% change at 363 cm_ is unusually large and may be due to vibronic coupling,

which mixes the ground state with an excited electronic s _te; this is

discussed in detail in Section 5.1.5.

5_1,4, Ana!ysis and Discussion

Background

The analysis of our NOa- photoelectron spectra is facilitated by the

results of previous experiments on the anion and neutral. Although NO3-has

0
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not been studied in the gas phase, X.ray and neutron diffraction experiments
on crystalline sodium nitrate indicate that the ion has Dsh equilibrium

geometry with an average NO bond length of 1,23 ._,,_sVibrational frequencies

of NO3" have been measured by infrared 51°5_and Raman 52°a_spectroscopy

of condensed-phase nitrates. Average values are: vi ffi 1054 cm_1(symmetric

. stretch, al'), v2 = 834 cm"1 (out-of-plane bend, a_"), vs = 1379 cm 'l

(antisymmetric stretch, e'), and v_ = 723 cm'1 (in-plane bend, e'), The 1054 cm'1

mode was not observed in the infrared spectra, nor the 834 cm"1mode in

Raman spectra, in accordance with the selection rules for a Dabmolecule. Both

modes could be observed, in principle, if NO3" had C2vor Csv symmetry in the

ground sta*_e.

Vibrational frequencies in the ground state of gas-phase NOs have been

obtained from two types of experiments. In 1983, Ishiwata 7 and Nelson _

- independently reported measurements of dispersed fluorescence from excitation

of the 0-0 transition in the 2E' _- 2A2'band, but drew conflicting conclusions

from their data. Nelson assumed the NO3 ground state to have C2vsymmetry.=

: Ishiwata and coworkers interpreted the vibrational structure in the dispersed

fluorescence spectrum in terms of a D_hgrotmd state, and obtained values fbr

= v_, v_, and v4 of 1060 cm'1, 1480 cm"_,and 380 cm"_,respectively, for the ground

state. This assignment meant that they were observing odd Av transitions in

the non-totally symmetric v_ and v_ modes, which could be explained by the

ffi Jahn..Teller coupling expected in the 2E' state.
_

=

_
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Rotationallyresolvedinfraredabsorptionmeasurementson gas-phase O

NOs 4_,6gavea more accuratevalueofv3(1492,393cm'I)and measuredthev2

out.of-planebendingfrequency(762.327cre'l)5forthefirsttime, The high

resolutionspectraof the v2 and v_ bands exhibitrotationalstructure

characteristicof a planarsymmetrictop with a threefoldsymmetry axis,

consistentwith a Dshequilibriumgeometryforthe NO s groundstate.No

infraredabsorptionwas observedinthevicinityofthetotallysymmetricvl

mode (1060cre'l),againconsistentwith D3_ synm_etry.The patternof

rotationallinesshowsthatthe762cm'Iband isa paralleltransition(AK = 0)

and the1492cm"Iband aperpendiculartransition(AK =±1).The out-of-plane

bendistheonlyinfrared-activemode whichshouldappearasa parallelband,

so the 762 cm'_ band is confirmed to be the v_ mode. The rotational analysis

yields an N-O bond length of 1.240/_.

Although the rotationally resolved spectra strongly suggest a D3hground-

state geometry, several ab initio calculations _1'1_'_4'15'16'_7'18predict a Y-shaped

planar C_ configuration for the ground state. In addition, some of the

dispersed fluorescence s and electron resonance 5_ experimental results have

been interpreted as evidence of C_ symmetry. Similar discrepancies have been

reported for CO_',s5 which is isoelectronic with NO_. The high resolution

spectra of NO3 rule out a rigid C2_structure, because that would result in

rotational structure characteristic of an asymmetric top. However, it is

possible that the NO3 ground state structure is non-rigid. This could occur, for
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example, if the potential energy surface had three equivalent shallow minima,O
each corresponding to a _/-shaped' C2vequilibrium structure. Ishiwata et al.4,e

have argued against a triple-minimum potential, since that sb,_uld lead to

additional bands which were not observed in their spectra. We will consider

this issue below.

One complication in the analysis of the high resolution spectra is the

: role of the excited 2E" state, which had not previously been observed because

the transition from. the _A2'ground state is electric-dipole forbidden. Ishiwata

et al.' and Friedl and Sander 5suggested that a very low-lying excited electronic

_ state (less than 2000 cm "1above the ground state) might account for anomalous
=

features observed in the high resolution spectra. For example, Friedl and
=

Sander observed an additional Q branch, which they could not assign, near the

O
: Q branch cf the v2 band. Several ab initio calculations 1_'1e'_ also predict the

existence of a _E" state close to the ground state. Our spectra clearly show
-

: that the 2E" state lies much further above the ground state (7000 cm_).
_

=

: N0._ ground state' features of the spectrum

Our understanding of the NO_ ground state is derived from the

- vibrational structure observed in the 266 nm photoelectron spectrum. The

peak positions and intensities in this spectrum provide information about

vibra_.ional frequencies and molecular geometry in the ground state. In the

Franck-Condon approximation, the transition intensity between the vibrational

J.

-
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levelsv" inthe anion and v'inthe neutralisgivenby_9 @

i o, I._ol2 I( _,,, i _,,,, )12 . (5.1.4)

Here _eis the electronic transition dipole moment between the anion electronic

wavefunction Ce. and neutral + photoelectron wavefunction ¢_,,

I I¢,,, ) (5.1.5)

which is assumed to be constant for vibrational transitions within a single

electronic band. The Franck-Condon factor, I(_v'lWv">[2, depends on the

spatial overlap of ion and neutral vibrational wavefunctions _v. and _¢. This

overlapwillbe identicallyzerounlessthedirectproductFv ® rv_containsthe
v

totallysymmetricrepresentationinthemolecularpointgroup. Transitionsto

alllevelsoftotallysy_'nmetricvibrationsinNOs are allowedfrom thetotally

symmetricground vibrationalstateofNO3",asare transitionstoeven quanta

ofthe non-totallysymmetric vibrations.The frequencyofa particularnon-

totallysymmetric mode, vi,must change substantiallybetween the ion and

neutraliftransitionsother than thosewith v_'= vi"are tohave significant

intensity,se

WithintheFranck-Condon approximation(Eq.5.1.5),theappearanceof

the NO3" photoelectronspectracan be predictedfrom relevantchanges in

geometry and frequencybetween theanionand neutr_. In theground state,

@
_ -

_ _
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O the small change in N-O bond length upon photodetachment should result in

a short progression in the v 1 symmetric stretch of NOs. No progression in the

out-of-plane bend is expected, because the ion and neutral are planar with

similar v2 frequencies. Similar reasoning applies to the v:l antisymmetric

stretch. However, the v4 frequency decreases considerably upon

photodetachment, from 723 cm "1 to 380 cm 1 (assuming the assignment by

Ishiwata et al. 7 to be correct), so that transitions with even hv4 might be

observed.

The experimentalphotoelectronspectrumin Figure5.2fulfillssome of

these predictions.We initiallyassignthe intensepeak at 0.738 eV to the

origin of the _A2' band. The most intense progression appears as peaks at

0.738, 0.607 and 0.470 eV, and the average spacing of 0.134 eV (1080 cm 1)

corresponds to the vi frequency. A second progression has peaks at 0.738,

0.693, and 0.644 eV, and the peaks at 0.607, 0.562, and 0.511 eV appear to be

- the associated combination band with v_'= 1. The peak spacings in the second

: progression, of 0.045 and 0.094 eV (363 and 758 cm'_), suggest a progression

in the v4 in-plane bend. The v_ progression is unusual, since transitions only

_ to even v, levels of NO_ should be allowed from the v4" = 0 level of NOs'. The

observed peak spacing should then be 720 cm _, assuming v4=360 cm'l. _7 The

apparent occurrence of odd Av4 transitions requires explanation, and the

_ analysis described below focuses on this phenomenon.

Finally, we assign the small peak at 0.780 eV to a _ot band' originating

_

=
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from an excited vibrational level of the ion. Its energy is correct for the O

NO3"(v4"=I)_NO_(v,+'=I) transition. The intensity of this hot band implies a

vibrational temperature of 435 K for NO3", which is somewhat higher than that

expected from our experience with other ions. We do not observe intense hot

bands in the v, progression, because at 435 K the population of the vr" = 1 level

is about six times smaller than that of the v4" = 1 level.

N.0a.ground state: detailed analysis

This section describes our attempts to simulate the experimental

ground-state progression within the Franck-Condon approximation, neglecting

the possible effects of vibronic coupling. We consider only the v, and v+ modes,

which are assumed to be separable. The v, mode is modelled as a one-

dimensional harmonic oscillat,_r in the anion and neutral, and various two-

dimensional potential energy functions are used for the neutral v+ mode.

Eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of each potential energy function are

calculated numerically. We use a variational method for the one-dimensional

v_ calculations, ss and a discrete variable representation (DVR) s9 procedure

for the two-dimensional v4 calculations. The transition intensity between the

anion level v,"v2".., and neutral level vt'v2'.., is proportional to the product of

Franck-Condon factors:

I +, I<_',(QI) It_u','(QI)> 12 ' I(_,', (Q2) I_' (Q2)> 12.'. (5.1.6)

®
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In this calculation, we neglect mixing of the neutral normal coordinates

rrelative to those of the anion (Duschinsky otatlon), and assume the same

normal coordinates for both. Ervin et al. e° showed that this was a reasonable

approximation in analyzing the photoelectron spectrum of NO2".

The simulation of the vi progression is relatively simple. We assume

v 1 = 1057 cm 1 in the neutral and 1054 cm "1 in the anion. The anion and

neutral symmetric stretch potentials are assumed to be displaced by an

amount AQ1 = 6.9 ArNo (AQ 1 in amul_./_, ArNo in _); this ratio was determined

from the reduced mass for the v_ mode and the appropriate symmetry

coordinate. 61 The displacement AQ_ is varied, and Franck-Condon factors

calculated, until the intensity distribution of the simulated vi progression

agrees wit_l the experimental result. The optimal displacement, IAQ11 = 0.21

+_0.05 amu_.,/k, corresponds to an NO3 bond length of 1.21 ± 0,01 ,t,, assuming

that rNo = 1.24 ._ in NO3 and that the N-O bond in the ion is shorter than that
-

: in the neutral (as determined in previous experiments, see above). This NO3"

bond length is close to the 1.23 ./k average measured for crystalline NaNO 3

(variation 1.21-1.24 _)._ The direction of displacement and the specific form

- of the Q_ normal coordinate affect only the calculated N-O bond length, and not

- the calculated Franck-Condon factors. The same Franck-Condon factors for vi

are used in all our simulations.

-. The v_ progression is more difficult to reproduce in simulations. The

simplest explanation for the 360 cm _ peak spacing in the experimental

-@
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spectrtunisthatthev4fundamentalfrequencyis180cm'I,and thatwe observe

transitionsonlyto even overtonesofthev4 mode,in accordancewithour

selectionrules,With thisassignment,thev4 transitionsobservedin the

dispersedfluorescencespectra7'8wouldalsocorrespondtoevenv4levelsofthe

NOs groundstate,sothatthoseresultscouldbe explainedwithoutinvoking

vibroniccouplinginthe2E'state,

We simulatedtheNO3"photoelectronspectrumwithv4= 180cm"Iinthe

NO3 groundstate.Thedegeneratev_mode isassumedtobeatwo-dimensional

isotropicharmonicoscillatorin boththeanionand neutral.Sincethisisa

non-totallysymmetricmode,the normalcoordinatedisplacementAQ4 = 0.

TransitionsotherthanAv_= 0 wouldhave zerointensityifnotforthelarge

frequency change between the anion and neutral (723 cm1 to 180 cm'_). The

resulting simulated spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.4. We assume Gaussian peak

envelopes of fwhm 0.022 eV, determined by space charge rather than

instrumental resolution. The simulation reproduces the peak positions below

0.738 eV reasonably well, but the simulated v4'= 4 peak at 0.644 eV is too

small. A more serious problem is that the simulation fails to reproduce the

position of the hot band at 0.780 eV. Instead, hot bands appear at 0.760 eV

(v4' = 3 ,-- v4" = 1) and 0.805 eV (v_' = 1 _ v4" = 1) in the simulated spectrum.

The choice of a 180 cm1 isotropic oscillator for the v_ potential is thus

unsatisfactory.

In order to gain more flexibility in simulating both the intensity

@
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O Figure5.4.SimulatedphotoelectronspectrumofNOs-(266 nra)assuming

an isotropicoscillatorpotentialforthev_coordinateofNOs, vl= 1057an"I,

vi-= 1054cm"I,v4= 180cm"I,v_-= 723 cm"I,T = 435 K.
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O distribution in this progression and the hot band position, we next consider a

perturbed harmonic oscillator potential for the NO3 v4 coordinate, with a

barrier at the Dsh configuration, We use potentials of the form

V ffi l_kr2_ ar (5.1.7)
2

_here r is the radial polar coordinate

and Q4, and Q4bare the degenerate components of the normal coordinate for

O the v_ mode. 62 This surface has a circular trough surrounding a barrier of
height a2/ 2k.

The energy levels of this perturbed potential differ significantly from

those of the isotropic oscillator. Fig. 5,5 shows the energy levels and associated

symmetry labels for (a) a two-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator and (b,

c) perturbed oscillators. The energy levels in (a) show the (n+l)-fold

- degeneracy expected for the nth level of ttle two-dimensional isotropic
z

oscillator. The corresponding vibrational wavefunctions are classified as a_',

: as'°, or e' according to their properties trader the symmetry operations of the

= D3hpoint group. The only transitions with non-zero Franck-Condon factors are

: V4those between levels of'the same symmetry: for example, from the al' " = 0

rll lilt -, lr ' _1 ,II'ITI " ' wl rl III rl ' ,i IT'' _r I_ ' rll r,, ,,,, 1','lH"" "' 'P1_lPrl'_l'rl_ _ifl _r
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5.5. Vibrational energy levels for the degenerate v_ mode, assuming OFigure

(a) an isotropic oscillator, v_ = 180 cm"1, (b) a cylindrically symmetric

potential (Eq. 5.1.7; a = 0.065 eV/,/k,k = 0.212 eW,/k2), (c) a triple-minimum

potential (Eq. 5.1.9; a = 0.340 eV/_, k = 0.531 eV/Jk2).The isotropic oscillator

energy level with v = n is _(n+l)-ibld degenerate; in (b)and (c), the

perturbations partially remove this degeneracy.

O
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level of the ion to a,' levels of the neutral, or from the e' v4" = 1 level of NO3- @

to e' levels of NOs, This restriction is equivalent to the even Av selection rule

ndiscussed above, es The eigenfunctlo s of Eq. 5.1.7 can be classified with the

same symmetry labels as the two-dimensional harmonic oscillator

eigenfunctions, and the same selection rules apply, However, the perturbation

due to the central barrier splits the degeneracy of levels with different

symmetries, and an irregLtlar energy level pattern results.

In our simulations assuming a potential of the form of Eq. 5.1.7, we vary

both k and a (related to the unperturbed oscillator frequency and central

barrier height) until the simulated peak positions and intensities agree best

with the experimental spectra. In these calcalations, we make the

assumptions about separable modes and normal coordinates discussed above, @

and use the same frequencies and harmonic potential energy functions as

above for vI and v, in NO3" and for v_ in NO_. Assuming the peak at 0.738 eV

to be the origin, the best result is obtained for a barrier of 80 cre'* (a = 0,065

eV/,_), with k = 0.212 eV/_ 2, The energy levels ibr this potential are shown in
=

Fig. 5,5(b), The simulated spectrum is similar to that shown in Fig, 5,4 for the

. isotropic oscillator. The slightly uneven spacing of the experimental v_

progression is reproduced using this perturbed oscillator potential, but the

simulated peak intensities and hot band positions are still not satisfactory.

" Our third set of simulations assumes a triple-minimum potential energy

: surface for the NO3 v_ coordinate, encouraged by theoretical predictions that

@
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a Y.shaped C_ equilibrium geometry for NO_ should be slightly more stable
than the symmetric Dsh geometry ,17 We use a model potential of the form'

1 r2 (51,9)V = -k +ar(l + cos30)
2

whererand 0 arepolarcoordinates,r asinEq,5,1,8and

8 = tanI Q_ (5.1,10)

Thispotentialenergysurfacehas threeequivalentminima atY.shapedC2v

. configurations,and conversionbetween the minima proceedsalongthe

: minimum-energy path through the D,_hcomfiguration, The barrier height at the

D_hconfiguration is as / 2k,

The simulations using the triple-minimum surface for v_ follow the

procedure described above for the first perturbed oscillator. With the origin at

0,738 eV, the best result is obtained for a barrier of 210 cm"1,with k = 0,332

eV/_ 2 and a = 0,134 eV/._.. 2_ae simulated spectrum is shown in Figure 5.6,

: Although agreement with experiment is satisfactory for the peaks below 0,738

eV, the position of the hot band at 0,780 eV is incorrect,

- Our problemswithreproducingtheintensityand positionofthehot

band at0,780eV suggestthatitmightinsteadbe theoriginof'the2A2'state

: band, This requires a higher barrier at the D3h geometry, so that the 0-0

: transition is no longer the most intense peak and the v_ progression is more

=

° This corrects the original paper, which read V=_Akr2 + ar cos 30,

®
-

_=
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Figure5,6.SimulatedphotoelectronspectrtunofNOs-(266 nra),assuming

a triple-minimumpotentialforthev_coordinateofNOs, with a barrierof

210 cm'I(a= 0.134eV/A,k = 0,332eV/_),originat0,738eV,T = 435 K.
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extended.In thiscase,we assume no vibrationalexcitationinNO3-. The best @

resultisobtainedusinga triple-minimumpotentialwith a barrierof870cm "I

(k= 0.531eV/_2and a = 0.340eV/._inEq. 5.1.9)and isshown inFigure 5.7.

This simulation reproduces the positionsof the major peaks in the

experimental photoelectronspectrum, but the experimental intensity

distributionisnot reproducedas accuratelyas inothersimulations.
q

Although thesimulationinFigure5.7istheonlyone which reproduces

the experimentalpeak positionsincludingthe peak at 0.780eV, itimpliesa

triple-minimumpotentialfor the v+ coordinate,with a barrierat the D_h

geometry thatisconsiderablyhigherthan the v4 zero-pointenergy. Such a

potentialisinconsistentwith the high resolutioninfraredspectraof NO3.

5.5(c) shows the first few energy levels of the triple-minimum potential @Figure

used for the simulation of Figure 5.7. The v_ = I e' level lies only 22 cm "1above

the v, = 0 level, and will be substantially populated at room temperature. As

discussed by Ishiwata, 4 additional _hot bands' originating from this level should

thus occur in the infrared spectrum of the vs band, due to vibration-rotation

transitions between the (v3" = 0, v," = 1) and (v3'= 1, v,' = 1) levels. These hot

band transitions should be quite distinct from those transitions originating

from the (v3" = v,"= 0) ground state. In the ground vibrational state, only K"

+ = 3n rotational levels have nonzero statistical weight, whereas only K"= 3n ±

1 levels have nonzero statistical weight for the (v3 = 0, v, = 1) vibrational level.

Ishiwata et al. 4's obser_'e only transitions with K" = 3n in the v3 band, ruling

+ ab

:_=
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Figure 5.7. Simulated photoelectron spectrum of NO 3- (266 mn), assuming

a triple-minimum potential for theY4 coordinate of NO 8, with a barrier of

870 cm"1(a = 0.340 eV//_, k = 0.531 eV//_), origin at 0.780 eV, T = 1 K.
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O out a low-lying v_=l level such as in Figure 5.5(c).
In summary, none of the simulations discussed in this section is

satisfactory. We must therefore search for another explanation for the 360

cm1 progression in our photoelectron spectrum.

5.1.5. Vibronic coupliniz in the NO_ _round state

In this section, we consider vibronic coupling between the electronic

states of NOs as an alternative explanation for the apparent odd Av4

transitions in the ground state band. Our selection rules were derived

assuming nuclear and electronic motion to be separable (Eq. 5.1_6). Vibronic

coupling makes this approximation invalid, and lends intensity to Franck-
=

= _ Condon forbidden transitions. The photoelectron spectrum of BF s, which is

isoelectronic with NO3, shows effects similar to those that we observe. In
_

particular, odd Avs transitions are observed in the 2A1' excited state

progression, due to coupling between the 2A_'and _E' states of BFs +. Our

interpretation of our NO3" spectra is largely based on the comprehensive
z

! analysis of BFs+by Haller et al.. 37

This vibronic interaction between dissimilar electronic stat_es is called

Herzberg-Teller, _ or pseudo- (or second-order) Jahn-Teller coupling. 3s'e_'ee

The necessary symmetry condition for a mode v to couple electronic states m

and n is Fv ® Fm® Fs D F^,67where F^ is the totally symmetric representation

in the molecular point group. In NO3, the v3 and v4modes (F_ = e') couple the

_=
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2A2'ground state to the 2E' state, and the v2 mode (Fv = a2")couples the 2E' and @

2E" states. The v3 and v_ modes are also Jahn-Teller active within both the 2E"

and 2E' states.

To examine the effects of vibronic coupling on the NO3 ground state, we

incorporate the interaction term into the molecular Hamiltonian. For

simplicity, we consider only pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling between the 2A2' and

2E' electronic states (to be referred to henceforth as the A and E states) via v_,

and neglect Jahn-Teller coupling within the 2E' state. The Hamiltonian for

motion in the v_ coordinate (using the notation of HaUer et al. sT)is

eA _'4q4a _'_qab

H__r= Q4'l_ + _'4q¢ eE 0 (5.1.].1)

: Here q_ is one of the degezmrate components of the dimensionless normal

coordinate cb,68where

i 2ncv_ (5.1.12)q_ -- _ QJ .
_

fl_ is the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian for nuclear motion in the v_ mode,

1 ¢_a_ --_-- + -::_/ 1 ¢°_)(q_ +q_) (5.113)

where _^_1 is the energy spacing between the unperturbed harmonic oscillator

levels of the A or E state. I.j is the 3 x 3 urLit matrix in the space of the A and

@
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E electronic states, _,4is the pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling constant for the v_

mode, and _ is the energy of the electronic state i. The eigenfunctions and

eigenvalues of HPJTcan be determined using the techniques developed by

KSppel et al., _ who use coupling constants and vibrational fYequencies

calculated by ab initio methods. Their 'exact' methods use vibronic basis

functions which are products of harmonic oscillator nuclear wavefunctions and

diabatic electronic wavefunctions for rheA and E states. Assuming (o4̂ and

co,z to be equal, the nuclear basis functions coupled by the _4q_ terms in H4PJT

differ by one quantum of v4.

The pseudo-Jahn-Teller interaction therefore couples the v4=n level of

the _A2'state with the v4=n-,.l levels of the _E' state. This explains the odd hv4

: di transitions observed in the ground state progression. The photodetachment

transit;ion probability from the NO_ ground state to odd vibronic levels of NO3

is no longer zero, since these nominally forbidden transitions borrow intensity
__

from allowed transitions to the even v4 levels of the 2E' state. In addition, the
d

A state vibronic levels obtain some of the character of those E state levels,

which might explain the variation in the 0.693 eV (363 cm"1from the origin)

peak intensity with laser polarization.--

We now wish to determine the coupling strength, _,_, necessary to

explain the intensity distribution in our spectra. Since we do not have a

reliable ab initio estimate of _,_,we calculate an approximate value from the_

experimental peak intensities, using the expression derived by Haller et al.: 36

@
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lul, u,-1(A) . 21+E'12 X2 . I (5.1,14) @

Iu,'u,,,o(A) I'  1:2 (ae+ 2

Here v i is the quantum number in the ith vibrational mode, At - e^ - cE,= -1.87

eV, and _ is the electronic transition dipole moment for a particular state. This

is a simplified version of their expression, which is based on first-order

perturbation theory approximations to the wavefunctions. The unperturbed

frequency, co4, is assumed to be the same in the ion and in the neutral A and

E states (720 cm'l). To calculate _.,, we require theratio 21_,1'_/1_^12. This

would be given by the ratio of the integrated intensifies of the _E' and 2A2'

bands in the 213 nm spectrum. Since we observe the _E" state but not the _E'

state, we assume _E'" _'. The transition moment ratio is thus 21_E,12/1_^1_

- 1.0, the ratio of the integrated areas under the 2E" and 2A2' state progressions

at 213 nm. (As discussed in Section 5.1.3, the photodetachment cross section

to the 2,A2' state_ which is proportional to I_^1_, is exceptionally low.) For the

I_1v_=1/I_1._4__o ratio in Eq. 5.1.14 we use four peak intensity ratios measured from

the NO 3 ground state progression. We use the results for v_=O and 1, and

those at two laser polarization angles (_}= 0 ° and 90°).

We calculate an average value for _.4 of 0.348 ± 0.058 eV, which is

similar to the 2A_'- 2E' coupling constants calculated for BF_.. Our value of k 4

indicates that this vibronic coupling mechanism provides a reasonable

@
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explanation for the odd Av4 transitions that we observe. However, the
intensity borrowing effect of the pseudo-Jahn-Teller interaction in NOs is

F + 12/I_AI2 valueamplified, relative to B 3, by the large I_,

If the vibronic couph g is sufficiently strong, the eqmhbruum geometry

of the NOs ground state may be affected. The adiabatic electronic potentials

for the A and E states should then show minima at configurations other than

the symmetric Dzhposition (q_ = 0). These adiabatic potential energy surfaces,

for motion along the q, coordinate, are determined by neglecting the nuclear

kinetic energy in HeJw(Eq. 5.1.11), setting c04A= c04F', and diagonalizing the

resulting matrix:
-

1 2 X4q_
rA . _¢_4q4 X4q_

@ 1 (5.1.15)
_

where q2 = q42 + chb2. For a given value of ;_4,we estimate co_by comparing

the first few vibrational levels on the A state surface with the experimental v_

progression. If we set k,=0.348 (the perturbation theory value), the best

agreement with experimental peak positions is obtained for co, - 0.125 eV

(1000 cm_). The experimental v4 = 1 and 2 peaks are 363 and 758 cm"1from

_ the origin. The eigenvalues of the adiabatic surface reproduce this uneven

spacing, but the calculated positions are 359 and 842 cm_. Decreasing _._and

adjusting co_accordingly improves the fit. At _4 = 0.290 eV, the lower limit of

@

._
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our calculated coupling strength, co_= 0.1 eV (805 cm") gives peaks at 360 and

780 cm"1,

The estimate of co_,the unperturbed vibrational frequency, obtained from

our simula_ons is similar to the measured v_ = 720 cre" in N03". Vibronic

coupling may thus explain the anomalously low measured v4 frequency in the

NOs _A2'state, in addition to explaining other features of the ground state

progression. Figure 5.8 shows the adiabatic curves with and without the

pseudo-Jahn-Teller interaction energy, for _ = 0.290 eV and co4̂ (=co__) = 0.1

eV (805 cml). One of the components of the 2E' state is not affected by the

perturbation, but the other interacts repulsively with the 2A2' state.

This perturbed potential for the A state has a minimum at q_ = 0,

corresponding to a D3hequilibrium geometry. Haller et al.37have shown that

this will be true as long as _.,2/o)_< ½(£E'£^). Even with _._= 0.348 eV and co4

= 0.125 eV, the barrier in the adiabatic potential is only 0.001 eV. We believe

that our lower estimate of _. (0.290 eV), which gives a better fit to the

experimental peak spacings, is closer to the true PJT coupling constant. To

obtain the transition moment ratio {mE.2/{m^{2used in Eq. 5.1.14, we assttmed

that {mE.{2 = {mE'[2. It is likely that the _E" and _E' states have somewhat

different integrated intensities, so the perturbation theory estimate of _._=

0.348 eV is a good first guess, at best. The coupling constant derived from

fitting peak spacings is more reliable because we are then using experimental

information to adjust k4 and co4. The comparison of adiabatic eigenvalues to
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Figure5,8.PotentialenergyoftheNO_ _A_'and 2E'statesas a functionof

cb,thedimensionlessnormalcoordinate,The solidcurvesaretheadiabatic

pseudo.Jahn-Teller-perturbedpotentialscalculatedfromEq,5.1,15,withco4

= 0,1eV (805cre'i),and ;_4= 0,290eV, We have neglectedJahn.Teller

couplinginthe_E'state,The unperturbedhaz_lonicoscillatorpotentialsfor

the'_As'(x)and _E'(+)statesarealsoshown.

i
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O experimental isnotstrictlyvalid,sincenon-adiabaticcouplingpeak spacings

due to the nuclearkineticenergyoperatorwillmix vibroniclevelsofthe

individualA and E surfaces.8_'6_However,thev4ffi0,iand 2 levelsoftheA

stateliewellbelowtheE state,sonon-adiabaticeffectson theselow-lying

statesare probablysmall, Our calculatedvibroniccouplingstrengthis

sufficienttoinduceintensityinIbrbiddentransitions,butisweak enoughthat

theNO3 _A2'statestillhas D3hsymmetry,

Insummary,pseudo-Jahn-Tellercouplingbetweenthe2A_'and_E'states

ofNO3 viathev_mode accountsfortheobservedpeakpositionsintheground

stateband of the NO_" photoelectronspectrum. The couplingstrength

necessarytoreproduceourresultsdoesnotbreaktheDshsymmetryofthe2A2'

O state, and this explanation is consistent with the Dsh equilibrium geometry
implied by the high resolution spectra of NO3. An important test of our

analysisshouldresultfromobtainingaphotoelectronspectrumwhichincludes
.

the2E'stateofNO3. Thiswillallowthedirectmeasurementof21_s,12/I_^I_,

the parameterwhich controlsintensityborrowingvia pseudo-Jahn-Teller
_=

coupling, This experiment should be possible using an ArF excimer laser

: (photon energy 6.42 eV),

J

5.1,6, NO_ excited state

The 213 nm spectrum of NOa" shows an excited state progression 0,868

± 0,046 eV (7000 ± 370 cm'_) above the ground state, This is identified as the

--0
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_E°°stateofNOs, sincethe2E'statehasbeenobservedat1,87eVv'8'21°ss'7°and @

the'dark'2E"stateispredictedtoliebetweenthegroundstateand _E'state,

The _E"band showsextensivevibrationalstructure,A satisfactoryfittothe

peak positionsisobtainedby assumingonlytwo activeharmonicvibrational

modes,with frequenciesof804 ± 4 cm'Iand 541 ± 8 cre'l;the 804 cm'I

progressionisconsiderablylonger,

We firsttryto assignthesetwo progressionsby comparingtheir

frequenciestothoseobservedinNO3"and otherelectronicstatesofNOs, Since

the_E"stateisdegenerate,,thedegeneratevuand v4modes canbe activated

in the photoelectronspectrumvia first-orderJahn-Tellercoupling,which

allowsodd Av transitionstooccurinthesemodes, As discussedabove,a

change in the N-O bond length upon photodetachment to the _E" state will also /_w
lead to a progression in the vl symmetric stretch. If vibronic interactions

between the _E" state and other electronic states are negligible, the v2 out-of-

plane bending mode should not be active since the 2E" state is expected to be

planar.

The measured v4frequencies in NO_"and in the 2A2'state of NO3 are 723

cm"_and 360 cm"1,respectively, so either the 541 cm"1or the 804 cm"1frequency

in the _E" band could correspond to the v4 mode. The vi frequency is about

1060 cm'_ in the ion and neutral ground state, and 950 cm"_in the neutral 2E'

state, 2°'7°but the average v3frequency in the ion and two neutral states is 1440

cm'_, Assuming that these are the only possible active modes, the most

@
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Q reasonable assignment, on the basis of frequency alone is that the 804 cm"1

progression corresponds to the vi mode and the 541 cm"1progression to the v_

mode. Using this assignment, Table 5.2 lists the vi and v4 quantum numbers

for each peak in the band. With this assignment, the v_' = 1 ,-- v4" = 1

transition, which is prominent in the 2A2' stat_ progression, should occur at

1.060 eV. The 0-0 peak at 1.038 eV does have a shoulder in the right place for

t[ds 'hot band' transition.

We next consider the intensity distribution in the 2E" band. Table 5.2

lists peak intensities relative to the (vi - 1, v4 = 0) peak at 0.935 eV (calculated

_osition). These were obtained by assuming Gaussian peaks, each of fwhm_

0.022 eV, and determining the peak intensities required for the cumulative

: simulated spectrum to match the experimental spectrum, Peak positions were

O calculated from the harmonic frequencies. Figure 5.9 shows that we can

reproduce the peak positions and the broad, intense base under the 2E" band

= with overlapped Gaussians.

The intensity distribution in Table 5.2 presents two problems. If we
.

assume that the two modes are separable, the intensity of each peak should

be given by _ product of Franck-Condon factors as in Eq. 5.1.6. The intensity

ratio for the peaks (v_ = n, v_) and (v_ = m, v_) is then independent of v4.

However, the observed (1,0)/(0,0) ratio is 1.75, the (1,1)/(0,1) ratio is 1.19_ and

the (1,2)/(0,2) ratio is 1.45. Similar discrepancies occur throughout the band.

In addition, if we assume the v_mode to be a one-dimensional harmonic

®

-
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Figure 5.9. Experimental and 'simulated' photoelectron spectra ofNO3-(213 O

nra), for detachment to the NO3 2E" state. The simulation assume_ _Wo

active modes, of frequency 804 and 541 cm"1,and shows that a combination

of Gaussian peaks (fwhm 0.022 eV) can reproduce the peak positions and

shape of the 2E" band.
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the oscillator in the ion, which is appropriate for a @oscillator displaced from

totally symmetric mode, we are unable to model the (n,0) progression.

Specifically, if we match the experimental (1,0)/(0,0) ratio the simulated peak

intensities for v_ > 4 are considerably lower than the experimental intensities.

If we assume that AQ_= 6.9 hrNo for the _E" state, as we did for the 2A2' state

(Section 5.1.4), the displacement necessary to match the experimental

(1,0)/(0,0) ratio requires that the N-O bond length change by 0.07 ./_between

the ion and the 2E" state. This seems excessive for the removal of a nominally

non-bonding e" electron _ from the ion. (By comparison, removal of a non-

bonding as' electron in the transition from NO_" to the 2A2' state results in a

bond length change of only about 0.03 !_.)

The intensity distribution in the _E'°band shows that separability of the /

two active modes in the _E" state is a poor assumption. This leads us to

question our assignment of the 804 cm1 progression to the symmetric stretch,

since the v_ and v4 modes are of different symmetries and should not mix. An

alternative explanation for this progression involves vibronic coupling with

other electronic states. In Section 5.1.5, the v4progression in the 2A2' band was

attributed to pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling between the 2A2' and 2E' states via

the v_ mode. This vibronic coupling mechanism also exists between the _E"

and rE' states via the v2 out-of-plane bend (a2" symmetry) and can activate the

v_mode in the _E" band. The v2 frequency is 834 cm1 in NO3" and 762 cm_ in

the NO 3 _A_'state, so the 804 cm1 progression in the rE" state is in the right

CD
-
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O frequency range for the v2 mode. If this assignment were correct, the extended

nature of the 804 cm"1progression would imply substantial vibronic coupling,

possibly large enough to cause distortion from a planar equilibrium geometry

for the 2E" state. Haller et al.37calculated the analogous pseudo-Jahn-Teller

coupling constant for BFs +to be relatively small.

More theoretical work on NOs is required before we can determine

whether this alternative assignment is realistic, ideally, vibronic coupling

constants could be obtained by ab initio methods, and then used in calculations

of the type developed by Cederbaum and coworkers. These simulations of the

_E" band should clearly indicate the relative importance of different vibronic

coupling mechanisms.

O
5.1.7. Summary and Conclusions

=

We have observed the 2A2'ground state and _E" first excited state of N03

= via photoelectron spectroscopy of the NOs" anion. The electron a/Bnity of NOs

" is 3.937 _+0.01.8 eV, and we calculate Af°H(NO_)298K= 0.777 ± 0.034 eV (17.91

_.*0.79 kcal/mol). Our analysis of the 2A2'band indicates that the NO3 ground

state has a Dabequilibrium geometry, but is perturbed by vibronic coupling to

the 2E' second excited electronic state through the v_degenerate in-plane bend.

This coupling explains both the appearance of'odd Av_transitions in this band

and the anomalously low v_ vibrational frequency in the 2A2' state.

Our results represent the first direct observation of the 2E" state of NO3,
_=2

O
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which lies 0,868 ± 0.046 eV above the ground state. The _E" band shows O

extensive vibrational structure which has been tentatively assigned to

progressions in the vi symmetric stretch and the Jahn-Teller active v_ mode.

However, this assignment ,_,s,not/completely satisfactory, and the analysis of?,

the 2E" band could clearly _._ :'/;'".,_e_._n_f_om further theoretical work.
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.5,2, An exa.ct..vibr.oniccou_!ine ¢_q_lation for NO,,: the _Ao'- 2E' interaction.

'Tt is a great merit of the Jahn.Teller effect that it disappears

when not needed," .. J,H, Van Vleck

5,2,!_ Introduction

Analysis of our photoelectron spectra of NO3- (section 5,1) showed

anomalous features in the vibrational structure of the NOn ground state band',

a large v4 = 1 peak that is Franck-Condon forbidden, and variation of the

height of that peat{ with laser polalization, implying that it is associated with

a different electronic state. Franck-Condon simulations on several neutral

potential energy surfaces, including a surface with three shallow minima, could

not reproduce this band,

These effects were qualitatively explained by vlbronic coupling between

the 2A2' ground state and 2E' second excited electronic state via the

antisymmetric bending mode, v_ (e' symmetry), The _A2'v4 = 1 state mixes

with the _E' v4 = 0 and 2 states, borrowing intensity from the allowed

transitions as well as some of' their electronic character, Recent results from

other experhnents on the NO 3 _A2'state 1'2'3provide further support for the

vibronic coupling model,

The next step in this analysis is a calculation of' the perttu'bed energy

levels and wavefunctions, to see if we can reproduce the _A2'band in our

photoelectron spectra. Calculations of this type were pioneered by Longuet-
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Higgins and others, 4_ extended to neutral photoelectron spectra by

Cederbaum and Domcke, s and further developed by K_ppel and others, 7 as

discussed in section 5.1.4. We apply K_ppel's methods to simulate our negative

ion photoelectron spectra.

5.2.2. Method

The basic method of the vibronic coupling simulation is similar to that

of the Franck-Condon simulations discussed earlier. The method is outlined

here, and each step is described in detail below.

We wish to find the energy levels E and wavefunctions V that satisfy the

Schrtidinger equation, HW - EV. We

• define the Hamiltonian,

H(r;R) = T(r) + VCr) + T(R) + vCR) + V(r,R) (5.2.1)

to include the electronic kinetic energy T(r) and electronic potential energy V(r)

as ftmctions of the electronic coordinates r, nuclear kinetic energy T(R) and

nuclear potential energy V(R) as functions of the nuclear coordinates R, and

nuclear-electronic coupling terms V(r,R);

• choose a set of basis functions {_} = {¢_, ¢2, Cz...¢s} to represent the

unperturbed states, such that the wavefunction x_can be expressed as a linear

combination of the ¢i,

_4 = ct._¢1 . c2._¢2 + "" + cN._<b_ (5.2.2)
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• use the set of coupled equations H_i = EVi, multiplied on the left by O

Vi, to construct the matrix form of the Hamiltonian, with each matrix element

I'I_j = (_ilHl_i) representing the interaction between the ith and jth

unperturbed states;

• determine the matrix elements, and

•diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix H to obtain its eigenvectors and

eigenvalues. The eigenvectors contain the coefficients of the N basis fvnctions

{c_#, C2#...CN#},which define the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian. The

eigenvalues give the energies of these states.

The principles of these calculations are explained in detail by K0ppel et

al.; 7 also relevant is the work of Haller et al. 8_ on the BF3. molecule, which

is isoelectronic with NOs. O

In this work we examine the second-order linear (pseudo-Jahn-Teller)

interaction between the 2A2' and 2E' electronic states, which are coupled by the

degenerate v_ vibrational mode (e' symmetry). Since we also Observe a

progression in the symmetric stretch, v I (al'), we incorporate this into the

calculation. We neglect first-order linear (Jahn-Teller) coupling within the _E'

state via the va and v4 modes (both e'), and second-order linear coupling

between the 2E' state and the 2E" first excited electronic state via v 2 (a2"),

which would make the calculation significantly more difficult and are not

required to produce good agreement between the simulation and the

experimental spectra.

CD
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O Th_e tmpert___rbed Hamilton_ia__n_n
In the absence of vibronic coupling, the Hamiltonian for nuclear motion

in the v_ mode (assuming a harmonic oscillator) is

and, in the v4 mode,

with o_¢^_)the unperturbed harmonic oscillator frequency. As discussed below,

each unperturbed frequency ¢%is assumed to be the same in all neutral

= electronic states and in the negative ion. The ¢_ are dimensionless normal

O c°°rdinatesl o

_ 2_cvj (5.2.5)-= q, = _ " Qj

The unperturbed vibrational wavefunctions are designated Inl,n,),
i

: where n 1 and n+ are the vibrational quantum numbers in the v_ and v+ modes.

l+(= n,, n,- 2...- In+- 2 I,- In, I ) is the quantum number for vibrational angular
-4

_: momentum in the degenerate mode, and the a!_ernative quantum numbers n+,
_

n_ for the degenerate components of the v 4 vibration are defined as

_

O
_
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@
n,, /4 n,- l4 (5.2.6)II, = , n_ -'-"-'-'-'--
2 2

with n+ + n_ = n4.

The unperturbed Hamiltonian for electronic motion, in matrix form, is

eA 0 0

H#_-- 0 ee 0 (5.2.7)

0 0 eE

whichactson theelectronicstates{A,E.,E_},where lb,)representsthe_A2'

stateand IE.),IE_)thedegeneratecomponentsofthe 2E'state._ isthe

verticalenergyofelectronicstatei,and thezeroofenergyisdefinedasthat

fortheunperturbedgroundvibrationalstateofthe2A2'groundelectronicstate.

The overallunperturbedHamiltonian,I_°)isthus @

e_ 0 0

H_ = _l.13 ,. _4.Ib + 0 ee 0 (5.2.8)

0 0 z_

whereI_isthe3 x 3 unitmatrixinthespaceoftheA and E electrorncstates_

The tmper_urbedwavefunctionscan be denoted Ii;n_,n4)= Ii)[nl,n4),

where Ii)is the electronicwavefunctionand [nl,n4)the vibrational

wavefunction.

@
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O The perturbedHamiltonian

The interactionbetweennuclearand electronicmotionthatcouplesthe

2A2'and _E'statesappearsinV(r,R)inEq.(5.2.1)asatermproportionaltothe

nucleardisplacement.In thiscalculation,the perturbationisdue tothe

displacementinv_only.As we discussedinChapter2,thistreatmentassumes

thatthecouplingisweak enoughthatadditionofaperturbingterm isa good

approximationtothecouplingofelectronicand nuclearcoordinates.(Thisis

nottrue,forexample,forsome veryhighlype-turbedvibrationallevelsofNO 2

and similarmolecules.)

Inmatrixform,theperturbationcanbe expressedas

0 __ _4q.

// = _4q. 0 0 (5.2.9)
_.,q_ 0 0

where _, is the coupling constant between the A and E states via v4, and q+.

are complex coordinates _1

= 1 (qaa "_iq@), q_ _ I (qe -iq@) (5.2.10)
q"

where _, and chbare the degenerate components of the dimensionless normal

coordinate q4. We also add diagonal terms in q_ to account for the

displacement in the totally symmetric mode, v_, between the ion and neutral.

The constant _:_ is a 'coupling constant' between the totally symmetric

stretching motion (v_)and the electronic motion in the ith state, which we will

0
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K1ql 0 0

H - 0 _lql 0 (5.2.11)

0 0 _ee l

discuss in more detail below. We have assumed _= _4 = 0; these are the

intrastate coupling constants for v3 and v_, which are responsible for the first-

order Jahn-Teller effect in the 2E' state.

The full Hamiltonian is thus

A
es + K_ql _4q- X4q.

HPxr = Q1"I3 + fi4"I_ + _'4q. ea + _ql 0 (5.2.12)

_4q- 0 e_ . _leql

Since we neglect first-order Jahn'Teller coupling, the projection of the

total angular momentum on the z axis, J,, is conserved, with quantum number

Mj. ° The electronic orbital angular momentum for each unperturbed

electronic state is characterized, by its projection on the z axis, the quantum

number A (A = 0, ±1 for the A, E. and E states respectively), but the

perturbation couples vibronic levels in the A and E states and so A is no longer

a 'good' quantum number. The vibrational angular momentum quantum

number l4 characterizes the unperturbed degenerate harmonic oscillator

vibrational states, but the perturbation also mixes states with different l. Only

" We have used Mj here rather than the j or J used in many vibromc

coupling papers, since this is the more conventional spectroscopic notation.

®
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O the totalangularmomentum isconserved,and Mj = 14- A ,4isstilla good

quantum number.

Choiceofbasisset

The basisfunctionsforthevibroniccouplingproblem are the solutions

ofthe unperturbedvibronicHamiltonian,I-I_°).This basissetgivesa simple

, form oftheHamiltonianmatrix,withfew off-diagonalelementsand a sparse,

banded structurewhich iseasierto diagonalize.For thisproblem,the best

choiceisa basissetoffunctions{_}which are productsofcomplex diabatic

electronicwavehmctions I¢)and harmonicoscillatorvibrationalwavefunctions

Ix),

O [@> = I_> IX_> (5.2.13)

The vibrationalbasisfunctionsare limitedtothosemodes which are

activein the photoelectronspectrum: v, and v_. We assume that the ,_

unperturbed vibrationalfrequenciesare the same in the ion and in both I!i

electronicstatesoftheneutral,which isa reasonableassumptionbecausethe

changesinmolecularorbitaloccupancyareinnon-bondingmolecularorbitals.

This greatlysimplifiesthe calculationofion-neutralwavefunctionoverlap,

becausethe coefficientofa particularbasisfunctionIn,,n,)willalsodescribe

the overlap of the neutral wavefunction with the anion state [n,,n4).

The electronic basis functions are limited to the states that interact

directly:in thiscase,the2A2'stateand the doublydegenerate_T]'state.The

-®
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non-adiabaticcouplingtermsareminimizedbyusingadiabaticelectronicbasis i

set,so theHamiltonianremainsapproximatelydiagonalinnuclearkinetic

energy.7'12'IsUse of complex electronicand vibrationalbasisfunctions

further simplifies the Hamiltonian. 5'14'16,1_'17'18

The number of unperturbed vibrational basis functions used must be

large enough that the perturbed states can be represented accurately by linear

combinations of the basis functions. For zero perturbation the neutral vibronic

functions are represented exactly by the basis functions, so very few functions

are needed. For a strong perturbation the eigenstates are very different from

the basis functions, and many harmonic oscillator basis functions are required

to represent the perturbed eigenstate. Since this is a variational calculation,

the energies obtained will be too high if the basis set is not large enough. We

determinedtherequiredbasissetsizeby increasingthe number ofbasis

functionsuntiltheenergiesofthemost highlyexcitedstatesobservedinthe

2A2'band converged.

ConstructionoftheHamiltonianmatrix

Sincetheonlystatescoupledby thisperturbationarethosewiththe

same Mj value,thebasissetcanbe separatedintonon-interactingmanifolds

ofstateswiththesame Mj value.For example,theMj = 0 basisfunctions

include:

A vibrational states with 14= Mj + A = 0,

@
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E. states with 14 ffi Mj + A ffi 1,
and E_ states with 14= Mj + A = -1.

The Hamiltonian matrix thus decouples into sub-matrices, reducing the

dimensions of the diagonalization problem. The problem is further simplified

because the ±Mj matrices give identical eigenvalues and eigenvectors, so only

one of the two need be diagonalized.

The matrix elements Hij = (¢i IH ICi)have been determined analytically

by several authors (each, unfortunately, using different notation); 4'7'1_we use

the formulae of K_ppel eL al..7

The matrix elements that are diagonal in A are:7

H. = (i;n1",n4"iHli;hl,n41
=(E, +nl_ 1+n4_4)_' 8, _,,,,,

where i indicates the electronic state (A, E+or E_) and the Ei are the electronic

state energies. _ was introduced earlier, as a 'coupling constant': in terms

• more familiar to photoelectron spectroscopists, it defines the normal coordinate
=

shift of the neutral potential energy curve relative to that of the ion, zl/col. The

relative peak intensities in the vi progression follow a Poisson distribution

- which corresponds to the spectrum of these shifted harmonic oscillators,

_
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e• n l

Q!

where al=_(K:l/m_)2 is the Poisson parameter and I.o is the intensity of the

1 _1,t opeak.b

The matrix elements off-diagonal in A are: 7

=

,_, n._. (5.2.16)

where )_(ij_is the interstate coupling constant for the lth and jth electronic

states. The _. that we use here is a factor of _]2less than that of section 5.1

because we used the definitions for real basis functions there, but use the O

definitions for complex functions for our calculations here. 13_° Complex

representations are used in most recent published calculations. _

We could simplify the Hamiltonian further by separating v, and vr, since

we assume _,^ = z E_ but it is convenient to solve both simultaneously and

generate the combination bands.

b Each large number designates a vibrational mode, the subscript is the

quantum ntm_ber of the ion vibrational level, and the superscript is the neutral

quantum number for' the transition.

Note that the two BF_+papers (Ref. 8 and 9) use different conventions.

O

,", ', ,,H,,ip,,,,,_lI iI, ,...... ,1_,',p' r' " .... ,,irli, ,,_,r_,l .... _1 , _'iFI _' ,i,1,1I_'
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Peak positionsand intensities:dia_onahzatioQ
The nextstepinthecalculationisdiagonalizationoftheHamiltonian

sub-matrixHMj foreach Mj_0. The diagonalizationroutineisa standard

algorithmfrom theNumericalAlgorithmsGroup (NAG) library;sincethe

maximum dimensionsofthesubmatriceswre 250x250,no specialtechniques

were required.

DiagonalizationofeachNMj X NMj submatrixyieldsNMjeigenvaluesand

NMj eigenvectors.The eigenvaluesare the vibroniclinepositions.Each

eigenvectorhasN_j elements,whicharetheexpansioncoefficientsoftheNMj

basisfunctionsinthatsubmatrix:
_

_ = _j.Mj Hs-uj _:-_: (5.2.17)cl,J_1 + c2.g_ + ...+ c_,,@_

O We checkedourcalculationsby reproducingtheeigenvaluesandeigenvectors

_ calculatedfortheCeHe.(E+ B) x e problembyvan derWaalsetal..19

Mostcalculationsofthistypeneglecthotbands,soonlytheoverlapwith

the aniongroundstateIn1-=0,n4-=0>isrequired.In thatcase,the only
_

neutralstateswhichwillcontributetothespectrumwillbe thosewithnon-
3m
_

: zerocoefficientsofthe basisfunctionsIA; 0,0),IE.;0,0),and IE_; 0,0).
--

Since these three basis functions appear in the Mj ---O,+1 and -1 sub-matrices

respectively,theMj --0 and +I sub-matricesmust be diagonalized,and the

peak intensity for the transition between the anion ground state Ins-= O, n 4-

_- = O}and neutral vibronic state (ii will be

-

' Ii' r# II ...... lr r ' r ,1,_ rlrIll' '
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Q

I(_ .-o,o/..,:_ '_s.,5 _go_,,:o(Z-_o.,,,) (5.2.18)
_'s.o 1-1

where the jth basis function in the ith eigenvector has quantum numbers nij,

n_ and expansion coefficient cj#MJ._jis the electronic transition dipole moment

for the electronic state corresponding to the jth basis function, and the tj are

assumed to be independent of the nuclear displacement. The factor of (2-5o_J)

accounts for contributions from the ±Mj submatrices for Ma_0.

To calculate the intensities of transitions from the anion excited

vibrational states In1-, n,-), we must include a sum over all degenerate sub-

levels In1-, n,-, 14-_:

0
<,.1 . "Z' 2

"s

,%.o tZ

Although we are now stmuning over the degenerate anion levels, the factor of

(2-5o_a) is not redundant; we sum over Ma>0only, and all the basis functions

in the Ma>0 sub-matrices have 1_>0. The anion levels with 1_-<0will thus have

zero overlap with the neutral levels of the Ma>0 sub-matrices; we include the

sum over all l,-because the 1,-=-I levels will overlap with the IE_;n_,n4; 14= -

1) levels in the Ma = 0 submatrix.

P(n4-) = exp(-[_o4n_-) is the population of the anion sub-level (n4-, l_-)

relative to P(n4- = 0), with _ = hc/kT. No degeneracy factor need be included

0
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inP beca_sewe calcula_transitionsbetween sub-levels.(We do notcalculate

hot bands in the vl mode because they are not significantin our spectra.)

Here, we must diagonalizeallthe sub-matriceswith Mj_4-, fora transition

from the anionleveln4-toa vibroniclevelwhich isnominallyassociat_edwith

the A electronicstate. (For levelsassociatedwith the E states,we must

diagonalizeallsub-matriceswith Mj < n4- + 1.) The Mj value alsoprovides

some it,formationabout vibronicsymmetry, sinceeigenstatesof the Mj=3n

(n=0,1,2...)matricesare ofa symmetry.

Simulation of the phntoelectron spectl'um

We now have six parameters with which to fit our experimental peak

positionsand intensities:coI,_I, _, k_, _AI_F,and temperature. Most
calculationsofthistypeuse ab initioestimatesoftheunperturbedvibrational

frequenciesand couplingconstants,but the controversyover theoretical

calculationsoftheground-statesurfaceofNO_ (section5.1)has leRus without

a universallyaccepted potentialenergy surface. Instead,we estin_,ted

parameters from experimentalresultsand our previous calculationson

adiabaticsurfaces.

The A-E electronicstatesplittingwas fixedat1.87eV, from absorption

spec'tra.22 We assumed coI= 1057 cm _ (0.130eV) tomatch our experimental

measurement forthe NO_ 2A_2'band. We calculatedK_= 0.165eV from Eq.

(5.2.15)togivethecorrectratioofpeak intensitiesinthe v_progression.For
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@the ionand neutralunperturbedfrequencym4we assumed theionvibrational

frequencyof720 cm"I(0.107eV) measured inmatrix experiments(seesection

5.1).Our firstguessfor_,4= 0.205eV came from thecalculationsofsection5.1

(weightedby I/_2,as discussedearlier),and we adjusted_,_togetthe correct

positionforthepeak at0.693eV (363cm I)intheexperimentalspectrum (Fig,

5.10). The ratioof electronictransitiondipolemoments z_z^ and the

temperature were then adjustedto give optimal peak intensitiesin the

simulated spectrum.

In all simulations, the calculated inten,Jities were convoluted with

Gaussian peaks of fwhm 18 meV. Although our instrumental resolution is

normally a function of electron kinetic energy and would vary across this band,

these spe.tra were taken under conditions of appreciable space charge and the @
peak width is constant at about 18 meV across the progression.

5.2.3. Results and Discussion

: The best fit simulated spectrum is shown in Figure 5.10, superimposed

: on the experimental spectrum (266 nra, 0 = 0°). This simulation was obtained
_m

: with o_1 = 0.130 eV, r I = 0.165 eV, co4 = 0.107 eV, _.4= 0.265 eV, _^/_z = 4.4 and
-

- T = 430 K. We used 15 basis functions in the v4 mode and 10 in v,, giving

- Hamiltonian sub-matrices with dimensions 250x250.
_

Figure 5.11 shows the stick spectrum that underlies the convoluted

simulation of Fig. 5.10. Each of these peaks can be assigned to a vibrational

@

-

--
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levelwithinthe electronicground state;although A and/4 are not strictly

conserved,the couplingis weak enough that we can stillassignpeaks to

vibronic states based on their _orn-Oppenheimer parentage','4the

unperturbedbasisfunctionsfromwhich theyresulted.Figure5.12shows the

stick spectrum with assignments_and the simulated peak positionsare

compared tothe experimentalpositionsin Table 5.3.

We also obtained a photoelectron spectrum of NOs- at 266 nm at laser

polarization angle 0 = 90 °, which is shown in Figure 5.13. The lo'4o o and 10040'

peaks are both relatively more intense than in the 0 ° spectrum. This intensity

variation in the v4 = 1 peak is explained by its mixing with the v4 - 0 and 2_

levels in the 2E' state, and borrowing their electronic character. However, we

cannot explain the variation in the 1014o0 peak intensity, which is just at the

O limit of the estimated uncertainty in peak height for each ._pectrum. At 213

nra, by contrast, there is no noticeable variation of the lo1'to° peak intensity

: with polarization. We decided to base our simulation on the 0=0 ° spectrum_

instead, because the vi progression there could be reproduced better by a

Poisson distribution.

- The agreement between the simulation shown in Fig. 5.10 and our
_=-__

: experimental spectrum at 0= 0° is very good. The v4 = 0, 1, and 2 simulated
_.¢

-: and experimental peak positions and intensities match very well, although the

agreement with peak positions at higher vibrational energy (low electron

kinetic energy) is less satisfactory. This might be due to neglect of

_

.... ,, , _rH_,,,, r, III III_, ,,, ,, , ,, ,, h
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Table 5.3: Experimental and calculatedpeak positionsforthe NO 3- @

photoelectronspectrumat266 nra,0 = 0% A completelistofsimulated

peak positionsand assignmentsisgiveninAppendix 1.

'" ,, ,,,, , , ,

Experimentalposition Nominal Calculated

eV cm "I assignment position

0.820 -661 lo° 410 -720,,

0.780 -339 lo° 411 -357
,

O.738 0 lo ° 400 0
, ,,,,,,

lo 1 410 337, ,

0.693 363 lo 0 4oI 363

lo 14,1 700
,,,,,

0.644 758 lo° 402 775

0.607 1057 lo 1 40o 1057

Io°403 1195 i

.... 0.562 1420 lo 1 4oI 1420

0.511 1831 lo2 411 1757

0.498 1936 lo 1 402 1832

0.470 2162 lo2400 2114

@
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O anharmonicity in our oscillator potential. The simulated hot band positions
and intensities are reproduced well. The experimental spectrum at 90° does

not provide much additional information, although a few small peaks are more

obvious at this angle.

This is the best simulation of our experimental results yet, and shows

that a calculation which includes vibronic coupling effects can reproduce the

anomalous structure of the ground-state band. A very important consequence

of this calculation is that it provides quantitative validation for the vibronic

coupling model, the only model for the NOs ground state that is consistent

with all experimental results to date. Since the work described in section 5.1,

new experimental studies of NO3 have shown that vibronic coupling also

explains the anomalous effects observed in high-resolution absorption spectra, s

O We briefly discuss those here, as well as new thmoretical 2s_4'_ work that

is relevant to our analysis.

Comparisonto highresolutionexperimentalresults

The high resolutioninfraredabsorptionspectraofKawaguchi and

coworkers_$ provideinformationcomplementaryto ours. They observe

progressionsinthev2and v3modes whichwe do notsee,buttransitionsto

totallysymmetriclevels(includingv_- 1)areforbiddenintheirspectraand

thev_frequencyof363 crnI istoolowforthem toobservethefundamental.
I

Rotationalanalysisofthevibrationalbandsinthesespectrarequiresvibronic
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coupling to explain the unexpected behaviour of several fine-structure /
v

constants. Of particular interest to us is their Conclusion (from the nature of

the spin-orbit coupling constants) that the 2A 2' and 2E' states are coupled by

both the v3 and v_ vibrations; we do not see any progression in v3, which

implies that coupling in that mode is much weaker than that via v_.

Kawaguchi and coworkers have also recently observed several new

vibrational bands in the NO_ spectrum. 2 Although we do not calculate the v_

and v3 transitions, we can compare our simulation to their observed peak

positions for the v_ and v4 combinations. For the 1o0405,101403,and lo24o1peaks,

which they assign as 2024, 2155 and 2585 cm1, our simulated positions are

2097, 2252 and 2477 cm"1respectively. The disagreement may be due to

neglect of anharmonicity, and to propagation of our uncertainty in peak

positions and fitting parameters due to our instrumental resolution.

One other interesting observation in the high-resolution spectra is the

strong band observed by both Kawaguchi 2 and Friedl (in FTIR spectra 2e) at

192'7 cm1, which has not yet been assigned. We do not find a transition at this

energy in either the experimental or simulated spectrum, which implies that

the 1927 cm1 transition is not due to any combination oi' v_ and v4 alone,

including hot bands.

The overall success of the vibronic coupling calculation in simulating the

photoelectron spectrum suggests that this type of calculation for the NO_

absorption spectra might facilitate interpretation of the high-resolution results.

®
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) Ktippel and coworkers have performed such calculations for NO2 and other
molecules. 7

Comparisonwiththeoreticalpredictions

High levelab initiocalculationson NO3 continuetoshow symmetry

breakingandC_ minimaatsome levels,D3hminima atothers.Stanton,Gauss

and Bartlett'sCCSD resultsu givea triple-minimumpotentialenergysurface

fortheNO_ groundstate.The D3hpointisa localmaximum on thissurface,

and therearethreeequivalentC2vminima withonelongand two shortN-O

bonds.ConversionbetweenthescconfigurationsproceedsviaC2_transition

stateswhichhavetwolongN-O bonds,oneshort.Rapidconversionbetween

' _ the minima (pseudorotation 27)gives an averaged Dabgeometry.

Can we reproduce our experimental spectra in simulations on this

surface? We do not have an analytical fit to Stanton's surface, but the

potential described by

V --I kr2 - a Irl - lb_cos30 (5.2.20)
2 2

has a similar form, with the D3hmaximum above the C2_transition states

between the minima. (This is the adiabatic potential for the lower sheet of a

Jahn-Teller perturbed degenerate electronic state. 5) The simulations discussed
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in section 5.1 used a different form of triple-minimum potential, d @

V= 1kt2 + alrl(l + cos3{}) (5.2.21)
2

where the D3h point is instead the transition state between the three C2_

minima and liesbelow theC2_saddlepointsbetweentheminima.

We carriedoutsimulationson triple-minimumsurfacesoftheform of

Eq.(5°2.20),assumingminima at-911cm"_and transitionstatesat-719cm"_

withrespecttotheDshmaximum, tomatchtheabinitioresults,Energylevels

and Franck-Condonintensitiesforthev,mode were calculatedusinga two-

dimensionalDVR code,28as in the simulationsdescribedearlierin this

chapter:irlour initialcalculationwe triedsimplyto reproducethe v_

progression, and did not include hot bands or the v_ progression.

The calculations on the triple.minimum surface have only one adjustable

parameter: k, the unperturbed oscillator frequency, which was adjusted to fit

the peaks at 0.738, 0.693 and 0.644 eV (0, 363, 758 cre'l). The best fit

simulated spectrum is shown in Figure 5.14. This was obtained with k = 0.681

eV/,/__,a = 0.368 eV//_, and b = 0.040 eV//_2,assuming the origin to be at 0.738

eV. The agreement with peak positions is adequate (calculated positions are

0.738, 0.694, 0.668 and 0.635 eV / 0,359, 562, and 829 cm"1,for v, -- 0, 2, 3, 4).

The intensities, however, disagree completely. If we assume that the origin

: occurs at higher electron kinetic energy_ we cannot match the peak positions

d This is the corrected form of the equation given in our first NO_ paper.

@
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,

Figure 5.14: Experimental and simulated spectra of NO3"(266nra,0= IT)

assuming a triple.minimum surface for NO3 (v+mode only).

(Details in text.)
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orintensities.Addingthevlprogressionorhotbandswouldnotsolvethis

problem.Thiscalculationpredictsa low-lyinge'statewithinabout100cmI

ofthegroundstate,butno evidenceofsucha statehasbeenobservedinthe

high-resolutionspectra.

The discrepanciesbetween thesesimulationsand the experimental

spectra,combinedwiththeresultsfromsection5.1,suggestthata Franck-

Condon analysisignoringvibroniccouplingis unlikelyto reproduceour

experimentalresults,regardlessof'theformoftheground-statepotential.The

ground-stateequilibriumgeometryofNO3 isextremelysensitivetoexcitation

of the v4 vibration,and includingvibroniccouplingis essentialto any

calculation.

5.2.4, The XE"band O .

Our calculations on the NO3 ground state suggest that a vibronic

coupling calculation should be valuable for analyzing the structure of the _E"

band in the 213 nm photoelectron spectra ({}= 0°, Figure 5.15, and {}= 90°,

Figure 5.16). The complexity and length of the 2E" band suggest that the

vibronic coupling involving this state is much stronger than thai; in the _A2'

state, and our ground-state calculations portend a difficult calculation for the

_E" state vibronic coupling problem.

There are two Jahn-Teller active e' modes in the _E" state, vs and v4, and
r'

the _E" and _' states are coupled by the v_ vibration (as"). Although we could
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easilysolvetheproblem forone Jahn-Telleractivemode, thecomplexityofthe

band structuresuggeststhat we would have to simultaneouslyconsiderat

leastthe two Jahn-Telleractivedegeneratemodes._ Even ifconvergence

couldbeattainedwitha maximum occupationnumber ofonly10ineachmode,

the resulting Hamiltonian matrix would have dimensions of

N=10xl0xl0xi0x2=2 x I04. The first-orderJahn-Tellerperturbation(E x e)

couplesstateswithdifferentK, sotheHamiltonianisno longerseparableinto

: submatrices by K and the entire 20,000x20,000 matrix must be diagonalized.

In addition, since the energy range of the _E" band is much greater than that

for the 2A2'band, we anticipate that much larger occupation numbers would be

required than for the calculation described earlier. Problems of this magnitude

" @ require use of the Lanczos algorithm and other techniques suited to very large,

: sparse, banded matrices, as described by K_ppel and coworkers. Ab initio

calculations are also required, to provide coupling constants and vibrational

frequenciesforthe2E"state,and we hopethatthe currenttheoreticalinterest

: in this problem will result in calculations of these parameters for the 2E" state.
z
_

Kaldor's recent calculation 2spredicts that the _E" state will split into two

Jahn-Teller components, 2B at 0.890 eV above the ground state and 2A2.at1

1

1.032 eV (0.998 eV and 0.856 eV eKE in the 213 nm spectrum)..If this were
_

- to occur, then the transition from the ground state (2B2in C2_symmetry) to the

2A_state would be elect_ic dipole-allowed. No transition in this range has been

: observedininfraredorotheropticalspectra,althoughthetransitionmight be

_

®
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veryweak becauseitisonlyvibronicaUyallowed.The 2E"band in our spectra I

is very long and does not look liketwo distinctvibrationalprogressions,

althoughthe peaks below about 0.7eV are slightlymore intenseat0=0°than

at 90°,suggestingthat two distinctelectronicstatesmight be present. A

definitiveanalysisofthisband willrequirea fullcalculation.

5.2.5. The 2E' band

The '(E' band is at 1.87 eV above the ground state, too high to be

observed at either 266 or 213 nm. Although we do not observe the 2E' band in

our spectra, we can simulate the spectrum and compare the vl/v 4 structure to

any that might have been observed in absorption spectra.

We could obtain a photoelectron spectrum using an ArF excimer laser

(193 nm, 6.43 eV), which would put the 2E' band origin at about 0.62 eV.

Figure 5.17 shows the simulated spectrum at 193 nra, obtained from the

simulation for 266 nm by shifting the spectrum to higher energy. Note that

the 2E" band is not included in this calculation, and that the simulation

considersonly v_ and v_; if coupling via v2 and v3 were strong,the

experimentalspectrum would lookverydifferent.

The simulated_E'band dwarfsthe2A2'band inthesimulatedspectrum,

due tothehigh _E/'[Aratio.The magnitude ofthisratioisextremelyimportant

in determining the borrowed peak intensityin the 2A2' state,and an

experimentalmeasurement would beveryvaluableasfurthervalidationofour

0

-
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O model.
Figure 5.18 shows the stickspectrum forthe 2E' band alone. The

progressioninvldominatesthe simulatedphotoelectronspectrum,with thev4

progressioncontributingonlyvery small peaks. Spectraof the NOs _E'state

obtained using other techniquess°'3_'32show the vl progressiondominating

the spectrum (vl" 960 cre'l),with no evidencethat the v4 progressionis

strongly excited; instead, the additional vibrational structure has been

assigned to progressions in v2 and %, The vibrational structure is much less

complex than that observed in the 2E" band in our spectra, implying that

vibronic coupling is much stronger in the _E" state.

O 5.2.6. Conclusions
_: We have shown that a vibronic coupling calculation can reproduce the

peak positionsand intensitiesof the NOs _A2'ground-stateband in the

-_ photoelectron spectrum of NO3-at 266 nra. This is the first application of this

- method toa negativeion photoelectronspectrum,and includescalculationof

hot band positions and intensities.

The _E" band cannot be further analyzed without a vibronic coupling

: calculation, which would be aided by the ab initio computation of vibrational

- frequencies and coupling constants.

:0
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_..T,ran_sitionstatespectr0scopy Q

In thischapter,we discussourwork on neutralsystemsverydifferent

totheboundNO2 and NO3 molecules:thetrustableand metastabletransition

statecomplexesofneutralbimolecularreactions,

6,1. Introduction

Transition state spectroscopy is motivated by a central problem in

reaction dynamics -- that of describing a chemical reaction in microscopic

detail. Describing a complex reaction is a great challenge because of the many

details involved -- which reactant molecule orientations favour reaction, the

structure of the intermediate complex, the vibrational and rotational state

distribution of the product molecules, the rate of reaction, and more -- ali of {D

which are described by the multidimensional potential energy surface for the

reaction. 1 A primary goal of research in reaction dynamics is the development

of these potential energy surfaces: of critical importance is the region of each

potential surface where reactants are transformed into products, through a

series of'configurations that we shall loosely call the transition state. 2

To determine potential energy surfaces we rely on a combination of

experimental and theoretical work, since neither one alone is sufficient. Only

the simplest reactions - H + H2, or at best F + H2- can be modelled accurately

by ab initio calculations. Experimental information about the potential energy

surface is usually limited to infol_nation specific to the asymptotic regions

®
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(reactants and products), or measurements of overall quantities like rate

constants. Model potential energy surfaces caf_ ;_ constructed, incorporating

experimental information about reactants and products, reaction activation

energy _ and other parameters, Calculations on these surfaces predict product

state dlstributions, reaction rates and cross sections which can be compared to

experimental results, if available, and the model surface is successively refined

to obtain the best possible agreement with experiment.

This approach, although useful, restricts the accuracy of the Calculated

surface. The reaction outcome depends on nuclear and electronic motion in the

transition state region, yet the details of the potential energy surface in this

region are often inferred from measurements of the reactant or product state

distributions.
Direct examination of transition state species is a great challenge to the

experimentalist. Conventional spectroscopic techniques generally cannot be

used to study transition state species: the conversion process only takes about

a picosecond, and the transient neutrals cannot be formed in high enough

concentrations, Several experiments have been devised to circumvent these

" The activation energy, Ea, is an empirical quantity. It can be related to

" the classical barrier height E" along the minimum energy path on the potential

energy surface by several methods: one of the simplest gives E, = E" -

zpe(reactants) - zpe(transition state) (H.F. Schaefer, J. Phys. Chem. 89, 5336

(1985)).

-0
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problems, Among them are the time-resolved experiments of Zewail and O

coworkers, s who study the evolution of an excited neutral complex into

fragment molecules on the femtosecond time scale. Our technique represents

a different class of experiment, designed to determine the electronic and

vibrational energy levels and nuclear configuration for the transition state

complex,

Many unstable neutral transition state species are free radicals which

form stable negative ions. We can exploit this property by using negative ion

photoelectron spectroscopy to determine the vibrational and electronic energy

levels of the neutral transition state species. A schematic diagram of the

photodetachment process is shown at

right. Although the experimental /

tec_mique is the same as that
[ABC|

discussed in earlier chapters for _ _.,_.._AB+¢
bound neutrals, here the neutral

molecule is unstable with respect to hv

dissociation. We require instead that

the ion be stable, and that the g+BC _f AB+C°

geometry of the negative ion be
ABC"

similar to that at the transition state

region of the neutral potential ener _y Re_ctlon Coordinate

surface, to ensure good Franck-

0
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Condon overlapofthe ion and neutraltransition-statewavefunctions.Our

experiment thus has the advantageofbeing sensitivetoonly one partofthe

potentialenergy surface,the Franck-Condon region.

A significantadvantageofour techniqueovercrossedmolecularbeams

and other scatteringexperimentsresultsfrom the neutralrotationalstate

distribution.We use a freejetexpansioninthe ion source,so we producea

reL.tivelynarrow ion rotationalstatedistributionand thus also a narrow

neutralstatedistribution.Inscatteringexperiments,however,Sharpstructure

may be broadened out by the averagedcontributionsfrom reactantsinmany

angular momentum states,and the featuresof interestmay not be

recognizable.

How doesour informationabout the neutralenergylevelsrelatetoour
goalofdevelopingthe potentialenergysurface?Although our experimental

" resultscannot be directlyinvertedto giveinformationabout the potential

energysurface,calculationson model surfacesgivesimulatedspectrathatcan

be compared with theexperimentalresults.These simulationsare generally

very sensitiveto the detmls of the transitionstateregionofthe potential
_m

energy surface,and indicatewhich aspectsof the model surfacerequire

alterations.

We obtainthemostinformationaboutthepotentialenergysurfaceifthe

= neutralspeciesisrelativelylong-lived,althoughstructurecan stillbe observed

in the photoelectronspectrum even when thisisnot true. Ifthe transition

L=

=
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statespeciesisunstablewith respecttomotion inany coordinate,then any Q

featuresobservedinthe photoelectronspectrum are relativelybroad (e.g.the

photoelectronspectraofCH3OH-F-_). Ifthe complex isstablewith respect

tomotionperpendiculartothereactioncoordinate,thepeaks arenarrower and

more distinct.In the bestcase,thatthe complex isquasi-boundalong the

reactioncoordinate,itmay be relativelylong-livedand the structurein the

photoelectronspectrumrelativelysharp.

These latterlong-livedneutralspeciesdifferfrom van der Waals

moleculesand other bound states,which existas a consequence of local

minima in the potentialenergy surface.Rather,we are most interestedin

long-livedquasi-bound stateswhich existat the saddle point for many

reactions. These states are responsible for the reactive scattering resonances s D

often predicted in quanta] scattering calculations but experimentally observed

in only a very few reactions.

The F + HzrDH/D2 reactions were the first for which experimental

evidence of resonances was obtained, via crossed molecular beams

experiments. _ We studied these reactions by photoelectron spectroscopy of

FH 2- and its isotopic analogues, and our results are discussed at length in

Chapter 7.

Other reactions predicted to show reactive scattering resonances include

the heavy + light-heavy combinations X + HY, (X,Y = I, Br, C1, F), and we

include our work on I + HI here as one of the most interesting examples.

Q
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O Early interestin these reactionswas provoked by possibleapplicationsto
chemical laF,ers,plus more generalquestionsabout the roleof vibrational

energyinthesereactions/andexperimentalwork includeddeterminationsof

product vibrationaland rotationalstatedistributionsand rate constant

measurements, particularlyfortheasymmetricreactions(XvY).8 The extreme

mass combination,particularlyforI+ Hl, has alsomade thesereactionsan

importanttestofnew scatteringcalculations.

Theoreticalwork on the X + HY reactionswas motiva_d by early

predictionsofseveralinterestingdynamic effects.First,translationalenergy

appears to be conserved in these reactions, and so the thermoneutral X +

HX(v) --_ XH(v') + X reactions are vibrationally adiabatic (v=v'). 9 Second,

calculations predict oscillations in reaction probability as a fimction of energy,

and superimposed sharp resonancestructure.Quantum mechanically,the

oscillationsare caused by resonanceinterferencebetween wavefunctionsfor

vibrationallyadiabaticstatesofoppositeparity.The classicalanalogueisthat

the lightatom hops back and forthbetween the heavy atoms,s

The same extreme mass combinationthat makes I + Hl the best

-- example of these dynamical phenomena makes it impossible to obtain an

accurate ab initio potential energy surface for this reaction, and necessitates

" making several approximations in scattering calculations on model potential

energy surfaces.

=

-0
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The reactionisassumed to be coUinear,"which simplifiesscattering O

calculationsbecause it allowsthe neglectof angular momentum effects.

Hypersphericalcoordinates(aform ofmass-weightedpolarcoordinates)I°are

used,sinceforI + Hl theskew anglebetween axesinmass-weighted skewed

coordinates11'I_is very small (7.2°),z3 complicatingthe problem. With

inclusion of the DWAH (diagonal vibrationally adiabatic hyperspherical)

approximation, 1_ the coordinates used for the 2D scattering calculation

become very close to the normal coordinates for H-II. One designates heavy

atom separation, the symmetric stretching motion, and the other the light

atom position, the antisymmetric stretch. As a consequence of this adiabatic

separation of slow and fast motions, a third dynamic phenomenon appears in

scattering calculations on I + HI: calculations on I + HI predicted that bound

states of the IHI transition state complex existed, even on purely repulsive

potential energy surfaces.

These 'vibrationally bound' states were found first in collinear

calculations is and exist, even in three-dimensional calculations, le although

" A description of a triatoraic reaction, A + BC, requires three coordinates

and thus a four-dimensional potential energy surface. Representations of

potential energy surfaces are often simplified by fixing the bond angle, so that

the surface can be plotted in two dimensions as an energy contour diagram.

Collinear surfaces assume a 180 ° bond angle.

®
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O the number of bound states decreases. These states exist because adiabatic

separability is imposed on the nuclear degrees of freedom. Motion along the

reaction coordinate corresponds to the symmetric stretch; motion

perpendicular to that is the antisymmetric stretch. In the reactant and

product valleys, the walls are relatively steep and the antisymmetric stretching

frequency high. As the reaction proceeds towards the strong interaction region

the potential energy along the minimum energy path increases, but the walls

come less steep and the antisymmetric stretching frequency drops. At the top

of the barrier, the potential is very broad and flat-bottomed. The condition for

the existence of vibrationally bound states is that the decrease in zero point

energy between the asymptotic region and the saddle point must exceed the

barrier height. The system is then trapped in an effective minimum in the

Q
vibrationally adiabatic potential curve for the symmetric stretctfing states, and

the halogen atoms are held together by rapid oscillation of the hydrogen atom

between them.

The heavy + light-heavy reactions thus appeared to be ideal candidates

for our transition state technique. Although the saddle point region would not

normally support stationary vibrational states, we might observe sharp

structure corresponding to resonance energies or to vibrationally bound states,

as we discussed earlier. Several other conditions were also fulfilled. Stable

X]_X-and XHY-negative ions had been observed, 17and t_e XI-I-ions were
m

believed to be linear, syrametric ions with geometries similar to those at the
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transition state regions of the neutral collinear model potential energy @

surfaces. The reactions were believed to be electronically adiabatic, 8,18each

occurring on a single potential energy surface, and we did not expect

contributions from excited electronic states to complicate the spectra.

Our first experiments studied the C1 + HC1 reaction, _9and we went on

to study all the X + HY reactions, symmetric and asymmetric, s° The IHI-

spectra are particularly interesting because the structure is exceptionally

sharp. Section 6.2 contains a short paper on the I + HI reaction that was

written soon after we began our experiments, and section 6.3 briefly

summarizes recent progress on I+ HI.

@

@
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6.2. S1)ectroscouy of the I . H.! transition state reL,ion by photodetachmen.t O

ofH-II-

A. Weaver, R.B. Metz, a S.E. Bradforth b and D.M. Neumark

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

Abstract

The transition state region of the I + HI reaction has been studied by

photoelectron spectroscopy of IHI- and IDI-. A well-resolved progression in

the asymmetric stretch of' the neutral IHI (IDI) complex is observed in each

spectrum. These peaks apparently correspond to states of the complex that are

unstable with respect to dissociation into I + HI (DI). The experimental peak

positions, widths, and intensities are compared to simulated spectra generated

from a collinear model potential energy surface. The results provide strong

experimental evidence for quasi-bound states in heavy + light-heavy reactions.

Published in J. Phys. Chem. 92, 5558 (1988).

NSF Predoctoral Fellow

b Fulbright Scholar
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6.2,1, Introduction
The constnlction of potential energy surfaces to describe chemical

reactions is a primary goal of experimental and theoretical research in reaction

dynamics, A critical element of this effort is an accurate description of the

transition-state region: the area of the potential energy surface where

chemical bond cleavage and formation occur. The importance of developing a

direct probe of this region has motivated several versions of 'transition state

spectroscopy'. 1 We have devised a new approach to this problem, in which the

transition state region of a neutral bimolecular reaction is examined by

photodetaching a stable negative ion similar in structure to the neutral

transition-state complex, Photodetachment accesses the neutral potential

energy surface under well-defined conditions, with the nuclei in the same

configuration as in the ion. Any structure in the photoelectron spectrum of the

ion then yields information about the transition-state region of the neutral

surface.

We present here a study of the I + HI hydrogen-exchange reaction via

photoelectron spectroscopy of IHI- and IDI-. This is an attractive system for

our experiment. Matrix isolation studies _ of IHI-, in conjunction with recent

high-resolution spectra 3 of the analogous ions FHF- and C1HCI-, imply that

IHI- is linear and centrosymrnetric. If the minimum-energy path fbr the I +

HI reaction is collinear, as has been assumed in most

calculations,4,_,6,7,8,9,_o.l_,_2the vertical photodetachment process should

@
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accessthetransition-stateregionoftheneutralpotentialenergysurface.Most O

significantly,calculationson model I + Hl surfacespredictthatbound and

long-livedvibrationalstatesoftheIHI complexexist,_I°'13The spectrumof

thesestatesissensitivetothedetailsofthesurfacenearthetransitionstate,

Our experimentwas motivatedby the possibilitythatthesestateswould

appearassharpstructureinthephotoelectronspectrumofH-II-.

In work we reportedrecently,I_thephotoelectronspectrumofCIHCI-

revealeda seriesofbroadpeakswhichwere assignedtoa progressioninthe

asymmetricstretchofthe neutralCIHCI complex. The resolutionofour

instrumenthas beensubstantiallyimprovedsincethen.The IHI-and IDI-

spectrareportedhereshow well-resolvedpeaksofdifferentwidths,some only

slightlywiderthantheinstramentalresolutionof8meV. We caninterpretthe

positionsand widthsofthesepeaksusingthesame formalismthatpredicts

quasi-boundstatesoftheIHIcomplex.

6.2,2. Experimental section
J

A pulsed time-of-flight negative ion photoelectron spectrometer 15 is

used in these experiments and will be described in detail in a future article, 1G

Briefly, a 5% mixture of hydrogen iodide in argon at 2 atm pressure is

expanded through a pulsed molecular beam valve and then crossed by a 1 keV

electron beam just outside the valve orifice. 17 The resulting negative ions

should cool internally in the free jet expansion. The ions are extracted form
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O the beam by a pulsed electric field and injected into a Wiley-McLaren time-of-

flight mass spectrometer, 18 The ion beam crosses the pulsed

photodetachment laser beam (Nd:YAG fourth harmonic, 266 nra) at the spatial

focus of the mass spectrometer, 140 cm from the extraction region. A small

fraction (0.01%) ofthe photodetached electrons is collected at the end of a 100-

cre field-free flight tube orthogonal to the laser and ion beams. Electron

kinetic energies are determined by time-of-flight analysis using a transient

digitizer with 5 ns resolution. The measured spectrometer resolution is 8 mev

at 0.65 eV electron kinetic energy and is proportional to E_2at higher electron

kinetic energy, The transmission of this system drops sharply at electron

energies below 0.3 eV. The electron energy scale for each spectrum shown here

was calibrated with Cl-, Br-, and I- spectra taken on the same day. The ion

O density was sufficiently low that no space charge effects (peak broadening and

shifting) were observed.

6.2.3. Results and Discussion
=

The photoelectron spectra of IHI- and IDI- each show three well-

resolved peaks of widely varying widths (Figure 6.1) superimposed on an

unstructured background. The highest energy peaks (labelled A) in these

spectra coincide, and deuteration results in a large frequency shift of the two

peaks at lower electron kinetic energy. Thus, peak A is the 0 ,-0 transition

of a progression in a vibrational mode in the neutral complex which primarily
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Figure 6.1. Experimental and simulated photoelectron spectra of IHI- and O

IDI-, Experimental peak positions (peak widths, fwhm, in parentheses):

IHI-: 0,734 eV (0,074 eV), 0.560 (0,023), 0,369 (0,050). IDI-: 0.734 (0,051),

0.608 (0,042), 0.486 (0,013). Peak A is the band origin in both spectra (see

text), Average uncertainty in peak positions is ±5 meV, The relative energy

of the I + HI(vffi0) asymptotic channel is indicated by an arrow. Simulated

spectra were derived from calculated Franck-Condon factors: broken vertical

lines indicate continuum states_ The simulated spectra have been shifted by

-0.13 eV relative to I + HI(v=0) so that the v3' = 0 transitions line up with

the A peaks in the experimental spectra.
,_,

0
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involveshydrogen atom motion,and the two slowerpeaks in each spectrum O

resultfrom transitionsto excitedlevelsof this mode. We assign this

progressiontotheasymmetricstretch(v3)mode oftheII-IIcomplexratherthan

the bending mode. This assignmentissupportedby the analysisdescribed

below.

Sincethe v3=0 stateofthe anionistotallysymmetric,onlytransitions

toevenva'levelsoftheneutralareallowed.The threepeaks ineach spectrum

thereforerepresenttransitionsto the v3'--0, 2 and 4 asymmetric stretch

levels.(These are designated0g,lg and 2g, respectively,by Romelt.5) the

measured spacingbetween the 0_0 and 2_0 transitionsis1360 ± 120 cm"I

and 1020 __.120 cm _ in the H-II-and IDI- spectra,respectively.This

frequen_ is much smaller than the HI stretch (2309 crel), 19indicating that

the hydrogen atom is interacting strongly with both iodine atoms as expected

in the transition state region.

The energy of the I + HI (v = 0) asymptotic channel is indicated by the

arrow in Figure 6.1. This energy is derived from the laser photon energy (4.66

eV), the electron affinity of iodine (3.0591 eV), _° and the enthalpy of

dissociation of IEII-into I-+ HI(v=0) (0.74 ± 0.13 eV). 2_ Based on these

energies, all the observed peaks correspond to states of the IHI complex that

lie above I + HI(v=0) and are therefore unstable with respect to dissociation.

The small amount of signal to the right of the arrow may be from vibrationally

excitedions.
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Severaltheoreticalpapershave predictedthe existenceofbound states

ofIHI.4'6_'I°'13_2in orderforthe highestenergy peak in each spectrum tobe

a transitiontoa bound state,theIHI- dissociationenergywould have tobe at

least0.87 eV, which liesat the limitof the experimental errorfor the

measured value.Thus, whileour spectrasuggestthatbound statesofIHI do

not exist,thisconclusionisnot definitive.

In order to understand more fullythe appearance of the spectra,

particularlythestrikingvariationinthepeak widths,we considerasymmetric

and symmetricstretchmotionnearthetransitionstateon a coUinearpotential

energy surfacefortheI + Hl reaction.Figure6.2shows a model surfacethat

has been usedextensivelyindynamicalcalculationsforthisreaction.Thisis

a semiempirical, purely repulsive LEPS (London-Eyring-P01anyi-Sato)

surface _ with a barrier of 0.05 eV along the minimum energy path. The

shaded area in Figure 6.2 shows the region of the surface accessible via

photodetachment; it indicates where IHI- in the vibrational ground state

-= spends 95% of its time, assuming an rater-iodine distance Rx_of 3.88 _ (see

= below).

: Vibrational motion of the H-II complex in this region has been analyzed

= previously. .8'12 The modified hyperspherical coordinates p and z 2" in Figure

: 6.2 are convenient for this purpose. Here, p=(mx,Hi/mH_)1_ RII =7.981 R His the

mass-weighted inter-iodine distance, and z = 0.5(rra - rhr) corresponds to the

position of the hydrogen atom between the iodine atoms. The symmetric

=

_

,r ,, ,, ','
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Figure 6.2. LEPS surface for the I + HI reaction, plotted in modified O

hyperspherical coordinates. Contours are at -2.6, -2.8, -3.0 and -3.16 eV with

respect to three-atom dissociation. The saddle point is marked by a cross at

Ril = 3.59/_.
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stretch (vi) vibration, in which only the iodine atoms move, occurs along the O

z = 0 line. In the asymmetric stretch the iodine atoms are nearly stationary

while the hydrogen atom vibrates between them. This vibration occurs along

a vertical lineat constant p. The asymmetric stretch frequency is substantially

higher than the symmetric stretch frequency because it involves light rather

than heavy atom motion. This is the basis for the adiabatic separation of the

symmetric and asymmetric stretch motions, _ analogous to the Born-

Oppenheimer separation of nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom. One

solves for the asymmetric stretch levels at each p, obtaining a series of

'vibrationally adiabatic' curves (Figure 6.3) which are effective potentials for

the symmetric stretch vibration. At large p, the v3'= 0, 2, 4 curves correlate to

the I+ HI (DI) (v = 0, 1, 2) asymptotic energy levels (indicated by arrows in /

Figure 6.3).

Although the LEPS surface has no potential energy wells, each of these

effective potentials has a minimum in the transition-state region. *e These

minima are sufficiently deep to support symmetric stretch states of the

complex. Symmetric stretch states supported by the v3' = 0 curve are bound

since they lie below I + HI (DI) (v=0); these are 'vibrationally bound' states of

IHI (]:DI). s The symmetric stretch states supported by higher v3' curves lie

above I + HI (DI) (v=0) and are therefore quasi-bound. They lead to the sharp

(0.1 meV wide) resonances that appear in reactive scattering calculations on

this potential energy surface. 9
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O Figure 6.3. Adiabatic curves for the vs'= 0, 2 and 4 states of IHI and IDI

and potential energy curve for the IHI- and IDI- symmetric stretch. The

upper horizontal scale is the inter-iodine distance; the lower scale is the

hyperspherical radius (p=7.981 RH for IHI, 5.679 Rn for IDI). The vertical

energy scale is referenced to three-atom dissociation. Arrows indicate

relative energies of the I + HI (DI) (v = 0, 1, 2) asymptotic channels. The

potential curve for IHI- (IDI-) is a harmonic oscillator centred at RH= 3.88

/_ and is plotted on the same scale as the adiabatic curves.

®
=
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O We can interpret our results by considering the Franck-Condon overlap

between the ion and the bound, quasi-bound and continuum states supported

by the adiabatic curves of the neutral complex. The peak intensities in the

photoelectron spectra are proportional to

In our approximate treatment, only transitions from the v_ = 0 and vs = 0

states of the ion are considered; Vv1"(P) and Vvs'(P) are harmonic oscillator

functions for these states. The frequencies used in constructing these wave

functions are taken from matrix isolation spectroscopy. 2 For H-II-, v_ = 121

cm _ and v3 = 682 cm _. For IDI-, vi = 124 cm "_and vs = 470 cm "1. The anion

O is assumed to be linear and centrosymmetric with the inter-iodine distance R_r

= 3.88/_. This distance has not been experimentally determined, and our

choice is discussed below, The neutral asymmetric stretch wavefunctions

$v3,°(z;p) are the eigenfunctions of the double-minimum potential that results

from cutting the LEPS surface at constant p. The )_vr,v3,°(p)are the bound

symmetric stretch wavefunctions supported by the va' adiabatic curve.

Intensities for transitions to continuum states supported by each

adiabatic curve were also calculated. 2_ For each isotope, the continuum

contribution is significant only for the v_'= 0 state, and since the energy range

of this contribution is less than the experimental resolution, it is represented
=

O
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by a single (broken) line in each simulated spectrum, O

The results of our Franck-Condon simulations are shown under the

experimental spectra (Figure 6,1), The closely spaced symmetric stretch

progressions in the simulated spectra are not resolved in the experimental

spectra. This is not surprising, since the spacing between these transitions is

near our resolution limit. Under these conditions, we interpret the width of
J

each peak in the experimental spectra as a measure of how many symmetric

stretch states in each adiabatic well have good Franck-Condon overlap with the

ion. The 4.-0 peak in the IDI- spectrum is the narrowest (13 meV),

suggesting that only one symmetric stretch state with v3' = 4 has good overlap

with the ion. The minimum in the IDI v' 4 adiabatic curve occurs at RH -

3.88/_. If we take this as our value for the inter-iodine distance in the anion, _t

the IDI- detachment to v_'= 4 will populate primarily the vi' = 0 state (Figure _

6.3). Transitions to the other v3' levels will each populate several symmetric

stretch and continuum states, resulting in broader peaks.

The simulated spectra generated by using this inter-iodine distance are

qualitatively similar to the experimental spectra for both IHI- and IDI-

(Figure 6.1). The extent of this agreement is encouraging since RH, the only

free parameter in our analysis, was chosen solely on the basis of the narrow

4_-0 peak in the IDI- spectrum. The simulations support the assignment of

the peaks as a progression in the va mode of the complex arid indicate that our

analysis based on adiabatic curves for the collinear reaction is a reasonable
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first approximation for interpreting our spectra.
The LEPS surface is only approximate, and a more accurate potential

energy surface can be developed based on the discrepancies between the

experimental and simulated spectra. For example, the v3'ffi 0 peaks in both

experimental spectra are broader and less intense than predicted by the

simulations and, as noted earlier, lie above the dissociation asymptotes. These

observations suggest that the v_' = 0 adiabatic curves are purely repulsive for

both IHI and IDI. Including the bending potential in our analysis should

reduce the number of bound neutral states, e'_°'13'_,but in order to generate

purely repulsive v'3 = 0 curves it might be necessary to use a surface with a

higher barrier. An experimental determination of RHwould help considerably

in the construction of an accurate potential energy surface from our data.

,@
Finally, the narrow peak in the IHI- spectrum provides the most

compelling evidence yet fi_r the existence of quasi-bound states in a heavy =

light-heavy reaction. The peak width yields a lower bound of 0.1 ps for the

lifetime of this state. This value is considerably shorter than that predicted

by collinear calculations, 5 but the resolution of our instrument precludes a

more precise determination. Planned experiments at higher resolution will

provide a more definitive probe of the properties of these states.
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O 6.3. I + HI: Postscript

The three years since publication of the I + HI paper have seen

considerable progress in understanding this reaction. High resolution

photodetachment spectroscopy has provided more experimental information,

and new techniques for calculating neutral scattering wavefunctions have

produced simulated photoelectron spectra which provide a test of the model

potential energy surface. A brief summary of new results is given here.

High resolution zero kinetic energy (ZEKE) photodetachment spectra 1

reveal several narrow peaks for each single broader peak that we observed in

the IHI- spectrum. The structure of the v3'- 2 and 4 peaks corresponds to

transitions to symmetric stre_h states which appear as resonances in quantal

O scatteringcalculations.The structureofthe v3'= 0 peak isdominated by
transitionsto directscatteringstates,and correspondsto detachment to

differentHl rotationallevels.

Simulations based on three-dimensionalcalculations2_'4largely

reproduce the high resolutionstructure,although discrepanciesin peak

positions,peak _dths (compared to the high resolutionspectrum) and

predictedrotationalstatedistributions(forv3'=0)indicatedeficienciesinthe

LEPS surfaceand suggestthatthebarriermay be toolow. Becausethisisa

thermoneutralreaction,the barrieris the only significantfeatureon the

" potential energy surface and an accurate estimate of its height is particularly

important. Unfortunately, experimental measurements are unlikely.

A

%
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The deficienciesin the neutral surfacemight be identifiedmore Q

accuratelyifthe ionparameterswere betterknown, sincechangingthe anion

potentialorbond lengthstronglyaffectsthesimulatedphotoelectronspectrum.

ltispossiblethathigh-resolutioninfrareddiodelaserspectroscopywillyield

vibrationalfrequenciesand an accurateequilibriumgeometry forIHI-. A

more precisemeasurement ofthe IHI- bindingenergy isalsodesirablebut

unlikely.

Finally,theroleofelectronicallyexcitedstatesofthe IHI complex isof

interest.SpectraofIHI- at213 nm revealadditionalstructureatlow electron

kineticenergy due totransitionstoan electronicallyexcitedstate,and thisis

discussedin detailinMetz etal..5

@
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7. F + H_: the prototypeexoer_c reaction" @

7.1.Introduction

The propensityrulesdevelopedby PolanyiIclassifiedreactionsby mass,

and we have alreadydiscussedI+ Hl asan example oftheheavy + light-heavy

reactions.F + H2 isa classicexample ofboth a highlyexoergicand a heavy

+ light-lightreaction,and theextensiveexperimentalinformationavailablehas

contributedtoitsalsobecoming a standardfordevelopmentand testingofnew

theoretical reactive scattering methods.

The earliestexperimentson F + Hs showed thatitwas a fast,highly

exoergicreactionwith a low activationenergy (AH = 31.6kcal/mol,E, = 1.7

kcalJmol)._ Infraredchemiluminescence_'_and chemicallaser5'_experiments

showed that most of the energy released ended up as product vibration, so ii

much so that the product vibrational state distribution was dominated by

HF(v'=2). This interesting effect piqued the interest of theorists, and reactive

scattering theory started to ._'ocuson F + Hs.

Reactive scattering theory and modern experimental techniques in

reaction dynamics developed in parallel during the 1970's and 1980's, and

Yuan Lee, John Polanyi and Dudley Herschbach were awarded the 1986 Nobel

Prize in chemistry for their research in reaction dynamics, v The techniques

" " This section is based on a forthcoming paper by A. Weaver and D.M.

Neumark, 'Negative ion photodetachment as a probe of bimolecular transition

states: the F + H s reaction', Faraday Discuss. Chem. Soc. (1991).
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used in early experiments on F + H2 and F + D2 represented some of the most
advanced experiments in reactive scattering, including the first product-state

resolved angular distribution determined for any reaction. 8 The high

resolution reactive scattering experiments on F + H2 and its isotopic analogues

by Neumark et al. 9 represented the culmination of almost twenty years' effort.

These crossed beams experiments on the F + H 2 reactions provided new

evidence for several general predictions and reproduced some results of other

experiments more accllrately: the HF/DF product vibrational state population

was inverted and the reactions were electronically adiabatic. The most

revolutionary observation, however, was the forward-backward ocattering of

the HF/DF product in particular vibrational states -- the first experimental

evidence of reactive scattering resonances.

Quantum mechanical calculations on the F + H2 reactions had already

predicted that resonances would exist, in a series of developments starting

with the H + H2 reaction that significantly advanced the art of reactive

scattering theory beyond the standard of the late 1960%. The earliest

calculations on F + H,2used classical trajectory techniques on semi-empirical

LEPS surfaces. The best of these surfaces was Muckerman's surface #5

(popularly known as M5), _° which was adjusted so that classical trajectory

results using transition state theory reproduced all the known experimental

information at the time: the thermal rate constant, product vibrational and

rotational state distribution and the F + D_ product angular distribution.
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CollinearI'and three-dimensional'_quantum mechanical scatteringresults O

on M5 producedlong-livedresonancestatesoftheFH 2complexthatintrigued

, both theorists and experimentalists, but comparison of the calculations to

experimental results showed the limitations of the M5 surface, particularly its

exit-channel adiabatic barriers where none should exist. (Despite these

limitations, M5 is still used in some calculations where a relatively simple

parameterization of the F + Hs surface is reqtfired.)

Computational advances made it possible to obtain ab initio F + Hs

potential energy surfaces, 13 but these results raised several interesting

questions. The ab initio barrier height was substantially higher than that of

the LEPS-type surfaces, and although the activation energy derived from it

was similartoan earlymeasurement of 1.71kcallmol,"new measurements mt

ofE, = 0.860kcal/mol'sand 1.18kcal/mol'eindicatedthatthe barriershould

be even lower.The ab initioresultsalsosuggestedthattheminimum energy

path was not collinear.'7

The semi-empiricalsurfacesdeveloped after M5 are much more

sophisticatedand incorporateab initiodata,particularlyinthe saddlepoint

regionwhere directexperimentalinformationhas notbeenavailable,The T5a

surfaceIswas thebestofseveralsurfacesdevelopedby Truhlarand coworkers

thatwere based on theLEPS form ofM5, but added localizedpotentialstofit

experimentaland ab initioresults'8''9'2°_'_2mand correctedseveralof

M5's deficiencies.The T5a exitvalleyand saddle-pointbendingpotentialwere

®
_
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fitted to the ab initio result, and the barrier height was adjusted so that
variational transition state theory calculations reproduced the thermal rate

constant.

This more accurate potential energy surface for F + H2 has served as a

springboard for further developments in reactive scattering methodology. The

T5a results include several calculations of the reaction probabilities restricted

to total angular momentum J = 0, for the F + H2,24_'2s_7_ F + D_,_

and F + HD z° reactions. The first accurate total zl and differential z2

reactive cross sections were calculated for the H + H_ reaction, and these

methods have also been applied to calculate total reaction cross sections for F

+ H2, 33'34_ and differential cross sections 3s for this reaction.

However, it became apparent relatively early that T5a also had

@ ,
deficiencies. Including higher orders of electron correlation in the ab initio

calculation of the bending potential reduced the barrier height and flattened

the bending potential at the saddle point. Worse, comparison to experimental

results shows significant discrepancies. First, the predicted product

vibrational distributions do not agree with experimental results. Both the J

= 0 and total cross section quantal calculations on several surfaces predict

HF(v=3) to be the dominant vibrational product of the F + H2 reaction, over a

wide energy range. The experimental results show that HF(v=2) dominates.

The J = 0 calculations on the F + D2 and F + HD reactions on T5a _° predict

DF(v=4) to be the dominant DF channel, in contrast to the experimental

®
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finding that DF(v=3) dominates: _'_7 Second, the calculated product angular

distributions do not agree with experimental results. The differential cross

section calculations 3e at a collision energy of 0.12 eV predict the HF(v=3)

product to peak at O_ = 0° (forward scattering), which agrees with the crossed

beam experiments. 9 While both the calculated and experimental angular

distributions for HF(v=2) peak at O_, = 180° (backward scattering), the

calculated distribution shows siglmFicantly more forward scattering than the

experimental distribution.

The 5SEC and 5SEC-W surfaces 3s were intended to correct several of

the T5a defic_iencies. Inclusion of higher-order correlation effects modified the

entrance channel and saddle point region, so that the barrier is lower, earlier,

and the bending potential is flatter at the saddle point. The entrance valley

was modified to incorporate dispersion interactions and adjusted to agree with

new experimental data39 on van der Waals interactions. The exit valley for

both surfaces is essentially the same as that of T5a, which was considered to

be the best available. However, the 5SEC results 4°may produce the same

incorrect product vibrational state distribution as T5a, although the calculated

populations differ somewhat. Since the product valleys are very similar, this

implies that other areas of the potential energy surface are important in

determining the product state distribution. The question that arises now is

this: how can these very complicated surfaces be modified to bring their

predictions into closer agreement with experiment?

®
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Some interesting additional information is provided by classical

trajectorycalculations.Polanyi'searly classicaltrajectorycalculationson

LEPS surfacesshowed thattheproductvibrationalstatedistributionwas most

sensitiveto the potentialgradientin the reactantvalleyleadingup to the

saddle point.I'_IThe slopeleadingdown intothe productvalleywas less

important,and the distributionwas generallymuch more sensitivetodetails

ofthesurfaceintheentrancevalleyand saddlepoint/interactionregions.This

was explainedinterms ofthetimethata giventrajectoryspentina particular

region;once past the saddlepoint,therewas no mechanism forconverting

between translationaland vibrationalenergy,and sotheexitvalleywas much

lessimportant. These resultssuggestthat5SEC shouldbe furthermodified

inthe entrancechanneland saddle-pointregions,but how relevantare these

O LEPS surfaceclassicaltrajectorycalculationsto calculationson these new,

high-levelsurfaces,when quantaleffectslikeresonancesare believedto be

important? And, how can we evaluate the potentialenergy surface

experimentally?

Experiment,s that yieldinformationabout a specificregionof the

potentialenergysurfacebecome veryappealinghere,and theideaoftransition

statespectroscopyismost attractivebecauseitsuggestspossibleevaluationof

thisvery impo1"t.antregionofthe potentialenergy surface,ratherthan the

asymptoticregions.Faubeland coworkerscan examine the entrancechannel

F..D_interactionsthroughscatteringexperimentsatlow collisionenergies,42

@
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for example, but one might be able to produce several potential energy surfaces 0

that fit asymptotic information like this. Judson and Rabitz _ have discussed

the possibility that one might _generate entire families of surfaces to fit

particular experimental data using classical trajectory calculations, without

obtaining the true potential energy surface. Interesting questions of this type

are raised by the work of Takayanagi and coworkers, "'e who found that

they could reproduce some of the experimental results in classical trajectory

calculations as a consequence of the topology of a modified LEPS surface,

without invoking quantal effects at all.

An experiment which examines the transition state region itselfremoves

= much of the ambiguity inherent in fitting this region using only asymptotic

measurements, and we have studied the F + H2 transition state region via 0
negative ion photoelectron spectroscopy of FH2-. Our results for the heavy +

light-heavy reactions (see earlier sections of this chapter) showed that the

-- photoelectron spectrum of the anion XHY- could provide information about the

transition state region of the X + HY reaction, provided that the anion

. geometry was similar to that at the neutral transition state. _G'47The FH2-fF

+ H2 system is, in principle, amenable to this technique. Ab initio calculations

of the anion geometry 48 indicate that it is similar to the saddle point

geometry on T5a and other model surfaces, so photodetachment experiments

should provide information about this very important region of the F + H2

surface.
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We haveobtainedphotoelectronspectraofthenegativeionsFH2-,FD_-,

and FDH-. As we shallsee,comparingtheexperimentalphotoelectronspectra

tocalculationsontheT5a surfaceshouldprovidea testofthissurfacenearthe

saddlepoint,Althoughmany ofthesecalculationsconsideronlytotalangular

momentum J = 0,thecomparisonshouldbevalidbecauseouranionrotational

temperatureisrelativelylow and the neutralrotationalstatesshouldbe

limitedto smallvaluesofj,62Relevanttheoreticalwork includesvarious

scatteringcalculations,plusZhang andMiiler'ssimulationsoftheFH2- and

FDs-photoelectronspectra(.usingNichols'abinitioresultsfortheanion,e and

theT5a surfacefortheneutralreaction),27'ss

Our firstexperiments49on FH2- yieldeda photoelectronspectrumthat

was considerablybroaderand lessstructuredthan thesimulatedspectrum.
At thetime,we speculatedthatsome ofthedifferencemighthave resulted

fromoverlappingtransitionstoseveralF + Hselectronicstates,whichwerenot

includedinthesimulation.Here,we presentspectrainwhichthecontribution

from low-lyingexcitedelectronicstatesappears to have been largely

eliminated.The resultingspectraofFH2- and itsisotopicvariantsshow

resolvedstructurewhichallowsadetailedcomparisonbetweenexperimentand

theory.

7.2, Experimental

Experiments were performed on the negative ion time-of-flight
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photoelectron spectrometer described in Chapter 3, The negative ions FH,_-, O

FD2", and FDH-were produced from a 15% NF_/85% H2 (Ds, DH) mixture, at

a pulsed valve backing pressure of 60 psig, The ion formation process is

assumed to be

NF3 +e'_F'+NF_ __r_a=zc_ (7,1)
F" +1t2 -. F'.H2 c_r __n

Most of the spectra presented here were taken at photodetachment

wavelengths of 266 nm (Nd:YAG iburth harmonic, 4.66 eV). Spectra of FH2-

were also obtained at 213 nra. Spectra of each anion were obtained at both

vertical (0 = 0°) and horizontal (0 = 90°) polarization of the laser beam with

respect to the direction of electron detection,

Average data acquisition times were about seven hours per spectrum at O

0°, twelve hours at 90 °. These relatively long signal-averaging times were

necessitated by the low signal-to.noise level in our spectra. Recent

modifications ta our instrument have increased the signal-to-noise level in

FH_- spectra by a factor oi'three to four, and new spectra may show additional

structure that was not evident in the spectra shown here, 5°

7.3. Results and analysis

The photoelectron spectra of FH_-, FD2- , and FDH'" at 266 nm are

shown in Figures 7.1-7.3, Each spectrum shows fairly broad features at

electron kinetic energies below 1.2 eV, plus sharp peaks at 1.26 and 1.21 eV

e
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O Figure 7,1. Photoelectron spectra FH2- nra, at laser polarization
of at 266

angles e ffi0 and 90°, Positions of the labelled peaks (A.D) are given in

Table 7.1. Arrows indicate asymptotic energies of product channels, as

follows'. (a) F + H,_(vffi0),(b) H + HF(vffi3), (c) H + HF(vffi4), (d) F + H2(v=l).

The peaks at 1.26 and 1.21 eV result from two-photon transitions to F(2Pa_),

F(2PI_), as discussed in the text.
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of FD2-at 266 at laser polarizationFigure 7.2. Photoelectron spectra nJm,

angles 0 = 0 and 90°. ' Positions of the labelled peaks (B-D) are given in

Table 7.1 Arrows indicate asymptotic energies of product channels, as

follows: (a) D + DF(v=4), (b)F + D2(v=0), (c) D + DF(v=5), (d) F + D2(v=l).

=
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Q Figure 7.3. Photoelectron spectra of FDH- at 266 mn, at laser polarization

angles 0 - 0 and 90 °. Positions of the labelled peaks (B-D) are given in

Table 7.1. Arrows indicate asymptotic energies of product channels, as

follows: (a) F + DH(v=0), (b) FH(v=3) + D,(c) FD(v=5) + H, (d) F + DH(v=I),

(e) FD(v=6) + H.
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O electron kinetic energy.

The overall appearance of these spectra changes drastically with rotation

of laser polarization. At 0=90 ° the photoelectron signal intensity decreases

slowly between 0.9 eV and 0.3 eV, and no significant structure is observed

below about 0.9 eV. At 0=0°, by contrast, the signal intensity decreases rapidly

below 0.9 eV and one or more broad, small peaks are observed in the spectrum

of each anion. The relative intensity of the sharp peaks above 1.2 eV is

considerably higher at 0=90 ° .

These two sharp peaks are at identical energies to the two peaks seen

in the F-photoelectron spectrum at 266 nra. We believe that they arise from

a two-photon process: the first photon dissociates the FH_- anion to H2 + F-,

O and the second photon detaches the electron from F-. The two peaks
correspond to transitions to the fluorine spin-orbit states, the F(2Par_) ground

state and the F(2P_) excited state 0.050 eV above. 6z The change in relative

intensity with polarization rotation is due to the change in photoelectron

angular distribution. 52 We have observed peaks due to similar two-photon

processes in spectra of other molecules.

We are more interested in the broad features below 1_2 eV, since they

represent transitions to the neutral FH2 complex. At 0=0 °, fottr resolved peaks

of varying widths are evident in the FH_- spectrum and two in the FD 2- and

FDH-spectra. The electron kinetic energy of each peak is listed in Table 7.1.

The peaks at 0.997 and 0.942 eV (A and B) in the FH_- spectrum at O=0° also

0
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Table7.1...__._.Peak positions, 0 = 0° spectra.

Peak Position (eV)*

Ion ", ';A,/i: ]" B C D
,,..,,_ .rl_:_,_,._.,;.,_',...._i,_ _,,,i,.,,. ........

FH2- """i'",i):9;{-77=-i::!- 0.942 0.82 0.48 _

FDI- 0.960" - 0.617

FHD- 0.965" - 0.559
i , " , _ ,, ' .......

t Uncertainties in peak positions are 0.010 eV for peaks A and B,

0.015 eV for peaks C and D.

• The B peak position quoted here is that of the rightmost small peak

on the larger peak.
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O appear inthe {}=90°spectrum.

Isotopicsubstitutionaffectsthe peak positionsin the e=0° spectra

significantly.Peak A inthe FH_- spectrmn seems tohave disappearedin the

FD2- and FDH'-spectra. Peak D, at0.48eV in the FH2- spectrum,shiftsto

progressivelyhigherelectronkineticenergiesin theFDH- and FD2- spectra.

Peak C, at 0.82 eV in the FH2- spectrum,alsoappears to shiftto higher

electronenergyinthe othertwo spectraand becomes an unresolvedshoulder

on the sideofpeak B.

The electronkineticenergyofeachpeakintheFH_- spectrumisrelated

tothe internalenergyEco)ofthe FH2 complexby

eKE = hv -D_-FA(F)-E (u)+E ('). (7.2)

O Here hv is the photodetachment photon energy Do
(4.66 eV), is the dissociation

energy of the anion ground state to F- + H_(v=0), and EA(F) is the electron

affinity of the fluorine atom (3.401 eV) _. E(°) is the internal energy of the

FH2 complex relative to F + H_(v=0); in a scattering experiment with ground-

state reactants, this would be the collision energy. E(') is the inter_ml energy

of the anion, which we assume to be zero because the anions are expected to

be vibrationally and rotationally cold. Finally, we require Do for FH_-. We

assume Do to be 0.260 eV, from a comparison of our FH 2- spectrum at e=0 °

with the simulation of Zhang and Miller a7 (see section 7.4.3). The relation

between eKE and E(°) for the FH_-spectrum is then

0
r
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eKE(eV) = 0.999 - _(eY). (7.3) O

Figure 7.4 presents a schematic diagram of these energy levels for the F + H_

system.

To determine similar equations for the FD2- and FDH- spectra, we

require values of Do for each. We estimated Do(FH2-) above, and can calculate

De:

D, = D,,( I:tt_ ) + _e (FIt_ ) -_(II 2) (7.4)

The vibrational zero-point energies of FH2- and Hs are calculated from Nichols'

MCSCF vibrational frequencies. _8 FH 2- is predicted to have a linear

equilibrium geometry, with harmonic vibrational frequencies ¢ol= 292 cm 1

(H2..F-stretch), _ = 773 cm 1 (degenerate bend), and _ = 4143 cm 1 (H-H

stretch). At the same level of theory, the Hs harmonic frequency is 4224 cm 1.

Using these frequencies, we calculate D,=0.369 eV for FH2-, FD_- and FDH-.

Second, we apply zero-point corrections for the other isotopes, calculated

by scaling the FH_- vibrational frequencies, c_ is estimated from the MCSCF

frequency and CCSD(T) bond lengths, _ using the equations for a linear XYZ

molecule. _ The H2..F-stretch, o_1, is treated as a diatomic vibration and
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O Figure 7.4: Energy level diagram for the FH_"photodetachment

experiment

5.0

o.o ...................... _... -.............. r,_-(v=O)
,,' zpe(FH_)t

I

Solid arrows indicate experimentally measured quantities.

Dotted arrows indicate quanti,tiesestimated from ab initio calculations.

O
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scaled accordingly, b The H-H stretch, oh, is also treated as a diatomic O

vibration and scaled. We obtain Do = 0.291 eV for FD-. If we treat linear

FHD- and FDH" as distinct species, a reasonable assumption since m2 is

relatively high, we obtain Do = 0.270 eV for FHD- and Do = 0.280 eV for

FDH-. Thus,

eKE (eV)= 0.968.-E(°)(eV) (FDD

eKE = 0,989-E(°) (FHD') (7.5)
eKE ffi0.979 - E (°) (FDH')

The differences in Do between FDH- and FHD-result from the lower bend

frequency in FDH- (by 0.010 eV), Since Do for FDH- is higher, it is more

strongly bound and should be the favoured form of the anion in our cold ion

beam. O

By combining Eqs. 7,3 and 7.5 with the reaction exoergicities for F + H2

(AE = 1.391 eV), F + D_ (1.382 eV), F + HD -+ HF + D (1.355 eV), and F + DH

FD + H (1.424 eV),_ we can determine the electron kinetic energies which

correspond to photodetaching the anion ground state and forming various

asymptotic states F + H2(v), H + HF(v), etc, For example, to calculat_ the

b In scaling the frequencies, we use the usual equations ibr frequency and

reduced mass:

_._ mtm_ffi ; _ ffi ml+nh

@
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O energy for the H + HF(v - 3) state:

eke = 0.999 - E(°)

= 0.999- [,_- _,x,(er)(v2+v)]

Usingpreviouslymeasuredvibrationalfrequenciesand anharmonicitiesfwe

obtaineke= 0.985eV fortheH + HF(v = 3)asymptote,The asymptoticstate

energiesareindicatedbyarrowsinFigures7.1-7,3,and identifiedinthefigure

captions,Any featureinthephotoelectronspectrumathigherelectronkinetic

energythan a givenasymptoticstatecorrespondstoa stateoftheneutral

complexwithenergybelowthatoftheasymptoticstate,and viceversa.

7.4 ....Dis_,s.sjo_n_

O Thisdiscussionofourresultsincludesthreegeneraltopics.First,we

discussthechangesinoverallshapeofthephotoelectronspectrawithlaser

polariz':'_on,and show thatthe_)=0° spectraincludeonlytransitionstothe

neutralelectronicgroundstates.Thisground-statestructureisthenanalyzed,

usinginformationfromscatteringcalculationsand experiments.Finally,we

comparetheFH2-and FD2- spectrawithsimulatedspectracalculatedon the

- T5a surface by Zhang and Miller, 2_"_evaluate T5a and discuss other model

potential energy surfaces for these reactions,

c H2: co =4400cm '_, co.x.= 121cm'1; D2: co= 3118 cm_, ro.x.=64 cm";

HD: co = 3812 cm'I, co.x_= 91 cm'_; HF: co= 4138 cm_, coax.= 90 cre'I; DF: co

= 2998 cna"_,co,x. = 46 Chi"1.(Ref. 55)

0
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@
_,4,!,Laserpolari.zati.0ndeDenden_

Photodetachmenttransitionsfromtheaniontoseveralneutralelectronic

statescan contributeadditionalstructuretothephotoelectronspectra,For

example,the photoelectronspectra5_ofBrHBr-, H-II,FHI-, CIHI",and

FHBr- show well-separatedbands due totransitionsto differentelectronic

statesoftheneutralcomplex.Inspectrawherethes_electronicbandsoverlap,

interpretation is considerably more difficult, Ab initio calculations by

Yamashita and Morokuma 57 suggest that this may occur in the CIHC1-

spectrum, ss

The FH2- spectra are likely to include contributions from several,

possibly overlapping, electronic bands. The interaction of F(2Pa_,I_) with /

H2(IZg.) yields three potential energy surfaces'. 69I_A', 2A", and 22A' assuming

Co symmetry, or 2Z+m and _l-Ii_,a_assuming collinear (C.v) geometry. In the F

+ Hs asymptotic region, the I_A' and 2A" surfaces become degenerate and

correlate to F("P_a) + H_(1Zg+),while the 22A' surface correlates to F(_Pm) +

H2(lZg+). The _Zm. surface (the lowest-lying of the three) correlates to ground

sta_ HF(_Z.) + H(2S_.) products. The other two surfaces are expected to be

non-reactive since they correlate to electronically excited products, HF(3I-Io+,o.,_._)

+ H(_SI_).6°

All three neutral potential energy surfaces are accessible via

photodetachment of FH_-, which has molecular orbital occupancy

@
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lo_2c_3o_1_4o_ (assuming linear geometry; an alternative notation is

,.,(2p_)'(21x_)2), The transition to the 2Z+ ground state surface requires

removal of a 4o electron, and transitions to the excited states (21-1)require

removal of a 1_ electron, Nichols et al._ have calculated that the vertical

detachment energies to these neutral 2Z*and '_1"Istates differ by only 0.25 eV,

As we have seen in other photoelectron spectra and discussed in section

3,3,6, the photoelectron angular distribution can provide importer information

about the contributions from transitions to different electronic states. If a

band in a photoelectron spectrum is due to a single electronic transition, it_

overall intensity might vary with laser polarization but its shape should not

change significantly,

Since the band shapes in the FH2-, FDa-, and FDH-' spectra depend
strongly on laser polarization, we infer that these spectra include contributions

from several electronic transitions characterized by different values of the

anisotropy parameter _E), We can explain the laser polarization effects by

attributing the major peaks (A-D) in the 0-0 ° spectra to transitions to the

ground state neutral surf'ace; the {}=90° spectra include transitions to both

ground and excited states, and the excited state transitions are responsible for

the additional electron signal between 0.9 arid 0.3 eV, which obscures peaks

C and D obseIwed in the 0=0° spectra.

The value of _ is strongly dependent on the anion molecular orbital from

which the electron is removed. One might expect to be able to characterize the
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complete photoelectron spectrum using only two values of _61 since the O

transition to the ground state F + H_ surface involves removal of a a electron

and transitions to the excited states occur by removal of a _ electron, The

contribution of excited state transitions to the e=o ° spectrum will be zero if

= -1 for these bands, Conversely, the absolute intensity of peak B (and peak

A in the FH_" spectrum) is greater in the e=0 ° spectra than in the e=90 °

spectra, which implies _ > 0 for the ground state transition.

The assignment of all the structure in the e=o° spectra to ground state

transitions is supported by variations in the peak positions with isotopic

substitution, as expected for vibrational transitions within a single electronic

band. This assignment is further validated by comparison of the experimental

and simulated spectra in section 7.4,3, The ability to eliminate excited state /

transitions by varying the laser polarization is an important result, since it

means that we can use the e=o° spectra to study the ground state surface for

the F + H,_reaction,

7.4.2. Interpretation of the photoelectron spectra.

We next consider the origin of the peaks in the e=o° photoelectron

spectra. Each peak re:_ults from particularly good overlap of the anion

wavefunction with a set of neutral scattering wavefunctions, which can happen

in two ways, A scattering resonance is often characterized by a set of

scattering wavefunctions which occur over a relatively narrow energy range

0
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O and localized transitionstate If these
are in the region. resonance

waveftmctionshave goodspatialoverlapwiththeanionwavefunction,thena

peak is observedin the photoelectronspectrum with width inversely

proportionaltotheresonancelifetime,a Reactivescatteringcalculationsshow

thatresonancesusuallyoccurrightatorjustbelowtheenergeticthresholdfor

an asymptoticchannel.

Peaksinthephotoelectronspectrumcan alsooccuratenergieswhere

thereare scatteringwavefunctionswith nearlyzeromomentum alongthe

dissociationcoordinateintheFranck-Condonregion,whichcanhappen near

: adiabaticbarriersontheneutralpotentialenergysurface.Thesetransitions

to directscatteringstatescan occurat energieswellabovethe nearest
_

O asymptoticchannel,and areusuallyconsiderablybroaderthantransitionsto

: resonancescatteringstates.The clJ,rectscatteringstatesmay adiabatically

_. correlateto eitherreactantor productasymptoticstates.Schatzs2has

discussedbothtypesoftransitionsinmore detail,s3°

- We can use informationfrom reactivescatteringcalculationsto

d AEAt=I0 _5 (AEineV, Atins).
z_

" Friedman and Truhlar (Ref. 63) have recently shown that the 'direct_

: scattering' states are also associated with poles of the S-matrix and can be

= classified as resonance states. We use the labels 'resonance' or 'direct'

scattering state here simply to differentiate between longer-lived states which
__=

give sharp peaks and short-lived states which give broader peaks.

-

lm
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determine which peaks in our spectra correspond to transitions to resonance O

scattering states. As mentioned earlier, the comparison to J = 0 calculations

should be valid.

Calculations on the F + H2 reaction using the T5a surface 24'_'27_'3sshow

a small peak in the J = 0 reaction probability for production of HF(v=2), at

collision energy EC°)= 0.018 eV. This peak is attributed to a closed-channel

resonance because (i) it occurs just below the H + HF(rf3) threshold at Eco)=

0.020 eV and (ii) the behavior of the S-matrix in the vicinity of the peak is

characteristic of a resonance. 24_ The value of Ec°) = 0.018 eV for the

scattering resonance corresponds to eKE = 0.981 eV in the FH2- photoelectron

spectrum (see Eq. 7.3). This is very close to peak A at 0.997 eV in the

experimentalspectrum,stronglysuggestingthatpeak A resultsfrom a O

transitiontoa resonancescatteringstate.

Peak B at eKE = 0.942eV in the FH2- spectrumcorrespondsto a

collisionenergyof0.057eV,whichiswellabovetheH + HF(v=3)threshold.

= In scattering calculations, the reaction probability for HF(v=3) production at

tbJscollisionenergyissubstantialand variesslowlyas a functionofenergy.

Peak B intheFH 2-spectrumisthereforemostlikelya transitiontoa direct

scattering state.

__ Unlike the FH2- spectrum, the FD_- and FDH- spectra exhibit a single

broad peak near 0.96 eV. In the calculation of the J = 0 reaction probability

no resonance is observed near the reaction threshold.for the F + D_ reaction, 29

Q-
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O Thereisno closedDF channeljustabovethereactionthreshold,incontrastto

theF + H2 reaction,becauseproductionofDF(v=4)isslightlyexoergic.From

thescatteringcalculation,we wouldexpectonlya singlepeaknearIeV inthe

photoelectronspectrumduetoatransitiontoadirectscatteringstate,andthis

isconsistentwithpeakB intheFD2- spectrum.

For theF + HD reaction,DF(v=4)productionisslightlyexoergicwhile

HF(v=3)productionisendoergicby 0.056eV. The F + HD reactivescattering

calculation3°thusshowsno resonanceintheDF channel,butshowsa strong

resonanceatEC°_= 0.024eV intheHF channel.The similaritybetweenthe

" FD2-and FDH-photoelectron spectra implies that this resonance does not

contribute to the FDH- spectrum. FDH- should dominate over FHD-in our

cold ion beam, as discussed in section 7.3, and photodetachment of FDH-

shouldleadprimarilytoFD + H and F + DH production(sincethe anion

equilibriumgeometryispredictedtobe linear).The apparentabsenceof

transitioas to resonance scattering states of FH + D from the photoelectron
-

- spectrum may thus be due to the absence of significant FH + D production via

photodetachment. Even if there were some FHD- present, the FH(v = 3) + D

scattering resonance would appear at eKE = 0.965 ev, and its contribution to
-

the spectrum might be obscured by peak B.
=

We next consider peak D in the three spectra. Figures 7.1-7.3 show that

this peak corresponds to a transition to levels of the neutral complex that lie

at or slightly below the reactant asymptotic channel F + H2(v=l), F + D2(v=l)

:o
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or F + DH(v=1). (This channel is labelled(d)in allthree figures.)This O

suggeststhatthese peaks correspondtotransitionsto resonancescattering

statesinwhich thescatteringwavefunctionsarelocalizedon thereactantside

of the potentialenergy surface,which isconsistentwith Pack'sscattering

calculation24thatpredictsa resonanceattheF + H2(v=l)threshold.

In summary, the appearanceofthe main peaks intheFH2-, FD2-, and

FDH-photoelectron spectracan be explainedwith referenceto scattering

calculations'onthe F + H2,F + D2,and F + HD reactionson theT5a surface.

We next compare our resultstosimulatedspectrain an attempttoevaluate

the transition-stateregionofT5a.

7.4.3.Comparison ofexperimental.a.ndsimulatedspectra

: The accuracy of model potential energy surfaces for the F + H2 reaction

can be examined by comparing our FH2- spectrum to simulations. Zhang and

Miller 27_8simulated the FH2- and FD2- spectra using the T5a surface 1Bfor the

neutral reaction and assuming ab initio values for the geometry and

vibrational frequencies of the anion, f The simulated spectrum was obtained

--= f Both simulations used ab initio values from an earlier version of the Ref._

-

48 calculations: r_ --:1.74/_, rw_ = 0.796 ,/k,co1 = 302 cm "1,co2= 693 cm "1,oh =

- 3816 cm _ for FH2-. Note that the bond distances quoted in Ref. 28 are Jacobi=
_

-_ coordinates: R is the distance from the F atom to the centre of mass of H_, and
-

r istheH-H bond length(bothinbohr).

O_=_

E

, ,,,, ,,h,_ ,m , ...... II' lr _ ' ill,r,,, ,rpllp_I,i, _ fll 'lllr '"'_ll_'d'wiI1' q' ' til I''_ *'IN"II'I'r rl"ilq Ikil'rt'tll PI1_ll"lnlP'l'r'
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by calculating the Franck-Condon overlap between the anion ground

vibrational wavefunction and the three-dimensional scattering wavefunctions

supported by the T5a surface. Again, although these simulations assume J =

0 for both anion and neutral, comparison to our experiment is reasonable

because we expect the anions to be rotationally cold.

Although the anion is only weakly bound (the binding energy, Do, is 0.26

eV) and its calculated equilibrium geometry (rw = 1.690 ,_.,r_ = 0.770/lA)4s

resembles the reactants more than the products, the reaction has an early

barrier. The Franck-Condon region of good spatial overlap between anion and

neutral wavefunctions is centred on the reactant side of the T5a saddle point
_

and includes the saddle point (rw = 1.572 A, r_m = 0.762 A),_s so we expect to

_. be able to use our experimental information to evaluate the saddle-point region
of the T5a surface.

In Figure 7.5, the simulated spectra are superimposed on the
-

experimental FH2- and FD2- spectra at 0=0°. These figures were drawn so

that the position of the most intense peak in each simulated spectrum matched

?
the position of the experimental peak B. In order for these peaks to align, the

relationship between electron kinetic energy and scattering energy EK_tt must
m

-- be eKE = 1.272 - E,.tt in the FH2 spectrum, and eKE = 1.2 - E_tt in the FD2-

®
_

=.
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Figure7.5.Experimental(e= 0°)and simulatedphotoelectronspectraof e

FH2- and FD2- at 266 mn. The dottedlinesare the simulated

photoelectronspectraofZhang and Miller.2s Theseplotsassume eKE =

1.272-EscattforFH2-,eKE = 1.2-E.=ttforFD2-(seetext).
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spectrum, s E_catt is defined with respect to F + H2 at the bottom of the H2 well, O

and differs from the collision energy E¢°_in equation 7.3 by the zero-point

energy of H2 (which we calculate from the MCSCF ab initio frequency _); the

analog to Eq. 7_3 is eke = 1.010 - E ¢°1,giving a value of Do = 0,249 eV for FH2-.

The value of 0.260 eV for Do given in section 7.3 was calculated before these

new simulations appeared, by companng our results to an earlier simu lation.27

: The difference is negligible, given the limited experimental resolution, and both

estimates lie well within the uncertainty of the ab initio value (0.20 ± 0.10

eV).__

- The structure in the simulated spectra is very similar to that in the

experimental spectra, and corroborates the assignment made by comparison

with scattering calculations. The FH2- simulated spectrum includes a narrow O

peak that coincides with the experimental sharp A peak, and appears as a

: resonance in the HF(v=2) reaction probability. Most of the intensity in the
-
_

_- simulated spectrum results from large Franck-Condon factors between the

anion ground state and direct scattering states. The structure of the FD2-

- spectrum is similar to that of the FH2- spectrum_ but the sharp resonance is

absent because the corresponding resonance energy is below the F + D2

threshold, as discussed earlier. Again, good overlap with direct scattering

states provides most of the peak intensity in the spectrum.

g The equation a = 1.14 - E that appeared in Ref. 28 was incorrect (J.Z.H.

- ¢__ Zhang, private communication 1991).

_
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O There are several differences between the experimental and simulated

spectra. The splitting between peaks A and B is 0.055 eV in the experimental

FH2- spectrum and only 0.045 eV in the simulation. The simulated C and D

peak positions for FDs- show similar discrepancies with experiment, and the

FD2- simulated B peak is much narrower than experiment. Some of these

discrepancies could be due to the uncertainty in the anion geometry, as noted

earlier;the anion bond lengths(rHz= 1'.74A, rm_ = 0.796 A) used forthis

simulationwere based on an earlyab initioestimate.Using a more recent

estimate(rw = 1.69/_,rm_= 0.770,/k)_ would placetheFranck-Condon region

even closertothecollinearsaddlepointon the T5a surface = 1.572A,r_

= 0.762A).IsOverlapwiththeH + HF directscatteringstateswould improve

and the contribution of peaks associated with F + Hs direct scattering states

Q would decrease(asshown inZhang and Miller'ssimulationsST)• Among other

effects,the intensityof the A peak in the FH2- spectrum would increase

relativetothe B and C peaks.

The experimentalspectrumhas much more intensityabove about 1 eV

- than does the simulation, particularly for FH2-. An earlier simulation 27

considered only energies accessible from F + Hs reactants, and cut off at eKE
--

- > 0.999eV (where_o,= 0),PhotodetachmentofFH2- can alsoaccessHF + H

-- neutral scattering states which lie below F + H2(v=0), so the comparison above

1 eV was not valid, The simulation shown here 28includes contributions from

: these product channel states, but they do not have good Franck-Condon

__

--.
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overlap with the anion wavefunction and hence contribute little more to the O _
i

simulated spectrum. The simulated intensity at electron kinetic energies
i

above i eV would increase if the ion geometry were closer to that at the saddle

point (es discussed in the last paragraph), and might be increased by including
[

transitions from excited vibrational states of the anion Chotbands'); the anion

is pre&lLctedto have a low-frequency vibration at 292 cm"1,and the populationi

of the anion v l=l level would be almost 6% of the total population at a

moderate beam temperature of 150 K.

Figure 7.6 shows the 213 nm spectrum of FH2- at O = 0°._ It is

essentially identical to the 266 run spectrum. Although the degraded

resolution at 213 nm (5.83 eV) is expected to broaden any narrow features, the

overall peak shape is remarkably similar. Differences between simulated and O

experimental peak positions are more obvious than in the 266 mn spectrum,

although we hesitate to make definitive conclusions from the low-signal region
_

at low electron kinetic energy (around peak D).

The overall agreement between the experimental and simulated spectra

is remarkable, considering that Dowas the only parameter adjusted in drawing

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 and given the uncertainty in the anion geometry and the_

deficiencies of the T5a surface. It appears that the important features in our

e=0° photoelectron spectra can be explained with reference to calculations on1

--= the T5a surface. Since our photoelectron spectra are sensitive only to the

region of the surface that has good overlap with the anion wavefunction, whichJ

__

Q
-

--.
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i

(as discussed above) includes the saddle point region, our results suggest that 0I

theT5a surfaceissufficientlyaccurateinthesaddlepointregiontoreproduce

ourresults.

Severaldetailsof the calculatedproductstatedistributionon T5a

disagreewithexperimentalresults.Scatteringcalculationspredictincorrect

productvibrationalbranchingratios,as discussedin theIntroduction.In

addition,the calculatedproductangulardistributionsdo not agreewith

experiment.The calculatedF + H2 differentialcrosssection3eshows the

HF(v=3)producttopeakatO_ = 0°,inagreementwithexperiment.However,

thecalculatedHF(v=2)productangulardistributionalsoexhibitssignificant

f,wward scattering(at®_ = 0°)althoughnonewas seeninthecrossedbeams
2

experiment.BoththescatteringcalculationsandthesimulationofZhangand

Millerpredicttheexistenceofan F + H2 resonanceatEI°)= 0.018eV,which

iscorroboratedbytheFH2-photoelectronspectrum.Calculationsindicatethat

thisresonancedecaystoH + HF(v=2)- fora J = 0 reactivecollision,the_

HF(v=3) channel is closed - but the forward-scattered HF(v=3) product

observed in the crossed beam experiments was interpreted as evidence for

- resonance decay to HF(v=3) only. The calculations and experiments can be

reconciled by noting that E_°_for the J = 0 resonance lies below the collision

energies used in the crossed beam experiments (0.03-0.15 eV), so the

experiments could only access rotationally excited resonance states (J > 0) in

collisions. These rotationally excited resonances should have enough energy
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O todecay to H 0.002eV more isrequired.Assuming
. I-IF(v=3); only energy

that forward-scattered product is correlated with resonances in rids reaction,

it thus appears that the resonance dec_ay products are not quite correctly

predicted on the TSa surface. In the next section, we consider possible

modifications to the T5a surface and their implications.

7.4.4. New potentiai enerR_, surfaces for F + HT

The development of new potential energy surfaces for F + Hs is an

extremely ac._ive area of research - in the last year we have seen two new

surfaces _'_ - and keeping up with new developments is a challenge.

Although we could not discussallnew resultshere,the 5SEC surfaceis
_

O particularlyrelevantbecauseofHahn and Taylor'srecentclassicaltrajectory
calculations and their discussion of our photoelectron spectra.

= Simulations on T5a agree with our experimental results, suggesting that

T5a is adequate in the saddle point region. Yet high-level ab initio

calculations indicate that this region of T5a is not accurate - the barrier should

be lower and the bending potential flatter. These two findings are not really

contradictory, since the required modifications to TSa are relatively subtle, and

there may be several surfaces which fit limited amounts of experimental data.

We cannot know whether a given surface is the true surface, only whether or

not it produces results that fit our data. Consider the 1-HI- spectrum, for

_ example. 66 The model ,:_urface used in virtually all calculations is a LEPS

-0
._
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surfacewithan estimatedbarrierheight,becauseno experimentalinformation O

isavailable.Compared tothe highlyfittednew surfacesforF + H2 thisisa

verycrude approximation,yetwith few adjustableparameters we can obtain

good agreement between thebasicfeaturesofthe simulatedand experimental

spectra,ltisthe finerdetailsofthe simulationthat willrespond to more

subtlechangesin the potential(asMetz showed forBrHBr-_e): detailslike

the B peak width inthe FD2- spectrum,theenergiesofthe C and D peaks in

both spectra,and thebehaviourwith isotopicsubstitution.

Given these constraints,then, how would we expect quantum

simulationson 5SEC todifferfrom thoseon T5a? The most obviouschange is

the saddlepointposition,which isearlieron 5SEC. The co[linearsaddlepoint

Oliesat r_=1.677 ,/_,rm_=0.762A,_ which isalmostidenticalto the ab initio

predictionforthe FH2- aniongeometry*sbut liesfurthertoward the reactant

valley. As shown by Zhang and Miller in their simulations on T5a, 27moving

the anion geometry to the product side of the saddle point gives more intensity

in the H + HF scattering states and increases the intensity of peak A relative

- toB.

Although quantum effects are known to be important in the F + H2

reaction, classical trajectory calculations provide complementary information

_ about the reaction dynamics and the nature of the scattering states. Hahn and

Taylor 67 performed simulations on 5SEC in an attempt to find classical
_

.m

Q
,

-
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analogues for the resonances, h They obtain periodic orbits at the same

energies as those of the peaks in our spectra. The trajectories of peaks A and

C are 'exchange periodic orbits' trapped in the strong interaction region. The

B and D trajectories are 'in-channel periodic orbits', associated with adiabatic

barriers in the entrance valley. This distinction between longer and shorter-

lived states is the same as that between 'resonance' and 'chrect' scattering

states that we mentioned earlier.

The physical picture provided by the classical trajectories can be

: compared to our assignment. The A trajectory is trapped in the earlypart of

the H + HF product valley (as is the C trajectory) - we assigned peak A to a

: transition to a resonance scattering state associated with HF(v = 2). In
_ffi

Q addition, Taylor predicts that the A periodic orbits for F + D 2 and F + DH will
spend very little time in the area corresponding to the anion Franck-Condon

region, explaining the disappearance of peak A in the FD2- and FDH- spectra.

The B and D trajectories are in-channel periodic orbits localized in the

entrance channel, and we attributed the B peak to a transition to a direct

scattering state. Although we assigned the D peak to a transition to a

resonance scattering state, the peak is relatively broad, suggesting that the

resonance is relatively short-lived. It is clearly helpful to be able to

74

2 incorporate the results of quantal and classical scattering calculations into
_

h They used the same anion geometry as Zhang and Miller (Ref. 27), rather

than the more recent estimate of Nichols et al. (Ref. 48).-_=_

--=
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analysis of our experimental results. O
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Appendix 1_ Simulated peak positions and intensities, NOs-photoelectron _
spectrum at 266 nm,

The Mj value designates the sub-matrix which contains the
neutral vibronic state, at energy E °, The anion vibrational energy is E-,

' eThe AE are calculated with respect to the en rgy of the lowest
eigenstate of the Mo sub-matrix (nominally the lA;0,0/state), The
electron kinetic energy is eKE = hv - E,A, (NOs) - E° + E-, where the
laser energy hv and electron affinity are given below,

Although n_ is not strictly conserved, the peaks with appreciable
intensity are tentatively assigned according to their parent states,

Mj E°(eV) E-(eV) hE(eV) AE(cm-1) HeighteKE(eV) Asst.
0 -0,150 0,000 0,000 0,0 1,000 0,738 100400
0 -0,150 0,089 -0,089 -720,0 0,053 0,827 1oo410
0 .,0,054 0,000 0,096 774.9 0,121 0,642 10o4o2

_i 0 -0,054 0,089 0,007 54.9 0,007 0,731 1oO412
: 0 -0,054 0,179 -0,082 -665.1 0,005 0,820 lo°4_ 2
I 0 -0,019 0,000 0,131 1057,0 0,793 0,607 lo14o°

114o
0 -0,019 0,089 0,042 337,0 0,042 0,696 _ooA14: 0 0,054 0,000 0,204 1644,0 0,011 0,534 _o-_o

i 0 0,054 0,089 0,115 924.0 0,007 0,623 lo°41_lO44
0 0.054 0.179 0.025 204.0 0.002 0.713 _OlA22

| 0 0,077 0,000 0,227 1831,9 0,096 0,511 ,.o_'o _ I

i 11420 0,077 0,089 0_138 1111.9 0,006 0,600 _oA12
_ 0 0,077 0,179 0,049 391.9 0,004 0,689 _o-'2

_ 0 0,112 0,000 0,262 2114.4 0,314 0,476 lo_4o°
_ 0 0,112 0,089 0,173 1394,4 0,017 0,565 lo!4, o

! 0 0,168 0.089 0,229 1850,6 0,002 0.509 lo°4,e
0 0,185 0,000 0,335 2701.0 0,008 0,403 lo'4o4

i 0 0,185 0,089 0,246 19J:_l,0 0,005 0.492 lo'41_

0 0,185 0,179 0,156 1261,0 0,002 0,582 lo14__0 0,208 0,000 0,358 2889,3 0,038 0,380 lo24o2
0 0,208 0,089 0,269 2169,3 0,002 0,469 lo2412

:_ 0 0,208 0,179 0,180 1449.3 0,002 0,558 lo2422

0 0,244 0,000 0,394 3177.1 0,083 0,344 loS4o°
-_ 0 0,244 0,089 0,305 2457.1 0,004 0,433 lo_41°

0 0,299 0,089 0,361 2907.6 0,001 0,377 lo'4, 6
0 0,316 0,000 0,466 3758,4 0,003 0,272 lo24o4
0 0 316 0,089 0,377 3038.4 0,002 0,361 lo24,_
0 0 340 0,000 0,490 3952,1 0,010 0,248 lo_4o2
0 0380 0,000 0,530 4276,9 0,016 0,208 lo_4o°
0 0,476 0,000 0,626 5051,8 0,002 0,112 lo44o2

-- 0 0,531 0,000 0,681 5495.2 0,002 0,057
_- 10O4o11 -0,105 0,000 0,045 362.8 0,351 0,693

q O
-..,===
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Mj E°(eV) E-(eV) hE(eV) AE(cm-1) Height eKE(eV) Asst.
1 -0,105 0,089 .0,044 -357,2 0,163 0.782 10o411
1 -0,105 0.179 .0,134 -1077,2 0.014 0,872 1oo421
1 -0.002 0,000 0,148 1195,4 0,080 0,590 lo°4os
1 -0.002 0,089 0,059 475,4 0.033 0,679 lo°41'_
1 -0,002 0,179 .0.030 .244,6 0,001 0,768 lo°4_
1 0,026 0.000 0,176 14,19.9 0.278 0.562 lo14o1
1 0,026 0.089 0.087 699,9 0.129 0.651 101411
1 0,026 0,179 -0,002 -20,1 0,011 0,740 101421
1 0,110 0,000 0.260 2097.2 0,011 0,478 100405
1 0,110 0,089 0,171 1377.2 0,004 0.567 100415
1 0,110 0,179 0.081 657.2 0,002 0,657 100425
1 0,129 0,000 0,279 2252,4 0,063 0,459 lo14o_
1 0.129 0.089 0.190 1532,4 0,026 0.548 lo141s
1 0,157 0.000 0.307 2477.2 0,110 0.431 102401
1 0,157 0_089 0.218 1757.2 0,051 0,520 102411
1 0.157 0.179 0,129 1037,2 0.004 0.609 lo_4_1

- 1 0,228 0.000 0.378 3049.2 0.001 0.360 100407
1 0,241 0,000 0.391 3154,2 0,009 0.347_ lo14o5
1 0.241 0,089 0,302 2434,2 0.003 0.436 101415
1 0,241 0,179 0,213 1714,2 0.001 0.525 lo14'__124s

1 0,260 0.000 0.410 3309.8 0,025 0.328 $o2Ao_

1 0.260 0:089 0,321 2589,8 0,010 0.417 _o "_11 0,289 0.000 0,439 3540.0 0,029 0,299 lo_4o1
1 0,289 0,089 0.350 2820,0 0,014 0.388 lo_411
1 0.289 0,179 0.260 2100.0 0.001 0.478 o 2

1 0.372 0.000 0.522 4211,6 0.003 0.216
1 0.372 0,089 0,433 3491,6 0.001 0.305
1 0,392 0,000 0,542 4372,5 0,007 0,196

= 1 0,392 0,089 0.453 3652.5 0,003 0.285
1 0,425 0.000 0.575 4639.7 0.006 0.163
1 0.425 0,089 0.486 3919.7 0,003 0.2520,060

- 1 0,528 0,000 0,678 5472.3 0.001
2 -0,057 0,089 0,004 29.2 0.056 0.734 lo°412

_ 2 -0.057 0.179 -0,086 -690.8 0,014 0.824 lo°422
2 -0,057 0,268 -0,175 -1410.8 0.002 0.913 1o0432
2 0.051 0.089 0,112 905.8 0.017 0.626 lo°414

-- 2 0.051 0.179 0,023 185.8 0.004 0.715 lo°424
2 0.074 0.089 0,135 1086.2 0.044 0.603 lo1412_ 114 2
2 0.074 0.179 0.045 366,2 0,011 0,693 o _

- 2 0.074 0.268 -0.044 -353.8 0.001 0.782 lo!432
-- 2 0,167 0.089 0.228 1836.4 0.003 0.510

-- 4

2 0.182 0.089 0.243 1962.8 0.013 0.495 lo141
2 0.182 0.179 0,154 1242,8 0,003 0.584 lo142_

,..... ,_,,_1,....... _,rH, ,,'_r ................ ,F%H.... _ ' _rr_,,lllliIl,l_'H I! ,r_,!1IlIIiqlt[' Hr_ I,Itll_pi'_ ,r rllrlrt-
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Mj E°(eV) E-(eV) AE(eV) AE(cm-1) Height eKE(eV) Asst. 'e
2 0,205 0,089 0,266 2143,6 0,018 0,472 1o2412
2 0,205 0.179 0,177 1423.6 0,004 0,561 102422
2 0,298 0,089 0,359 2893,4 0,002 0,379
2 0,313 0,089 0,374 3020,2 0,005 0,364
2 0,313 0,179 0,285 2300.2 0,001 0,453
2 0,337 0,089 0,398 3206,3 0,005 0,340
2 0,337 0,179 0,308 2486.3 0,001 0,430
2 0,445 0,089 0,506 4082,9 0,001 0,232
3 .0,007 0,179 .0,035 .285,9 0,007 0,773 1o0413
3 .0,007 0,268 .0,125 -1005,9 0,001 0,863 100423
3 0,106 0,179 0,078 625,9 0,002 0,660
3 0,124 0,179 0,096 771.2 0,005 0.342
3 0,237 0,179 0.209 1682,9 0,002 0,529
3 0,255 0,179 0,227 1828,5 0,002 0,511

o •

Parameters used in simulation.
A= E=

oh rulE C01-= 1057,0 cre-l, 0,131 eV,
o_4̂ oJ_ = ¢o4-= 720.0 cm-1, 0,089 eV,

_1 = 0,165 eV in '_ ' and 2E' states_2

_4= 0,265 eV. B
Electronic state energies e^ = 0,00 eV, eE = 1.87 eV.
Adiabatic electron affinity 3,922 eV (a difference of-0,015 eV from our

estimated electron affinity, due to the space charge effects in our 266 nm
spectra).

Laser energy 4,660 eV.

Ratio of electronic transition dipole moments %J_^ = 4,400,

¢o_-= 720.0 cm'_, T = 430 K (for hot band calculation).

Construct Hamiltonian assuming n4max of 14, nlmax of 9; order 240

e
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